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EDITORIAL 

As was announced in ESA IUE Newsletter N° 13 a consid
erably improved version of the high resolution extraction 
software has now been installed at VILSPA. Together with 
the earlier release of the new low resolution software 
(ESA IUE NewslE~tter N° 10 and N° 11), this represents a 
major improvement in the general processing of IUE data 
(IUESIPS) . 

No major modifications are expected to be made to 
IUESIPS in the near future, therefore we present in this 
issue a detailed time history of IUESIPS (Part 1) and a 
number of suggested methods for improving IUE data reduced 
with earlier versions of IUESIPS (Part II). Minor changes, 
which are likely to occur, will be documented regularly in 
the Newslet·ters. 

We hope that the present document will facilitate the 
use of data retrieved from the archive and will provide a 
better understanding of the effects to be expected when 
comparing IUE data reduced with different versions of IUE
SIPS. The two parts included here have also been published 
in NASA IUE Newsletters N° 16 and N° 17. 

The Editor 
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PART 1 - TIME HISTORY OF lUES IPS CONFIGURATIONS 

B.E. Turnrose, C.A. Harvel 

ABSTRACT 

This document presents basic information needed by 
International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) GUest Observers 
and Archive Users to understand the evolution of the IUE 
Spectral Image Processing System (IUESIPS) and its products 
from April 1978 to March 1981. Data on the status of IUE
SIPS as a function of time are presented in a format intended 
to facilitate rapid indexing of the changes which have been 
made to correct deficiencies or errors and to enhance the 
capabilities of the system. It is expected that the collec t e d 
information will be of particular utility to users of the IUE 
Regional Data Analysis Facilities and others wishing to asses s 
the homogeneity of IUE data reduced at various times at either 
the U.S. or European IUE ground stations. 

With the exception of a correction to VILSPA information 
for configuration number 23, this document represents a 
reprinting of CSC/TM-81/6117, issued in October 1981 under 
the same title. 
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SECTION 1 - INTROD0CTION 


1.1 BACKGROUND 


The International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite has been 

in operation as a Guest Observer facility since 3 April 1978. 

The software system used by the IUE Observatory ground stations 

at GSFC and Villa f ranca del Castillo, Spain (VILSPA) to perform 

the standard IUE data reduction operations and generate the 

standard output products, the IUE Spectral Image Processing 

System (IUESIPS), has undergone a continual evolution since 

April 1978 in order to enhance the quality of the data processing 

and remove various software deficiencies and errors as they were 

discovered. As a result of the various changes made to IUESIPS, 

there is necessarily an inhomogeneity between data as it would 

be processed currently and the same data as it might have been 

processed at prior times. Existing documentation (International 

Ultraviolet Explorer Image processing Information Manual, 

Version 1.0, CSC/TM-79/6301, and "Chronology of Modifications to 

lUES IPS Output Products," in NAStl. ItJE Newsletter No. 12, and 

ESA IUE Newsletter No_~, January 1981) provides summary data 

relating to the existence of the changes made to IUESlPS but does 

not contain sufficienc detail to allow a quantitative assessment 

of each change, in most cases. 

1. 2 OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of th i s document is 1:.0 provide a means by \vhich the 

evolut i on of lUESIPS since 3 April 1978 can be de scribed in 

suffic i e nt detai l to allow full traceability of the system so 

that t he degree of homogeneity of IUE data red uc ed at diverse 

times at eithe r g r ound station (GSFC or VILSPA) may be adequately 

assessed. The goal is to provide documentation of each stage in 

the life of lUESIPS in a form which is convenient and also 

comprehensive enqugh to allow the specifica t ion of the exact 

manne r in which data r e duced at the various stages d iffers from 

data r educed with the current system. Whe rever possible, we 

have s t r iven to facil i tate the task of the user who wi shes to 
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devise correction procedures to remove reduction inhomogeneities. 

A collec tion of actual algorithms/procedures to perform 

meaningful transformation of earlier data is being prepared as a 

separate document. 

1. 3 SCOPE 

This document describes all known changes relating to the contents 

or format of the tape output products (GO and archive tapes) from 

standard IUESIPS processing. Changes which pertain only to the 

other output products included in GO data packages (CalComp plots, 

Photowrite hardcopy images, and/or computer printouts) are not 

treated. 

The emphasis in cataloging the changes to lUES IPS herein is on 

providing an accurate record of the time-history of the evolution 

of processing conditions, and wherever possible the exact times 

of implementation of the various changes, at GSFC and VILSPA 

separately, are given. The types of IUE images affected by each 

condition catalogued are indicated by camera and dispersion and 

processing option. Estimates of the actual number of images 

affected by each condition are made whenever possible. Cross 

references to available GSFC and VILSPA IUE Observatory software 

configuration documentation are made when pertinent, and a 

detailed description of each condition under discussion and its 

conseq uences in terms of the character of the data reduced under 

it, is provided. Finally, as many alternative means of identifying 

data processed under each configuration (in addition to the date 

and time of processing included in the headers of all but the 

very earliest images) as could be determined were included. 

The period of time covered by the present docl~ent extends from 

3 April 1978 to 31 March 1981 (GSFC changes), and 17 April 1978 

to 31 March 1981 (VILSPA changes) . 
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SECTION 2 - IUESIPS CONFIGURATIONS 

2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DOCUMENTATION 

2.1.1 Sources of Data 

Changes to the production version of IUESIPS have, with few 

exceptions, bee~ effected through a configuration control 

process which provides documentation sufficient to identify 

the nature of and the time of implementation of each modifica

tion. At GSFC, such documentation takes the form of Science 

Operations Center Anomaly Reports (SOCARs) and Scheme Modifica

tion Reports (SMRs). SOCARs are used to justify and document 

the changes that are made to the IUESIPS software per se, i.e., 

applications programs, utilities, and IUESIPS systems software.· 

SMRs are used to justify and document changes made to the pro

duction schemes of IUESIPS--those collections of standardized 

calls to the various lUES IPS applications programs needed to 

reduce images and generate specific output products for each 

image type. Although both SOCARs and SMRs carry information 

describing the scope of the changes they doc~~ent, the detail 

included is generally insufficient to fully describe the rami

fications of each change from a Guest Observer's point of view. 

Indeed, for this very reason, and also because many of the 

SOCARs and SMRs describe system-oriented changes which are 

transparent to the end recipient of the data, this document 

is being prepared with the user's interest in mind. 

At VILSPA, similar documentation items (Image Processing Soft

ware Modification Heports and Scheme Modification Reports) are 

used to control changes. The GSFC and VILSPA documentation 

together were used to generate the short-form IUESIPS chronol

ogy appearing in NASA IUE News:'etter No. 12 and ESA IUE 

Newsletter No.9. These combined resources as well as any 

available more informal notes and records were used to 

generate the data compiled herein. 
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In many cases, supplementary and quite detailed explanatory 

information is contained in articles published in the 

IUE Newsletter. Notable here are artic l e s in the continuing 

series "IUE Data Reduction" of which twenty three have so far been 

published in the NASA IUE Newsletter. Data from these articles 

and, more generally, from any relevant contribution in the 

Newsletter or elsewhere have been assimilated for the present 

document. 

2.1.2 Contents and Use of This Document 

As mentioned in section 1.3, only those IUESIPS changes effect

ing the contents or format of the tape output products are 

catalogued in this document. The data are presented here as 

descriptions of each unique configuration of lUES IPS as defined 

by start and end dates representing the times at which relevant 

changes to the system were implemented. Such dates 

are recorded separately for the IUESIPS production systems 

at GSFC and at VILSPA. This approach is necessary since the 

effective times at which modifications were implemented at 

each gro~Dd station are in general different. Although 

functional equivalence of the two IUESIPS systems has been 

the overall operational goal, certain modifications at one 

station are not appropriate to the other; notable in this 

regard, for example, are most. of the cha.nges at GSFC dealing 

with calibration images, which are not acquired and analyzed 

as extensively at VILSPA. 

The configurations are Gescribed in three separate but comple

mentary ways: 1) bar-graph timelines showi ng start and end 

date (with a resolution of one week) for each configuration 

(referenced by number), 2) an index of con fi gurations by 

number and title, and 3) a detal1ed description of each 

configuration by number, title v effective dates, etc. The 

first task of a user wi s hing to relate da ta reduced in the 

past to present-day data is to ident~fy all past configurations 
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appropriate to the old data, since the existence of a config

uration with an end date at some point in the past indicates 

a difference between the system as it was prior to the end 

date and as it is now. This is accomplished, as a function 

of processing date (with l-week resolution), with the config

uration timelines in section 2.2. From the timelines, the user 

identifies the number of each prior configuration in effect on 

the date of processing. From the index of configurations in 

section 2.3, the user can then ascertain, by title, which 

configurations are relevant to his data. The user can then 

refer to section 2.4 for the detailed writeup of each config

uration, includ~ng the exact start and end dates (when known), 

data types affected, relevant documentation, means of recogniz

ing affected data (other than processing date), and the ramifica

tions of each configuration. The user would also refer to 

section 2.4 for those cases in which the resolution of the 

timelines in section 2.2 was insufficient. 
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2.2 CONFIGURATION ?IHELINES 

In this section a set of bar- graph time l i n es is presented 

showin~ the start and end dates, at GSFC a n d at VILSPA 

separately, for each o f t h e configur~t ions catal oguec. Figure 

2-1 contains the tinel i nes. Processing date is d i splayed along 

the vertical axis, at a scale or one we e k per small division, 

beginning with the start of the Guest Observer period on 3 

April 1978. The first week in each new month is marked. 

Each configuration is identified by a seq uential number, 

ordered by GSFC end date (or VILSPA end date if no GSFC end 

date exi sts). In Figure 2-1 the bar connecting the GSFC start 

and end d a t es appears to the left of each major division: the 

bar connecting the VILSPA start and e nd dates appears adjacent 

to the GSFC mark, to the right o f each rrajor divis~on. In 

cases where the VILSPA dates are not known, a bar i s not drawn. 

Note that the configuration nur.cter is no ii: necess arily an 

integer. Beca us e a preliminary version of this document had 

been circulat ed at the 1Ub ground stations in r1ay 1981 and some 

cross-re f erencing of con figurations b y n urr~er had occurred, 

it was decided to retain the original seventy configuration 

numbe r s as they appeared in the prel imina r y version. This 

means that several additional configurations subsequently 

identified as fa l ling by date between o riginal configurations 

are as s i gned decimal numbers, such as 1 4 . 1 , and inserted in 

the pro per sequence. With this system of numbering, the 

configur ations are still in chronologica l order by end date. 

The timelines a llo w the user to determi ne quickly which past 

configurations affect the data in question, on the basis of 

processing date. In case of borderline processing dates, the 

user may r e f er directly to the precise start and end dates 

in section 2.4. 

2.3 INDEX OF CATALOGuED CONFIGURATIONS 

In th i s sec t i on each past confi gur ation i s listed by sequential 

number a n d titl e (Table 2-1 ). From t h is index, the user then 
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can determine the general nature of each past configuration 

selected from the timelines in section 2.2. This index should 

simplify the user's task by allowing him to weed out configu

rations which, although in effect at the time of processing, 

are of no relevance to his data. An example would be a con

figuration pertinent only to high dispersion data which a 

user with only low dispersion data could ignore. On the other 

hand, those configurations which bear further investigation 

in section 2.4 are easily highlighted. 
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Figure 2-1 . Configuration Tirne l ines (continued) 
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Table 2-1. I NDEX TO CATALOGE D CONF I GURATIONS 

Number 	 Title 

1. 	 Corrupted data at the ends of s moothed background 

spectra (and hence net spectra) . 


2. 	 Restricted ,J.,ow dispersion SWP wavelength coverage 

(AlOOO-1900~) • 


3. 	 Erroneous negative fluxes i n extracted spectra due 

to incorrect integer scaling of Fmax. 


4. 	 Non-optimal center and radius values f or circle 

in which geometric correction is performed. 


5. 	 Suppression of redu...·1dant wavelengths in high 

dispersion processing. 


6. 	 Unrestricted RIPPLE correction at e nds of orders 

in high dispersion. 


7. 	 Reversed naming convention for di s p ersion constants 

as written in IUESIPS history label. 


8. 	 No processing dates written in IUES IPS history labels. 

9. 	 One-pixel error in OSCRIBE (dispersion-constant over

lay program) • 


10. 	 Nearest-neighbor line-finding algorithm in WAVECAL. 

11. 	 Use of ITF's composed of single exposures. 

12. 	 Accomplish regi stration of spect r a l .orders with dis

persion-constant overlays by shi f t i ng the images 

(rather than the dispersion consta n ts). 


13. 	 Extraction of low dispe~sion spectra using the programs 

SPIN, ROTATEH, and COMPARE. 


14. 	 Epsilon-field v alues in smoothed backgrounds shifted 

to incorrect wavelengths. 


14.1 	 Dispersicn constant and reseau ca l ibration used for 

VILSPA reductions (1). 


14.2 	 Error in long wavelength high dispersion wavelengths. 

15. 	 Reseau flagging in low dispersion merged spectra does 

not distinguish between reseau ma~k in gross spectrum 

and reseau mark in background spectr~. 


16. 	 Geometric correction of high dis?ersion images accomplished 
using reseaux measured on nigh dispersion ~'iAVECAL images. 
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Table 

Number 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

21.1 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

2-1 continued 

Title 

Use of non-optimal RIPPLE parameters for LWR. 

Extract low dispersion spectra (EXTLOW) with 

HT=9 and DISTANCE=8.0 (Will not properly extract 

spectra of aperture-filling objects) • 


Image sequence number sometimes zeroed out in scale 

factor record of merged spectral file. 


Determine LWR low dispersion wavelength calibrations 

from preliminary version of line library. 


Use of incorrect offsets from small to large aperture 

in LWR. 


Error in SWP low dispersion wavelength scale. 


Perform all registrations of spectral orders with 

dispersion-constant overlays manually. 


Camera number transmitted as true number plus 

10 or 20 in scale factor record of merged spectral file. 


Determine SNP low dispersion wavelength calibrations 

from preliminary version of line library. 


Extract low dispersion large-aperture point-source 

spectra with DISTANCE=8.0. 


Improper truncation of area of image photometrically 

corrected. 


Automatic registration of spectral orders done using 

only 6 sampling areas in DSPCON. 


Omit vacuum--to-air correction for LWR low-dispersion 

single-aperture reduction. 


Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 

(SWP high dispersion). 


Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 

(low dispersion) . 


No inforrr.ation on values of OI·illGA, HBACK, or DISTANCE 

in IUESIPS history labels. 


No information on values of automatic registration 

shifts recorded in ILLSIPS history labels. 
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Table 

lJ w:lbc: r 

33. 

34. 

34.1 

34.2 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

2-1 continued 

Title 

Process order 65 in 5WP high dispersion. 

Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 

(LWR high dispersion). 


Dispersion constant and reseau calibration used for 

VIL5PA reduction (2). 


Dispersion constant and reseau calibration used for 

VIL5PA reduction (3). 


Use incorrect version of ETOEM. 


High dispersion partial processing on 5/360 (VICAR). 


Use original IUE5IPS File Hanagement System. 


No information on values of manual registration 

shifts recorded in IUESIPS history label. 


No output products generated for images designated 

"Do Not Process". 


Improperly convert certain spectral files with 

negative fluxes to GO-tape integer format. 


All high dispersion extractions due with HT=5. 


Write redundant raw-image tape files for wavelength 

calibration images. 


No short header file written at beginning of GO tape. 


Use of SWP ITF with incorrect 20% exposure level. 


Use of non-optimal pixel offsets from small to large 

aperture. 


Use of pixel offsets from small to large aperture 

which do not correspond to physical center of 

large aperture. 


Write geometrically-correct-ima.ge tape file for 

wavelength calibration images. 


Use biweekly dispersion-constant calibrations in 

low dispersion. 


Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations 

from unrefined line libraries (version I libraries). 

Do not provide absolutely calibrated net spectrum 
in low dispersion .. 
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Table 2-1 continued 

Number Title 

51. Truncation of ITF at upper limit. 

52. Incorrect units for DISTANCE parameter in EXTLOW. 

53. Use original AS~~. Astrophys. absolute calibration. 

54. Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations from 
partially refined line libraries (version II libraries). 

55. Use biweekly reseau calibrations. 

56. Use biweekly dispersion constant calibrations in 
high dispersion. 

57. Use preliminary mean dispersion constants for low 
dispersion. 

5 B. Inaccurate automatic registration programs. 

59. Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations 
from further refinements to line libraries (version 
III libraries). 

59.1 Incorxect:ly transmit 5-digit image sequence numbers to 
scale-factor record of extracted spectral files. 

60. Processing of low dispersion spectra using the programs 
GEOM, FICOR, and EXTLOW. 

61. Non-perpendicular manual shifts (REGISTER). 

62. Label lacks scheme name and auto/manual message. 

63. Incorrect I:lanual shift for SWP images (REG). 

64. VBBLK without label processing. 

65. Incorrect entries in label by SPECLO (negative 
declination and zero shift) . 

66. Inaccurate automatic registration (LWR-LOW, 
SWP-HIGH and all Trailed) . 

67. Calibration files without temperature corrections 
(low dispersion) . 
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Table 2-1 

Number 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

continued 

Title 

Use of preliminary parameters to specify the 
region to be processed by the program 
PHOTON. 

Use positional information to determine 
the bounds of the area to be extracted 
(SPECLO) . 

Unused lines of header label not blank-filled by 
POSTLO. 

Dispersion constant and reseau calibration used 
for VILSPA reductions (4). 
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2.4 DETAILED CONFIGURATION DATA 

In this section the f u lly-detailed discussion of each cataloged 

IUESIPS configurat ion is found. To facilitate t:he use of this 

section as a refe r e nce tool, a standard format f o r the data 

presentation has been adopted. Each configuration begins on 

a new page and h a s t he title and sequence number at the top 

of the page. The e ntries under "Data Affected" are used to 

specify the type s of data pertinent to the confi guration 

described. The "Camera " and "Dispersion" entries are self

evident. "Processing" means the specific type of file 

affected by the configuration - for example, a change in the 

photometric correction affects both the geometrically and 

photometricall y corrected image itself and the spectra 

extracted from it , where as a change in wavelength scales affects 

only the extracted spectra. The file mnemonic conventions 

defined in CSC/TM- 79/63 0 l and "IUE Data Reduction XVIII, 

Implementation of New Low Dispersion Software: Summary of 

Output Format Changes" in NASA IUE Newsletter No. 12 are used 

often here (GPI, ESSR, ESHI, etc.). The terminology "merged 

spectra" refers to t he file of merged gross, background and 

various net spectra (ESHI, ESLO or MELO), whereas in low 

dispersion the terminolo gy "extracted spectra" would include 

both the line-by- lin e (ESSR or LBLS) and merged spectra. 

The start and end d ates (GMT) for each configuration are given, 

separately for GSFC a nd VILSPA, with the greatest precision 

possible. (An e ntry of N/A means that the configuration is 

not applicable at t h a t particular ground station.) Where an 

exact time of day is available, it is given in GMT hours and 

minutes (hh:mm). In certain cases where exact times of 

changes were not reco rded originally, a limit on the time of 

the change is s et by the existence of a program or scheme 

listing evidencing t he change (and which bears a tiffie of day) . 

In such cases the t i me of the listing becomes an "upper limit" 

to the time o f t h e change and is preceded by the symbol n<". 
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When the start or end date is left totally blank, no infor

mat i on is currently available on the change date (certain 

VILSPA dates only). Certain VILSPA dates which are uncertain 

but supported by strong indirect evidence are enclosed within 

exclamation marks, e.g. !l4 June 1978! 

rrhe entry "Media" reflects the output product media affected 

by the configuration. The entry "Estimated Fraction of 

P rocessed Images Affected" is an estimatl§!d proportion of 

images actually affected by the configuration out of the 

i ma g es Eotentially affected (i.e., the estimated fraction of 

affected data out of total data of the type specified above) . 

The "Estimated Number of Images Affected" is an estiri~ate of 

all affected data (GSFC and VILSPA). Both of the above 

es t imates are rough and should not be relied upon for detailed 

statistics. 

Under "Pertinent Documentation" are included cross references 

to a l l relevant documentation, including GSFC SOCAR and SMR 

ntmilie r s, IUE Newsletter articles, and other sources. 

The " Description" section contains the discussion of the 

nature of each configuration, with equations, tables, and 

fi gur es included where applicable. The attempt was made to 

provide sufficient detail without excessive length. Those 

descriptions or parts thereof provided by Dr. K.J.E. Northover 

of VILSPA are enclosed within brackets " < >". 

Unde r "Means of Identifying Affected Data" we have provided, 

where possible, means of recognizing data affected by each 

confi guration which are alternative to the date of processing. 

Where it was not possible to specify any such alternative 

ide ntif i cation methods, this section was omitted. 

The set of detailed descriptions follows according to the 

format outlined above. 
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..,.... ;j. .. ..A..--._ .. 

ID. 1 


TITLE; 	 Corrupted data at the ends of smoothed back
ground spectra (and hence net spectra). 

DA'I'i\ AFFECTED: 

CA!-lERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

i'lLDIA: Tape, CalComp 


14 April 1978} 

DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978END { 20 April 1978 (GSFC) 


BEGIN 17 April 1978END !14 June 1978! (VILSPA) 


ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF U1AGES AFFECT~D: 50 

PERTINENT DOCUl-,£NTATIO~: GSFC SOCAR 91, SOCAR 95 

DESCRIPTION: Flux points at ends of orders which had been 
processed with SMOOTH (the running-average smoothing done on 
background spectra) were either incorrectly calculated or 
dropped because of an indexing problem in the code. The 
result was corrupted data at the ends of orders (smoothed 
background and net files) in high and low dispersion. The 
number of points that were handled incorrectly was TBD. 

The program SMOOTH wo.S modified to correct the problem; exist 
ing documentation indicates changes were made on 14 April 1978 
and 20 April 1978 but is insufficient to fully specify the time 
and nature of the fixes. 



NO. 2 


TITLE; Restrlcted low dlsperslon SWP wavelength coverage 
(~1000-1900~) 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: SWP DISPERSION: I.J::M PROCESSING; Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, calcacp 


DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END <19:47 20 April 1978(GSFC) 


BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 


ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 


ESTIMATED NU~ffiER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 20 


PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 4 

DESCRIPTIOr-:;: The SWP low dispersion extraction scheme cut off at A=1900~. 
By modlfYlng the size field in call to COMPARE so as to read 
(1, 81, 32,1200) instead of (1, 183, 32, 1200) and by extending 
the call to SMoo'rH with NAVG=l to an LMAX of 2000.0 instead of 
1900.0, spectral extraction was extended to A~2000~. Plots were 
similarly modified to show the extended spectral region. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 


• Absenxe of extracted data at wavelengths longer than 

1900 ~ in SWP low dispersion. 



NO.3 


TITLE: 	 Erroneous negative fluxes in extracted spectra due 
to incorrect integer scaling of Fmax. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Bot.h PROCESSI~G: Extracted Spectra 

!v'£DIA: Tape 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 3 April 1978 END 26 April 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END !14 June 1978! (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 20% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 20 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: 	 GSFC SOCAR 78, SOCAR 86, SOCAR 98, 

SOCAR 107, SOCAR 125 


DESCRIPTION: The program ITOE which performs the scaling of 

floatlng-point internal-format fluxes scaled the fluxes so that 

the integer Fmax value was 32767 (± roundoff). When positive 

roundoff occurred, the 16-bit format overflowed, causing 

Fmax to be interpreted as a large ?egative number. Thus, any 

point extracted with fl ux equal to Fmax would be incorrectly 

encoded as negative numbers on the tape. In general, only a 

small number of points would be involved. Furthermore, the 

sudden jump to large negative numbers is easily identified. 


A safety margin for roundoff error was therefore built in so 

that instead of scaling Fmax to 32767, Fmax + 1 is scaled to 

32760. 


MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Presence of sudden jumps to large negative fluxes 

amidst positive fluxes near 32767. 




t~O. 4 

'lJ 'fLE; 	 Non-optimal center and radius values for circle in 
which geometric correction is performed. 

D.c..'I'.; .'\FFECTED: 

CAi'vlERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: GPI, extracted 
spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, Calcomp, Photowrite 

DAT ES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END 27 April 1978 (CSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END ~14 June 1978! (VILSPA) 

EST Dt~,TED FRA.CTION OF PROCESSED ::b-1AGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF I~GES AFFECTED: 100 

PE?TINENT :)OCm.~EN~ATION: GSFC SOCAR 109 . . 

DES ClU PTION: The program GEOMF, which geometri.cally corrects 
a raw image, only operates within a circle (in raw-image space) 
o f radius RAD and centered at sample = CENS and line = CENL. 
Pixels in the output image which correspond to positions in 
the input image outside of this circle are set to zero DN. 
This is done both to save execution time and to remove as 
much of the unwanted target ring as possible. 

Prior to end date, the values for these parameters had been: 

CENS = 384.0 

CENL = 384.0 

RAD == 370.0 


Afte r this date, the new values are: 

CENS = 390.0 

CENL :=: 390.0 

RAD = 358.0 


That is, the circular area over which the geometric correction 
(and hence all further meaningful photometric correction and 
extraction) is performed is moved "down to the right" and made 
slightly smaller. The primary effect of this change is to re
move a larger portion of the target ring from the corrected 
i mage and hence provide a cleaner extraction of data. 

MEA':>J" S OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Examination of geometrically and photometrically 

corrected image (GPI). 




NO. 5 

TI':' I....E: 	 Suppression of redundant wavelengths in high dispersion 
processing 

DAT 2:1. ,",FFECTED: 

CrlME Ri-\: All DiS ~)EESI ON: High PROCESSING : Extracted spectra 

1'1£:;1,,\ : Tape, Calcomp 

0 , 'T'C" ~ • 
.. J._ ...... O 	 .. E EG n~ 3 April 1978 EhD <21:44 08May 1978 (GSFC) 


J EGI N 1 7 April 1978END 14 June 1978 (VILSPA) 


SS T IM..~'l'ED f'RACTI Oi~ OF PROCESSED D1AGES AFFECTED: 100% 

£ S'i'IMATED NlJMBER OF I HAGBS AF.f'ECTED: 100 

l? ER'I':;: NENT Docm,1ENTl\']' I Ol,: : GSFC SOCAR 99, SMR 8 

~ESCRIPTIO~: The pro g ram CUTMERGE, whic~Krestric2~~ the extracted 
wavelengths for each order to the range 2~ 1 <A< 2M- was used inI 

order to produce p r operly merged gross, 1~terorder~ ~et, and net
ripple-corrected s pe c tr a on tape. Because of a bug in the program 
cmmINE (used to s ubtrac t interorder spectrum from gross to obtain 
net) which dropp ed d at a points from the end of the net spectrum, 
CUTMERGE had been used to cut all four spectra to equal length for 
merging in GO-tape f o rmat. \.vhen COMBINE was fixed to alleviate 
that problem (SOCAR 99), CUTMERGE was dropped as of the end dates 
shown. 

As a result, there is no overlap of redundant wavelengths between 
most orders, so that coincidence of features can be used to better 
judge their reality in many cases. 

231,342 for LW R
* K -	 (Note: not the same as K values for137,600 for SWP RIPPLE) . 

MEANS OP IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

o 	 Complete lack of wavelength redundancy in data on GO tape. 

o 	 Prog r am step CU'r MERGE appears in I. P. history portion of 
labe l . 





i\C. 6 

TITLE: unrestricted RIPPLE correction at ends of orders in 
high dispersion 

:ATA AFFECTED: 

Cp.MERA: All DISPERSION: High PROCESSING:Extracted spectrum 

~lliDIA: Tape, Calcomp 

:)AT2S : BEGn~ 3 April 1978 END 13:24 11 May 1978(GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978ENi:, : 14 June 1978! lVILS~jA) 

ESTH'lATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED H11'\GES AFFECTED: 100% 
" 

ESTIHATED Ntii"'iliER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 100 

P:LRTINENT DOCUt1EYTA'iIO~~: GSFC SOCAR 119 

DESCRIPTION: The program RIPPLE calculates a flux Fcorr(X) 

corrected for the echelle blaze ("ripple") function with 

the formula: 


F (,,)Fcorr (,,) = 
RCA) 

where F (A) is the uncorrected net flux
2 


sin X
R (,,) .. 
X 2 (l + ax2) 

Tiro 2 
(A-"c)X = 
K 

" = K c 
ro 

m = order number 

and K = 137,725 } and K = 231,300 }SWP LWR at GSFC prior 
a = 0.10 a == 0.08 to 7 July 1978 

(see also the change 
as of that date) 
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With this formuJ.a, the correction factor at tho ends of tIle 
orders (large X) are large, re~ulting in the amplification 
of noise. 

On the end date above, a limit of 2.61 was placed on the 
value of X, resulting in a maximum multiplicative flux 
correction factorRtA)of 15.77 in SWP and 17.16 (prior to 
7 July 1978) for tl R. 



NO. 7 


TITLE: 	 Reversed naming convention for dispersion constants 
as printed in IUESIPS history label. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING:Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978END 11 May 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END !14 June 1978! (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 250 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSPC SOCAR 113 

DESCRIPTIO~: The nami ng convention for the A. and B. values 
1 1 

of dispersion constan t s was reversed in the labels written 

by the programs DA'rE XTH2 and COMPARE. Both programs named 

the A. as the line-coordinate constants, and the B. as the 
1 	 1 

sample-coordinate c ons t an t s. 


As of the end date above, the A. refer to the sample coordinate 

1 

constants and the B. to the line-coordinate constants. 
1 



NO.8 

I~l'L[: No processing dates written in lUES IPS history labels. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA = All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: All files 

fliliDIA: Tape, Calcomp, Photowrite 

DA'TE:S: BEGIN 3 April 1979:;ND 04:40 18 May 1978(GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978END 14 June 1978 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FrtACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 350 

PERTI~E~n UOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 112 

DESCRIPTION: The date and time of processing was not included 

in the IUESIPS history labels until the end date above. This 

is a serious deficiency, since the processing date provides 

the basic traceability parameter for the processing. 

As of the end date, the IUESIPS Control Executive was modified 

to write the GMT time and date of processing, in the sample 

format 04:40Z May 18, 1978, in the history portion of the 

lUES IPS label (lines 101 on) for each applications program 

executed. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• Lack of dates in IUESIPS history portion of label. 



NO. 9 

TI TLE: 	 One-p ixel error in OSCRIBE,2 (dispersion-constant 
ov e r l ay progr~~) • 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: Al l DISPERSIO~: Both PROCESSING:Extracted spectra 

. 'lEOIA: Tape, Calcomp,Photowrite 

DA'l'ES : BEGI N 3 April 1978 E~D <17: 08 18 X. ay 1978 ( GSFC) 

EGIN 	 1 7 April 1978 K'l~ 14 June 1978 (VILSPA) 

ES TH LATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

EST IMATED ~UMBER OF IMAGES AFF ECTED: 350 

DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 120, SMR 11 

DESCRI PTION: The program OSCRIBE2 generated the overlays of the 
tra jec torie s f o l l owed by the dispersion relations. It was 
f ound t hat a l-p i x e l error (in t he sample direction) was 
bei ng intr oduce d in generating t he overlays, such that the 
g e nera t ed overlays were situated at too large a sample number 
(i .e., t oo far "to the right") by I pixel. The effect of 
t his would be c h a nge the position ing of the extraction slit 
with r espect to t he spectral orders, in as much as the (incorrect) 
overlays we re r egistered with the orders by shifting the image 
p r i or to t he s pectral extraction step. For example, if no shift 
we r e in fac t necessary, the error in OSCRIBE2 would have caused 
a n of fse t to appear which would result in a shift leading to a 
spe c t r a l order which was not centered in the extraction slit. 
Th e e f fe cts of t h is on extracted flux would be small in low 
dispersion where the slit is relatively long, but could be 
me a surab l e in h igh dispersion where the shorter slit and closer 
int e r order spac i ng could result in both a reduced gross flux 
and an i nc reased background flux. The effects on assigned 
wave l e ngth s are small (~.7 pixel along dispersion) but 
variable , dep endi ng on the direction in whi ch the compensating 

i mage shift was applied by the processing operator. 


The p rogram OSCRIBE replaced OSCRIBE2 and corrected the 

problem. 
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MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• Program name aSCRIBE2 (instead of aSCRIBE) 
in label of photowrite image with dispersi
constant overlay. 

w
on 

ritten 
-



NO. 10 


TI TLE: Nearest-neighbor line-finding algorithm in WAVECAL. 

DATJI_ AFFECTED: 

CAME Rl'l. : All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

HEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END 
18 
19 

May 
May 

1978 
1978 

(LWR high) 
(SWP low) (GSFC) 

21 May 1978 (LWR low & 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 14 June 1978 
SWP high) 

(VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTU'Li\TED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 400 

PERTINENT DOCUi"ffiNTATION: GSFC SMR 10 

DESCRIPTION: 

The p r ogr a m WAVECAL (which finds the coordinates of individual 
platinum l i n es in the geometrically-corrected calibration images) 
used a nearest-neighbor result from the cross-correlation search 
algori t hm. 

A modified version of the program (WA\~CAL2) was installed 
(a t GSFC on 15 May 1978) to interpolate smoothly the inferred 
coordinates of maximum correlation (i.e., the platinum-line 
posit i ons ) which are in general not integer pixel values. The 
r e sul ting dispersion constants are hence slightly more accurate. 
Not e that t h e effective end dates for this condition depend on 
whe n the n e xt c al ibra-tion image for each camera and dispersion 
mode was processed. 





Nt). 11 

TITLE~ Use of ITF's composed of single exposures 

')i\'l'A M 'T,'ECT ElJ : 

CAHERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: GPI, 	 extracted 
spectra 

NEOlA: Tape, CalComp, Photo~rite 

uATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END 20:30 22 May 1978 (Gs :r:'C) 

BEGI N 17 April 1978 END 14 June 1978 (VI::"'SPA) 

ESTIMATED F~~CTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 500 

PERTINENT DOCU:'lENTATION: GSFC SMR 12, CSC/TM-79/630l 

DESCRIPTION: 

Prior 	to the end dates shown, the Intensity Transfer Functions 
(ITFs) used were comprised of single flat-field images at each 
exposure level. Th e ITFs installed as of the end dates are 
comprised of averages of at least 2 (usually 3 or 4) images 
at each exposure level. In addition, the new LWR ITF was 
extended to a higher exposure level (nominal 200% exposure). 
The new SWP ITF was reduced to 11 levels instead of 12, but 
still covers approximately the same exposure range (up to 
nominal 160% level). CAUTION: The new SWP ITF installed on 
end date also contained the famous error in the 20% exposure 
level (see NASA IUE Newsletter No.7, Nov. 1979 see also change 
of 07 July 1979) 

- - ------ - - f characteristics of the chanaes made on endinq d - -- 
~ 

ITF 
CHARACTERISTIC 

LWR SWP 
OLD NEW OLD NEW* 

! 

I~umber of exposure levels 

~omin"'l highest exposure
level 

axirnurn unsaturated 
i flux nurr~er t 

12 

140% 

18000 

12 

200% 

25219 

12 

160% 

18003 

11 

160% 

17740 

t See 	8 Jan. 1980 change to extra~olate the ITFs. 
* 	New SWP ITF had large photometr1c errors for 1084<FN<429l. 

(See NASA IUE Newsletter No.7.) 
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MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

The tables of T values printed in the lUES IPS history• 
labels of photometrically corrected images (see IUE 
Ima9:e ProcessinSt Information Manual, version 1. 0-,-CSC/TM-79/6 301) 
These values are the effective exposure times, in unit~ of 
0.01 seconds, assigned to the various levels of the ITF. These 
values are: 

Old ITFs 

SWP: 0 1800 3600 5500 7300 9100 
10900 12700 14500 18200 21800 29100 

LWR: 0 1800 3700 5600 7500 9400 
11200 15000 18800 22500 26300 30000 

NEW ITFs 

SWP: 0 1753 3461 6936 9000 10575 
14299 17709 21546 25156 28674 

LWR: 0 2303 4069 8008 10073 11878 
15883 20149 24471 29391 34333 42032 



NO. 12 

TITLE: Accomplish registration of spectral orders 
with 	dispersion -constant overlays by shifting 
the images (rath er than the dispersion constants) 

DATA 	 AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END 20:30 22 May 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 14 June 1978 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 14 

DESCRIPTION: 

The registration of the spectral orders with the dispersion 
relations (which dicta t e the trajectory of the extraction slit) 
was accomplished by hol ding the dispersion constants fixed and 
actually moving the geometrically and photometrically corrected 
image by the small number of pixels required. The disadvantages 
of this procedure were tha t 

1). only integer-pixel shifts were allowed (i.e., no 
resampling was done) 

2). when the i mage is shifted, the reseau marks move 
with the i mage, and the reseau flagging 
algorithm whi ch works on the expectation of 
fixed reseau positions will not work correctly. 

On the end dates shown, a change was made so that the image is 
held fixed and the registration is done by shifting the zero
point terms in the dispersion relations. Since the zero-point 
shift need not be an integer-pixel value, disadvantage 1 is 
removed, and since the image and reseaux are fixed in position, 
disadvantage 2 is also removed. Note the following changes to 
the data are involvE:d in this procedural change: 

a). 	 The geometrically and photometrically 
corrected image written on the tape is 
now unshifted (previously, the shifted 
image had been wri tten to tape, with zeroes 
filled in the samples (or lines) that were 
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brought into the 768 x 768 pixel array 
during the shift step) 

b). 	 The dispersion constants written in the 
lUES IPS label are the shifted constants 
used to do the data extraction. They 
would be a slightly more accurate repre
sentation of the order location because 
of the fractional-pixel shifting allowed • 

.MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Geometrically and photometrically correeted images on 
tape (GPI) will have a border of zero-filled pixels 
representing the lines (or samples) shifted into the 
768 x 768 array by the shifting process 

l~. l 
->i""'%0,*,""'~"''''~''''','''l11 ,.. 

e.g. an image shifted +2 pixels and +1 line would have zero 
values in the bytes corresponding to the pixels shown in 
shaded area above. 

• 	 IUESIPS history label of geometrically and photometrically 
corrected image shows that program SHIFT was executed. 

• 	 Reduced photowrite image with OSCRIBE overlay has information 
in label showing that the program SHI FT was executed, and 
it contains a line of text which reads **** OSCRIBED 

SHIFTED IMAGE **** 



I'JO. 13 


'j.'ITLE: 	 Extraction of low dispersion spectra using the 
programs SPIN, ROTATEH, and COMPARE. 

DAT,"", 	 AFFECTED: 

CA:-;ERA~ All DISPEHSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEiJIh: Tape, Calcomp, Photowrite 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 3 April 1978 END 20:30 22 May 1978(GSFC) 

BEG Hl 17 April 1978 END 14 Jun 1978(VILSPA) 

ESTI~~TED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NuMBER OF H1AGES AFFECTED: 300 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 15 

DESCRIPTION: The use of the programs SP IN, ROTATEH, and COMPARE 
to extract low dispersion spectra was a c compan ied by several 
drawbacks and/or condi t ions which were eliminated by the intro
duction of the progr am EXTLOv] for extracting low d i spersion 
spectra. These conditions were: 

1). 	 No flagging of reseaux or satur ated pixels. All 

quality-measure E values set to 100. 


2). 	 Spectra extracted from a "rectified image segment", 

being a geometrically reshuffled port i on of the 

geometrically and photometrically correc ted image 

aligned parallel to the dispersion line. 


3). The line-by- l i ne or spatially-resolved spectra 

(NL=32, NS=1204) were extracted from the rectified 

image segment using a I-pixel slit and were assigned 

"pseudo order" numbers 1-32. The 2000-FN-per-pixel 

offset added to the photometrically corrected image 

was included in the line-by-line fl ux valt.i.es. 


4). 	 The merged slit-integrated spectra (NL=7, NS=1204) 
were extracted from the rectified image segment using 
a summation of line -'by-line fluxes representing a slit 
1 pixel wide and 10 pixe:s long. Gross spectrum from 
sum of lines 12-21, and background spectrum from sum 
of lines 7-11 and 22-26. The 2000-FN-per-pixel offset 

http:valt.i.es
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was included in both the g ross and background fluxes 
(total 20,000 FN in each because of IO-pi xel total 
slit area). Apart from the offset, which cancels 
out in the net spectru~, the net sli~-int egrated 
FN values were smaller than those subsequently 
obtained using EXTLOW, due to the geonetric projection 
effects inherent in the extraction method. The ratios 
of EXTLOVl net 	FN to COMPARE net FN are 1.78 for LWR 
and 1.83 for SWP. 

With the introduction of EXTLOW, the following changes 
occurred: 

1). 	 E values computed similarly to high dispersion 
case 

E=0.264 x d + 	 E + E 
r s 

where d = 	 distance from center of tube 

in pixels 


r-800 if any pixel within the 
slit 	defi~in? fl~x ~gross . or 

( backgroun~) 	 1S w1t h1n 2 p1xels
Er = 1 of the fixed r e seau marks.

Co otherwise 

J 
I -1600 if any ?ixel in slit is 

saturated (DN=255) 
E = I 0S 	 otherwise 

\" 
2). 	 Spectra extracted directly from the geometrically 

and photometrically corrected image, in a manner 
similar to high dispersion. 

3). 	 The line-by-line spectra (~L=55, NS=1204) 
extracted with an effective slit area of 
/2 x /2 pixels, each sanpl~ng slit being 
oriented at an angle of 45 to the line and 
sample directions. Each of the spectra are 
assigned a pseudo-order nwnber from 73-127, with 
order numbers increasing from the large aperture 
toward the small. All 2000-FN offsets removed. 

4). 	 The merged s?ectra (NL=7, NS=1204) extracted 
with a slit of effective width I~ pixels and 
area of 17 o i xels (i.e., the slit is 9/~ pixel-	 .
widths long). The background spectra are 
extracted from the SUD of 5 p i xels on either side 
of the gross extraction s li t, centered at a 
nominal distance of 8/2 p ixels from the dispersion 
line (but See cha n ge to EXTLOw2 on 01 March 1980) 
and normalized to a total area of 17 pixels. All 
2000-FN offsets removed. Net FN differ from 
COMPARE values by the projection factors cited 
above. 
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MEANS OF IDENTI FYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• Line-by-line file only 32 lines 

• All E::100 

• Program names in lUES IPS history label 



NO. 14 


TITLE : 	 Epsi lon-field va l ues in smoothed backgr ound s shifted 
to incorrect wavelength. 

D)'TA AFFECTED : 

Cl\lV;EW\: All DISPERSION: All PROCESS ING: Extracted spectra 

:'lEDIl'. : 	 Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 3 April 1978END <14:10 01 June 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978END 17: 00 01 Feb 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTltvlATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 10 0% 

EST I MATED NUMB ER OF HiAGES AFFECTED: 700 

PERTI NENT DOCUMENTATI ON: GSFC SOCAR 1 26 , SMR 8, SMR 25 

JES CRIP TION: The quality-measure € field in s moothed back
ground spe c t ra was disp l aced by + NAVG/2 po i nts each time 
SMOOTH was e xe c uted. NAVG is the wi dth o f the r unn ing-average 
filter used ( =15) so t hat E val ues were di splaced by +7 
extraction points in each pass of SMOOTH. Sin ce a double-pass 
smoothing is employed, the E: values were di s placed by 14 points 
from their correct po s it ions in smoothed backgro und spectra; 
i.e . , t he wrong wavelengths were f l a gged for res eaux or 
s aturation . 

This mi s placeme n t is e vident in t he net spect r um de fined as the 
g r oss minus t he smoothed backgro und, since t he f lag s are combined. 
'rh e E values from the s moothed back ground a ppeared d i splaced 
fro m their correct posi.tions, although those € conditi ons arising 
f rom t h e g ross spect r um were correct. Hence , the E values in 
me r ged spe c tra prior to end date should be regarde d with caution-
on l y t hose resea ux or s a t urated-pixel fl ags aris ing from the 
gross s pect rum wo uld be correctly placed. 

MEANS OF I DENT I FYING AFFECTED DATA~ 

• 	 Po i nts in net s pectr um marked with distinguishing E values 
(i.e., reseau x o r s aturation) whereas the same wavelengths 
do not hav e t hose va l ues in either the gross o r unsmoothed 
b a ckground. (Th i s method is applicable only i f the orlglnal 
Ca lCornp plots are a vailabl e, since the E in merged spectral 
f i l e on tape i s a combined value) . 



NO. 14.1 

TITLE: Dispersion constant and reseau calibrations used 
for VILSPA reductions (1). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMEPA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: All except RAW. 

!'lEOlA: Tape, Calcomp, Photowrite 

(GSFC)DJI.TES : BEG IN N/A END N/A 

(VILSPA)BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 14 June 1978 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 250 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: VILSPA TN/2002 - OO/AS/7804l7 

(Release ~ 9 File) 


DESCRIPTION: <During this period the wavelength and geometry 

calibrations used for the reduction of all data at VILSPA 

were based on images acquired between 18 March 1978 and 

24 March 1978. 


It is believed that these calibrations were used throughout. 

Evidence exists that another calibration, for LWR, dated 05 

May 1978 and using images 27 April 1978 to 09 May 1978 was 

available by May 18, 1978. No specific evidence of its use 

is known.> 




\ 

NO. 14.2 


TI TLE: Error in long wavelength high dispersion wavelengths. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

(GSFC)DATES: BEGIN N/A 	 END N/A 

(VILSPA)BEGIN 17 .April 1978 END 15 June 1978 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES 	 AFFECTED: 30 

PERTI NENT DOCUMENTATION: 	 VILSPA memos: MP/cr - 065 (17 May 1978) 

and MP/al - 065 (23 June 1978) 


DESCRIPTION: < Derived wavelengths were approximately 0.7 ~ too 

s ho r t. Error arose because scheme and calibration structure 

was such that the vacuum to air wavelength conversion was 

effectively performed twice.> 




NO. 15 


TITLE: 	 Rese au fl a g g ing i n low dispersion merged spectra 
does not disting u ish between reseau mark in gross 
spectrum and re:3eau mark in background spectrum. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAlvlERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Merged Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 20:30 22 May 1978 END 16 Jun 1978 (GSFC) 

BEG I N 17 April 1978 END !17:00 01 Feb 1979! (VILSPA) 

ESTU1A.TED FRJ>.CTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NuMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 500 

PER'rINENT DOCUMEnTATION: GSFC SOCAR 127, SOCAR 134 

DESCRIPTION : The version of EXTLOW in use between the dates 
above used identical fla gging for reseau presence in both 
gross and background spectra, v iz ., -800. When these spectra 
were combined to form the merged f i le, it was not possible 
from the merged data alone to te l l which spectrum the reseau 
affected. Since the background spectrurn is smoothed, reseaux 
there are generally of less signif i cance than reseaux in the 
gross spectrum and it is therefore desireable to identify the 
po int of origin of the reseau flag in the merged file. 

The fix made was t o fl ag r e seaux in the background spectrum 
with the value -4 0 0 so that a d if ferent iation could be made 
in the me rged spectra as to the origin of the reseau 
contamination. 

Thus E = 0.264 x d + E + E 
r s 

where d = distance from center of tube in pixels 

-800 if any pixel within the gross extraction 
( slit is within 2 pixels of reseau 

Er = ~ 	 - 400 i f any pixel within the background extraction 
s li t is within 2 pixels of reseau (low disp. only) 

{ o otherwise 
( 
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ES = {-1600 if any pixel in slit is saturated (DN=255) 

o otherwise 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• No € values in the range -400 «<-300 



NO. 16 

~ITLE: 	 Geometric correction of high dispersion images 

accomplished using reseaux measured on high dispersion 

WAVECAL images .· 


DATA AFFECTED: 

Ci\r\1ERA : All DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: GPI, 	 Extracted 
spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN .3 April 1978 END{ll:OO 9 Jun. 1978 (SWP)} (GSFC) 
_.' 23:00 1 JuL 1978 (LVm) 

BEGl.N 1. 7 Aprl1 1978 END (VILSPA)
!17:00 	01 Feb 1979! 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

EST I MATED NUMB ER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: 

DESCRIPTION: Prior to the end dates shown above, the reseau 

positions used t o generate the geometr~c correction parameters 

for reducing high dispersion images were measured directly 

from high dispersion WAVECAL images. The difficulty is that the 

presence of many p l atinum emission lines on such images has the 

potential for contaminating the cross-correlatio n search for 

reseau positions . Such contamination was a considerably more 

signif i c a nt problem in SWP than in LWR, and in particular in a 

re gion near the lower left of the SWP tube where a number of 

neighboring reseaux lie near platinum lines. 


< 	At VILSPA a single SE.t of geometric parameters has always 
been used for both high and low dispersion. It is strongly 
suspected, but not proven, that in this period these were 
derived from the high dispersion WAVECAL images appropriate 
to each installed calibration.> 

The problem at its worst manifests itself by a poor geo~etric 
correct i on giving rise to distortions in the corrected image. 
It is b e l i eved that all instances of such serious contaminations 
(i.e., distortion readily apparent to the eye) were corrected 
by reprocessing, and that instances of less serious contamination 
were filtered o ut by t.he reseau-smoothing algorithm which 
g e nerated the geometric parameters. (The smoothi ng algorithm 
fa iled when too many reseaux in a given row or column were 
con taminated) . 
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The pe r man e n t solut i o n to this p :oblem was the procedural change 
of using on l y l ow d ispersion ca l ibration frames (on which con
taminat ion o f smoo the d reseaux is insignificant) to generate 
the geometric correct i on parameters for all images. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Disto rtions i n geometrically and photometrically corrected 
image (GPI file ) . 



NO. 17 


TITLE: Use of non-optimal RIPPLE parameters for LWR: 

K = 231,300 A == 0.08 (GSFC) 


K = 231,075 A == 0.09 (VILSPA) * 


DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END <06:07 7 Jul 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 14 Jun 1978 ( VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IW~GES AFFECTED: 400 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 38 

DESCRIPTION: The RIPPLE correction constants K and A for LWR 

(see change of 11 May 1978) were initially set to the non

optimal values shown above at the two ground stations. 

Evaluation of spectra processed with those parameters indicated 

that the following values: 


K = 231,150 

A = 0.09, 

were more appropriate, and the two ground stations adopted 

these values on the respective end dates shown above. with 

these new values, the limiting LWR ripple correction factor 

becomes 16.43. 


* 	 There is some uncertainty in the VILSPA records. The old 
GSFC values for LWR K and A may have been in use at VILSPA 
until approximately 3 May 1978 when the values K==231,075 
and A=O.09 were adopted. What is more certain is that the 
optimal values K==231, 1 50 and A=0.09 were in fact installed 
on the respective end dates shown above. 



NO. 18 


~ITLE: 	 Extract low dispersion spectra (EXTLOW) with HT=9 
and GISTANCE=8.0. (Will no~ properly extract spectra 
of 2pcrtur8-filling objects.). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Merged spectrum 
(8xtended objects 
in large aperture)

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 20:30 22 May 1978 END 01 Aug 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END 14 June 1978 (VILSPA) 

J:; ~·TIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

Ef,TlMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 50 

PERTINENT DOCUME~TATION: GSFC SMR 42, CSC/TM-79/6301 

DESCRIPTION: All low dispersion spectra processed ~ith 
EXTI.Oh7 prior to the end date above were extracted using a 
slit height HT=9 (9 pixels on a diagonal) and with the back
grou~d sampled at DISTANCE=8.0. While these parameters are 
appropriat8 for a point source, aperture-filling objects such 
as extended sources or trailed exposures require a longer slit 
to measure all of the f~ux in the large aperture and a more 
d i stant background sampling to avoid contamination froIT. the 
aperture itself. Therefore, aperture-filling sources extracted 
before the end date would suffer too small a gross flux und too 
large a background flux. The amount of the error depends on the 
flux distribution within the aperture. 

On the end date, an optional processing scheme for extended 
sources was defined, using HT=l5 (longer than the la~ge
aperture) and DIST.ANCE=ll. O. The old parameters werE:: also 
retained for use with point sources. Caution: See the change 
to EXTLOW on 1 March 1980 for information on the units of 
measure for DISTANCE. 
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Note: <At VILSPA the extended source option was provided 
earlier. Prior to EXTLOW installation date at 
VILSPA (14 June 1978) an equivalent extended source 
reduction scheme was provided using COMPARE (refer 
configuration #13).> 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• HT=9 written in lUESIPS history label by EXTLOW. 



NO. 19 


TITLE : 	 I mage sequence n umber sometimes zeroed out in scale 

fac t o r record of me rged spectral f i l e. 


DATA AFFECTED: 

AJ'1ERA: All DISP ERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

ME DIA: Tape 

DATES: BEGIN 3 Apri l 1978 END 08 Aug 1978 (GSF'C) 

BEGIN 17 Apri l 1978 END! 17: 00 01 Feb 1979! (VILSPA) 

EST I MATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED I~~GES AFFECTED: 20% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 300 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 141, SOCAR 145, SOCAR 150 

DES CRIPTION : The prog ram ETOEM which merges the gross, background, 

net, and a b solutely-ca l i brated net spectra for tape output also 

creates t he scale-factor record for that f ile. Bytes 13 and 14 

of t he scale record are supposed to contain the image sequence 

n umbe r in 1*2 format . Unt i l the end date shown, ETOEM was 

refe r e ncing the observer ' s com~nts section in line 4 of the 

I UE image label to obtain the image number. Although the image 

n umber wa s usual ly prese nt in that location, it was not always 

the re b e c ause it was manually keyed in at the time of observation. 

As a r e sult, on those occasions when the area in the label 

s e a rched was blank , a zero was transmitted to the merged-spectrum 

scale f acto r record i n place of the correct image sequence number. 


As of t he change date above, ETOEM was modified to read the image 

sequen c e number from the system-generated bytes 53-56 of line 

1 o f the image label. These bytes contain the most reliable 

data in the image label pertaining to image number. 


<VILSPA has a different format convention for the observers 
comments and all images wi.ll probably be affected. > 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 I mage sequence number zero in merged-spectrum scale -factor 

r e cord . 




NO. 20 


TITLE; 	 Determine LWR low dispersion wavelength calibrations 
from preliminary version of line library. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CltMERA : LWR DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 3 April 1978 END 11 Aug 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 17:00 01 Feb 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 400 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: "IUE Data Reduction III. Accuracy of 
Low Dlsperslon Wavelengths," NASA IUE NEv~SLETTER No.5, July 1979. 

DESCRIPTION: The line library used to perform LWR low dispersion 
wavelength calibrations was found to contain several emission lines 
which were either misidentified, blended, or too faint. A new 
line library omitting such lines (see reference documentation 
above) was adopted as of 09 August 1978 ) but not used to generate 
a production calibration file until 11 August 1978. 

There were no known ill effects associated wi th the use of the 
old line libraries. The use of the new line libraries is 
documented here only for completeness. 



NO. 21 

Use of incor rect offsets from small to large apertureTITLE: 
in LWR. 

0ATJ\ AFFECTED: 

:?RCCESSING: Extracted spectraCAMERA: LWR D-;:SPEHSION: Both 
(large aperture) 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DA'l'ES: BEGI~ 3 April 1978 END 16:00 30 August 1978 (low) (GSFC) 
18:00 31 August 1978 (high) 

BEGIN 17 ,April 1978 END 17 :00 01 Feb 1979 (VIL,SPA) 

ESrHlATED FRACTION OF PR.OCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED Nul-lEER OF H"...t;GES AFFECTED: 600 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTA'!'ION: GSFC SMR 46; "IUE Data Reduction V. Wavelength 
assignments for Layge Apert.ure Spectra," NASA IUE Newsletter No.6, Sept. 1979. 

DESCRIPTION: Large-aperture dispersion cons tnnts are derived from the 
directly-measured small-aperture values by addir.g an offset to the zero-point 
terms (AI and B 1) corr'8sponding to the separation of the apertures in samples 
and lines. (See refer,ence documentation above) In the case of LWR, the 
offsets used in the wavelength-calibration schemes until 11 August 1978 were 
preliminary values : 

!::.S -21.1 
6L == +2 5 .1 

Subsequent more accurate measurements made on geometrically-corrected cali
bration images with both apertures illuminated showed that better values* 
were 

!::.S -17.5 
!::.L + +19.5 

The effect of having used the older offsets was primarily to introduce a 
velocity-like shift of approximately -50 km/sec in the zero-point of LWR 
high dispersion extracted spectra. This arises because the vector between 
the old and the new offsets lies chiefly along the high dispersion orders 
and is approximately 6,,7 pixels in length. There is little wavelength 
offset in low dispersion because the shift is nearly perpendicular to the 
dispersion and hence corrected by the registrat.ion step. 

The new offset values were incorporated into the GSFC wavelength calibrat.ion 
schemes on 11 August 1978 and first used to generate calibration files on 
the respective end and dat(~ s shown above for low and high dispersion. 

* See also the change documented as of 08 July 1979. 



NO. 21.1 


TITLE : Error in SWP dispersion wavelength scale 

DATA AFFECTE D: 

CAMERA : SWP DISPERSION: Low PROCESSI~G : Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

* END 	 (GSFC)DATES: BEGIN N/A 	 N/A* 
(VILSPA)BEGI N 15 June 1978 END 07 September 1978 

100%EST I MATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IHAGES AFFECTED: 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF l}mGES AFFECTED: 150 

PERT I NENT DOCUMENTATION: ESA IUE Newsletter No. 3 (July 1979); VILSPA 

internal memos: {MP/cr-097 16 Aug 1978) 

\JB/bm 6 Sep 1978) 

DESCRI PTION : <All VILSPA SWP low dispersion data in the period 

were processea with dispersion constants which resulted in a 

noticeable systematic wavelength error. The computed scale kS 

corr ect arRund 1250 ~ and gives wavelengths too short by 10 ~ 

nea r 19 50 ~. 


A suita b le c o r rection formula is: 

Acorre c ted = -20.00 + (1.0158 ± 0.0002) * Atape 

The c a libration used was in use on 23 May 1978 at GSFC.> 

* 	 See a l so the discussion of the GSFC configuration ending 

21 Sept ember 1978. 




NO. 22 

Perform all registrations of spectral orders with dispersionTITLE: 
constant overlays manually 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CISPERSION: Both PROCESSI~G: Extracted spectraCAMERA: All 

MSDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END <02:00 10 Sept. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 ;;pril 1978 END 17:00 01 Feb 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 3000 

PERTINENT DOCU~CNTATION: GSFC SMR 48 

DESCRIPTION: untLl the end dates shown above, the registration of 
spectra) forr:la t with d i spersion-const:ant overlays could only be performed 
by manual inspection of the images and overlays on the Experilnent Display 
System (EDS) screen. The characteristics of shifts determined by this 
procedure are: 

1) they are measured by eye and depend on an operator's judgment, 
and 

2) they may be decomposed into arbitrary line and sample direction 
components yielding a net shift such that the spectrum coincides 
w'ith the overlay. This is prone to being highly operator-dependent. 

Operator guidelines were established to make all derived shifts in a 
direction perpendicular to the dispersion, on the theory that in the 
absence of specific knowledge to the contrary, the safest procedure is to 
apply a shift so as not to alter the wavelength assignments, i.e., a shift 
perpendicular to the dispersion. The strict adherence to such guidelines 
is operator-dependent , however, and it cannot be ruled out that arbitrary 
shifts in the wavelength scale (which would mimic velocity shifts in high 
dispersion, and would be constant-wavelength shifts in low dispersion) 
were induced by the registration step, with a magnitude corresponding to 
up to several pixels. 

On the end d~tes above, a program with an automatic order-finding algorithm 
was implemented to calculate the perpendicular registration shifts * without 
operator intervention in most cases. Implementation of this software 
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(the program DSPCON) eliminates the undesirable characteristics (1) and 
(2) listed above. As implemented in production on the dates shown, DSPCON 
was not used for trailed or extended-source spectra, or for spectra which 
were either too intense (at least 4 of the 6 sampling areas saturated), too 
faint (insufficient contrast in at least 4 of the 6 sampling areas), or for cases in 
which the r.m.s. deviation from the mean of the shifts measured in the 
various sampling areas exceeded 1.0 pixel. In addition, DSPCON was limited 
to total shifts of 2.8 pixels because of the size of the sampling areas 
used. 

* In some cases, the nominally perpendicular shifts calculated by DSPCON 
were not precisely perpendiculari see the change made on 18 August 1980. 



NO. 23 

TITLE: Camera number transmitted as true number plus 10 or 20 
in s c ale factor record of merged spectral file. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA : All DISPERSION: Both PF.OCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape 

DATES: BEGIN ~ 2 Sept. 1978 END 20 Sept. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED:> 20 

PERT I NENT DOCCMZNTATION: GSFC SOCAR 151, CSC/TM-79/6301, oec SIR 5355 

ESCRIPTION: The program ETOEM accessed bytes 49 and 50 of record 1 
of the IUESIPS label (see CSC/TM-79 6301) to obtain the camera number for 
L~e scal e factor record of the merged spectral file. Until 2 September 
1978, the oce software which wrote record 1 of the label used the value 0 
for t h e station flag in byte 49 for both NASA and ESA images, so that the 
c amera number read by ETOEM was effectively c o rrect. vlhen the correct 
s tation flag values (l=NP.!3A, 2=ESA) were put into the label beginning on 
2 September 1978 with oce software system 7 (see OCC SIR 5355), however, 
the 1 or 2 in byte 49 was included by ETOEM as part of the camera number 
passed to the merged spectral file. 

The pro g ram E'I'OEM was modified on the end date above to access only byte 
50 f or the camera number. Therefore, all images acquired on or after 
2 Sept . 1978 and processed prior to 20 Sept. 1978 will have incorrect 
camera numbers in the merged spectrum scale factor record. Because 
processing did not always follow the strict chronological order of image 
acq uisit ion, a unique processing start date for the incorrect camera 
numbers is difficult to determine; the start date shown above is therefore 
indicated as ~ 2 Sept. 1978. 

<At VI LSPA, BEGIN ~ 06 Nov 1978. END ! 17:00 01 Feb 1979! > 

}~S OF IDEN7lFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• l n correc t camera number Dl merged-spec trum scale factor record 

a Acquisit i on date >" 2 Sept. 1978, processing date < 20 Sept. 1978. (GSFC) 



NO. 24 

TITLE; 	 Determine SWP low dispersion wavelength calibrations 
from prel i mi nary version of line library 

DATA AFFECTED: 

Cfu\1E RA : SWP DI SPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 3 Apr il 1978 END 07:00 21 Sept. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 19 78 END 17: 00 01 Feb. 1979 (VILSPA) 

EST IIVlATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ES TIMATED NUMBER OF U 1AGES AFFECTED: 700 

PERTINENT DOCUMENT.i\TION: "IUE Data Reduction III. Accuracy of· Low 
Dl s persion Wavelengths7NKsA IUE Newsletter No.5, July 1979 

DESCRIPTION: The line library used to perform SWP low dispersion 
wave length cal ibrations was found to contain several emission lines 
which were e i t her mis i d e n t ified, blended, too faint, or contaminated 
by a reseau mark. The presence of these lines caused the calculated 
dispersion relat ions to vary from solution to solution (a new 
sol utio n wa s obtained every several weeks) in a more or less 
random f ash i o n. The worst problem associated with the use of this 
vers ion o f the l ine l i brary was that the scale-factor terms of the 
dispersion rela tio ns (the A2 and B2 terms) exhibited spurious 
solut i o n-to-so1ution excursions of up tQ ± 2%. As a result, wave
leng t h s xale errors of a s much as ± 20 X over the range from 1000 ~ 
to 20 00 X were propagated to extracted spectra in those instances 
when t he "bad" l i brary entries were included in the dispersion 
so l ut ions. In t hose ins t ances when few (or no) "bad" entries were 
used in the solution , considerably smaller scale errors resulted, 
and in some cases q ui te accurate scales resulted. 

The p r oblem was e limi n ated with the adoption of a new SWP low 

dispers i on line library which o mitted the problem entries (see 

reference documentation above). The new library was adopted 09 

August 19 78 but not used to generate a production calibration file 

unti l 21 Se p tember 1978. However, the calibration in use from 

13 : 00 27 J u ly 1 9 78 unt il 21 September 1978 was reasonably accurate 

even t hough it wa s de r ived from the old line library. Its scale 

terms differ by less t han 0.2% from the scale terms of the mean 

dispers i on constant:s adopted at GSFC on 18 July 1980, for example. 
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MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Values for the A2 and B2 scale terms of dispersion relations 
found in the IUESIPS history portion of label, which differ 
significantly from accurate values. This may be judged by 
comparison to the modern mean vRlues, for example. The 
mean scale terms adopted on 18 July 1980 for SWP low 
dispersion are 

A2 	 = -.46657 pixelsjR (sample direction) 

B2 	 = .37616 pixelsj~ (line direction). 



--

r-.u. 25 


TITLE: 	 Extract low dl.spersion large aperture point-source 
spectra with DISTANCE ~ 8.0 

DATA AFFEC'l'ED: 

CM'1E RA : All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: . Merged spectra 
(point-source, large

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 
aperture) 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 3 April 1978 END <15':57 25 Sept. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 17:00 01 Feb. 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100\ 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 800 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 49, CSC/TM-79/630l 

DESCRIPTION: Large-aperture low dispersion spectra extracted as point 
sources (HT=9) had background sampled at DISTANCE = 8.0 (see CSC/TM-79/ 
6301). This has the disadvantage of measuring background levels with a slit 
partially inside the large aperture, which although safe at most wavelengths, 
presents a problem for SWP exposures with substantial geocoronal Lyman-alpha 
signal. In such cases, the geocoronal Lyman-alpha contaminates the smoothed 
background near A = 1216 R(±50 R) . 
On the end dates indicated , the DISTANCE parameter was changed to 11.0 
(same as for large-aperturE~ extended-source reduction), nominally putting 
background sampling outside of large aperture"'. 

* See, however, the changes to EXTLOW made on 01 March 1980 at GSFC. 



NO. 26 


TITLE! Improper truncation of are a of image photometrically 
corrected. 

DATA J\FFECTED: 


CAMERA: All DISPERSIQN: Bot!1 PROCESSING: GPI, extracted 
spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 02 Oct. 1978 END 19 :0 0 06 Oct. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A 	 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 50 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 51 , SMR 52 

DESCRIPTION: A version of t he phot ometri c correction program 
WEich was lntendedto apply the p ho tomet ri c correction only 
within a circle of specified cente r and rad ius wa s introduced 
at GSFC and withdrawn 4 days late r a fter it was determined 
that the program was not selecting t h e ci r cul ar a rea p roperly. 
The Short- lived version, called Fl eORS, was found t o be trun
cating useful data from the ends o f cert ain orders (most 
severely in high d~spersion) and was repla c ed with the former 
program, FIeOR, which applies the photome t ric correction to the 
whole 768 x 768 image. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING ~~FECTED DATA: 

• 	 Program name FleORS (instead of FleOR) in IUESIPS history 
label during the 02 Oct.-06 Oct. 1978 time fr ame. (A corrected 
version of FICOR5 was eventual l y instal l e d in December 1978 
so o n ly Oc t ober 1978 FICORS r esults wo ul d be suspect.) 

• 	 Less than normal wavelength coverage i~1 some orders. 



NO. 27 


TITLE: 	 Automatic registration of spectral orders done using 
only 6 sampling areas in DSPCON 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 10 Sept. 1978 END 17:00 25 Oct. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 


ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 50% 


ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 500 


PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 60 

DESCRIPTION: The initial versio~ of DSPCON used to perform 
automatic registration of spectral orders sample d only 6 areas 
of the image to do its cross-correlation order-finding calcuiation. 
On the date shown above, an updated version of DSPCON which 
extended the search to 6 additional areas was i mp lemented. The 
wavelengt h s a t which the new version samples the image to 
determine the shift are given in the following table. 

I 
I SWP LWR 

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH 

A A m 	 A A mII 

1300 1465 9 4 2100 236 0 98I 

2200 2370 981350 1475 94 
1400 1530 90 2300 2460 94 

2470 941450 1540 90 2400 
2500 2570 901500 160 0 86 

25 80 90260015 5 0 1 6 10 86 
269 0 8627001600 168 0 82 
2700 86280016 5 0 1 690 82 
2820 8229001 765 7 8170 0 
283 0 8230001 75 0 1775 78 
29 6 0 7831001860 741 8 0 0 
29 7 0 7832001 850 1870 74 

-~-- - - -~-------

,.. 
, j 



NO. 28 


TITLE; 	 Omit vacumn-to-air correction for LWR low-dispersion 
single-aperture reduction 

Di\TA AFFECTED: 

Ck'vlERA: 	 LWR DISPERSION: Lo~ PROCESSING: Extracted spectra
(slngle aperture 


only) 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 


DATES: 	 BEGIN 04 Nov. 1978 END 5:30 15 Nov. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A 	 (VILS?A) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 20 

PER'!'INENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 63, SMR 65 

DESCRIPTION: The vacuum-to-air wavelength correction normally 
performed on LWR spectra at A>20 0 0 ~ was inadvertantly left out 
of the processing of single~aperture LWR l ow dispersion spectra 
during the period designated, due to a clerical error in creat
ing a more efficient processing scheme. 

It 	is believed that all affected spectra were subsequently 
reprocessed correct~y., 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 No discontinuity in assigned wavelengths at 2000 ~. 
(vacuurn-to-air corr~ction int~oduces a discontinuity of 
approximately 0.65 ~ at 2000 X.) 

I . 
I 
I' 
I 

'I 



NO. 29 


TITLE: Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: SWP DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: GPI 

MEDIA: Tape, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 0 3 ~.pril 1978 END 20:50 10 Dec. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 7 March 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1500 

PERTINENT DOCU~£NTATION: GSFC SMR 67 

DESCRIPTION: With the exception at GSFC of the 4-day period 
endlng 06 October 1978 (see change on that date) I the entire 
768 x 768 geomet.rically corrected image was photometrically 
corrected by the p rogram FICOR. This was unnecessary and 
inefficient since the area outside of the target ring contains 
no image information. On the end date shown, the high dis
persion SWP process i ng schemes were changed to use the program 
FICOR5, which photometrically corrects only the portion of the 
image within a circl e of radius "RADIUS" and center line and 
sample coordinates CL and CS. where 

RAD IUS = 395.0 

CL :;::: 390.0 

CS = 390.0 

Outside of the area, the pixel values are set to the photometric 
offset value of 2000. This limitation increases the speed of 
execution without limiting the data actually extracted from 
the s pectral orders. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING DATA: 

o 	 Program name FleOR in image processing history portion of 

label 


• 	 Appearance of t he GPI image 



NO. 30 


TITLE: Photometrically correct enti:c.= 768 x 768 image 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: GPI 

MEDIA: Tape, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 13 Dec. 1978 	 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 7 March 1979 (VILSP..\) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED lMAGLS AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 2500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 68 

DESCRIPTION: with the exception at GSFC of the 4-day period 
endlng 06 October 1978 (see change on that date), the entire 
768 x · 768 geometrically corrected image was photometrically 
corrected by the program FrCOR. This wa s unnecessary and 
inefficient since the area outside of t he target ring contains 
no image information. On the end date s h own, the low dispersion 
processing schemes for both SWP and VRR were changed to use the 
program FICOR5, whi~h photometri c al l y corrects only the portion 
of the image within a circle of radius "HADIUS " and center line 
and sample coordinates CL and CS, where 

SWP 	 LWR 

RADIUS = 395.0 RADIU:; = 390.0 
CL = 405.0 CL = 400 . 0 
CS = 370.0 CS = 405.0 

Outside of these areas, the pixel values are set to the photo
metric offset value of 2000. 'I'his limit.ation increases the speed 
of execution without limiting the data actually extracted from 
the spectral orders. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Program name FICOR in image processing history portion of 
label 

• 	 Appearance of the GPI image 



NO. 31 


TITLE~ No infor mation on va l ues of OMEGA, HBACK, or DISTANCE 
in IUES I PS history labe l s. 

DATA P.FFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES~ BEGIN 20: 30 22 ~·lay 1978 END 13 December 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 14 June 1978 Elm 11: 00 05 June 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

\3000ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 

PERTINENT DOCUMEN'rAT I ON: GSFC SOCAR 155, CSC/TM-79/63 01 

DESCRI PT ION: The extraction oarameters OMEGA, HBACK, and 
DISTANCE (see CSC/TM-79/6301) pe r tinent to low d ispersion 
processing with the program EXTLOW are selectabl e according 
to processing-scheme options. An practice , with EXTLOW the 
angle OMEGA was ahJays set to 9'6 . 0 , and the he i ght of the 
background s l its H:aAC:X to 5.0 , b u r:: t h e DI STANCE parameter 
descr i bing the distance from the orde r to the c ent e r of back
ground slit va r2 ed accordi ng to apertur e se~ect ion ana point
source/extended -source redu c tion selection. F ul l documentation 
of the extract i on pazame te r s ac t ua l ly u s e d, therefore, requires 
these parameters in the IUESIPS l abel. 

On the end date s s hown, a revised versicn of Ex'r LOW which 

enters the OMEGA, HBACK, and DI STANCE values into the IUESIPS 

label was implemented . 


MEANS OF IDENTIFYINGA?FECTED DATA: 

• No inf ormation on OMEGA, HBACK, or DISTAl.\lCE written in 
\ 

IUESIPS label. 
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NO. 32 

TI TLE: 	 No information on values of automatic registration 
shifts recorded in lUESIPS history label 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extended spectra 

Y1EDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 10 Sept. 1978 END 13 Dec. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A 	 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED H 1AGES AFFECTED: 50% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 156 

DESCRI PTION: The values of the line a nd sample shifts calculated 
~nd app lied to the zero-point term of the dispersion con~tants by 
the program DSPCON were not recorde d i n the lUES IPS history label. 
Since these values indicate the magnitu de of the shift applied to 
correct for thermal misregistration of the spectral format 
perpendicular to the orders, they a lso offer some indication of 
the possible uncertainties to be expected in the assigned wave
lengths 	due to the (uncorrected) thermal misregistration along 
the orders. 

Revised 	versions of the programs DATEXTH2 (for high dispersion) 
and EXTLOW (for low dispersion) were implemented on the end 
dates above so as to write the line and sample shift values 
into t he IUESIPS history labels. (AtVI~SPA, this corresponds 
wi th the implementation of automa'cic registration software 
itself.) This change affects on ly those images shifted auto
matically; images shi ft.ed manuarry were ,::.;i ven dummy line and 
sample shifts of "YY.YYY" and "XX.XX" respectively, for the 
label. 	 The presence of the dummy values is thus an indicator 
that an 	 image was registered manually. (Actual manual shifts 
were eventually recorded correctly in the label; see change of 
05 April 1979). 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• No shift values in IUESlPS label 



NO. 33 


TITLE: Process order 65 in SWP high dispersion 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: SWP DISPERSION: High PROCESSING:Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

(GSFC)DATES: BEGIN 3 .A.pril 1978 END 17:46 19 Dec 1978 

(VILSPA)BEGIN 17 .A.pril 1978 END 14 Feb 1979 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PE RTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 69 

DESCRIPTION: In S~~ high dispersion, echelle order 65 lies at 
i he very edge of the tube and is generally difficult even to 
d e tect except after the (large) photometric correction is 
applied. The extracted spectrum for order 65 was extremely 
noisy and covered so small a wavelength range, that on the end 
da t es shown, the SWP high dispersion processing schemes were 
al tered to terminate the extraction procedure with order 66 
( i .e., orders 125 - 66 extracted). 

~EANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• Extracted spectrum for order 65 present. 



NO. 34 


'J' I ' ['f. l~ : Photometrically correct entire 7GB x 7fiB imaqe 

,"" . 

DATA AFF ECTED: 

Cl-1M ERA: LWR DI SPERS ION: High PROCESSING: GPI 

MED I A: Tape, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END <5:07 04 Jan. 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END Oil Mar. 1979 (VILS PA) 

ESTI~~TED FRACTI ON OF P ROC ESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUIV'iliER OF I MA GES AFFECTED: 1500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATI ON: GSFC SMR 70 

DESC RIPTION: With the exception at GSFC of the 4-day 
perlod enalng 06 October 1978, (see change on that date), the 
entire 768 x 768 geometrically corrected image was photo
metrically corrected by the program FlCOR. This was 
unnecessary and ine fficient since the area outside of the 
target ring conta ins no image . information. On the end date 
shown, the hi g h di spers i on LWR processing schemes were changed 
to use the program FICOR5, which photometrically corrects only 
the portion of t h e image within a circle of radius "RADIUS" 
and center line a.nd sample coordinates CL and CS, where 

RADIUS = 390.0 

CL = 395.0 

CS = 390.0 

Ou tside o f this a rea , the pixel values are set to the photometric 
offset value of 2000.. This limitation increases the speed of 
execution without lirniting the data actually extracted from the 
spectral orders. 
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MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Program name FICOR in image processing history portion 
of label 

• 	 Appearance of the GPI image 



NO. 34.1 


TITLE: 	 Dispersion constant and reseau calibrations used 
for VILSPA reductions (2) 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: LWR-Both PROCESSING: All Except RAW 

SWP-High 
MEDIA: Tape, Calcomp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN N/A END N/A (GSF'C) 

BEGIN 15 June 1978 END 17: 00 01 Feb 1979 (VILSP.~) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED U1AGES AFFECTEi): 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: VILSPA TN/2003 - OO/AS/780614 
(Release 10 File) 

DESCRIPTION: <During this period the wavelength and geometry 
calibrations used for the reduction of all data acquired at 
VILSPA was that in use at GSFC on 23 May 1978.> 



NO. 34.2 


TITLE~ 	 Dispersion constant and reseau calibrations used 
for VILSPA reductions (3) 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMER.\ : SWP DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: 	 Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

(GSFC)DATES: 	 BEGIN N/A END N/A 

(VI!~SPA)BEGIN 07 Sept. 1978 END 17:00 01 Feb. 1979 

ESTIMATED FRAcTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 300 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: VILSPA internal memo JB/b~ € Sept. 78 

VILSPA TN/2003-00/AS/780614 (Release 10 file) 


DESCRIPTION: <The dis:f'ersion const:ant calibration file for 

SWP low dlspersion data was based on image SWP 2244 acquired 

on C8 August 1978. This corrected error described in ~he 


'lILSPA configuratio!l ending 07 September 1978.> 




NO. 35 


TIT~E~ Use incorrect version of ETOEM 

DATA AFFECTED: 

C l>. ;"':ERA : All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: ESSR 

MSDIA: Tape 

DATES: BEGIN 19 Jan. 1979 END 19:30 1 Feb. 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 

ES TiHATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 50 

GSFC SOCAR 157FERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: 

DESCRIPTION: During the affected time period, an incorrect
Vers i on of the progralTI ETOEM, which formats extracted spectra 
f or the GO tape, was used. This version was implemented in 
en attempt incorporate further information into the lUES IPS 
~lstory portion of the image label of merged spectra. This 
v2r s ion , however, did not function properly in the special 
case whe re only one spectral file is to be merged for tape 
(a s i s the case for the line-by-line spectral file, ESSR, in 
:ow dispersion) . 

On t he end date, the original version of ETOEM was restored, 
~nd a l l known affected images were subsequently reprocessed. 
~~i s c h an ge is documented here only for completeness. 



NO. 36 


TI TLE: High dispers ion partial processing on 5/360
(VICAR) 

ATA AF FECTED: 


CAMERA: All DIS PERSION: High PROCESSING: All 


MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 3 : OO 25 Apr. 1978END 6 Feb. 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 

ESTI MATED F R~CTI ON OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 75% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1500 

PERrINENT DOC UME NTATION: GSFC SMR 5, SMR 56 

DES CRIPTION: During the affected period defined above, 
a number of high dispersion images were processed in part on 
the GSFC S/360 comput,ers, under the VICAR system, as well as 
on the Sigma 9 computer under IUE8IP8. In such cases, the 
geometric and photometric corrections, as well as the spectral 
registration step, we :re performed on the Sigma 9 and then 
further high dispersion p rocessing (spectral extraction, 
manipulation t and plot t i ng) was completed on the S/360. 
A requirement of processing on the 8/360 under VICAR is that 
the image labels not exceed a limited size. As a result of 
this limi tation, certain lines of the IUESIPS label were 
e xcised on t h e 8/360: label lines 11-35, 38-45, 47-82, and 
84-85 are missing from all image files processed on the 5/360. 
These lines contain records of camera and 51 procedures as 
well as various engineering data. 

The partial p rocessing on the 5/360 was utilized in order to 
offload some of the la r ge volume of data during the first year 
of operation and thus a l leviate the significant backlogs which 
accrued. This capabi l ity was used primarily in 2 periods 
between t he start and end dates shown above: 25 April 1978 to 
10 July 19 78 (peri od I) and 21 October 1978 to 6 February 1979 
(period I I ). During period I, the raw and photometrically
correcte d i ma ge f i les were written to tape on the Sigma 9 
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and hence only the extracted spectra have a truncated label~ 
During period II, the raw and pho tometrically-corrected 
images were passed on an intermediate tape to the S/360 
and were written to tape, along with the extracted spectra, 
in final form on the S/360 and hence a l l files have the 
truncated labels. . 

Subtle differences in the processing performed by the VICAR 
8/360 system and the Sigma 9 lUES IPS system may have existed, 
although benchmark reductions on both machines verified that 
no gross differences existed. The most serious difference 
was the loss of the label lines in the truncation process. 
Note also that the naming convention for the line and sample 
dispersion constants entered into the EBCDIC image labels 6f 
extracted spectra is reversed for spectra processed as the 
8/360, compared to most of the spectra processed on the 
Sigma 9: after 11 May 1978 (see change on that date) the 
naming convention adopted in C8C/TM-79/6 301 is used on the 
Sigma 9. That is, the A; coeffi cients are for the sample 
coordinates and the B. c5efficients are for the line coordinates. 
In the labels of spectra process e d on the S/360, however, the 
A. refer to the line coordinates and the B~ to the sample 
c60rdinates. ~ 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Abbreviated image-header labels (mis s i ng line s 11-35; 
38-45, 47-82, 84-85) in e xtra c ted spe ctra. Note that 
for images processed during perio d II (see above), even 
the raw ari d photometrically-corrected image files have 
abbreviated labels although only the spectral extraction step 
is actually computed on the 8/360. 



NO. 37 


TITLE; Use ori.ginal IUESIPS File Management software 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: All 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END 9:00 09 Feb. 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 11:00 OS June 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 5000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: 

DESCRIPTION: The original IUESIPS File Management software 
(the subsystem of IUESIPS which accesses, reads, and writes data 
files) was used until the end dates shown above (with the 
exception of the prcgrams FICOR5, DATEXTH2, and EXTLOW at GSFC 
which were converted at 18:00 on 13 Feb. 1979). A new File 
Management subsystem was implemented to speed up IUESIPS 
production by eliminating the explicit zeroing-out of all out
put files prior to filling with true data. Extensive testing 
was performed to assure that this change had no effect on the 
final output products, and indeed the 4-day delay in converting 
the 3 programs ment i oned above resulted from the need to modify 
their label-process i ng routines to function properly with 
unzeroed arrays. There are no known instances where use of the 
new File Management system changed any delivered output products; 
the existence of the change, however, is documented herein for 
completeness. 



NO. 38 


TITLE; 	 No information on values of manua l registration 
shifts recorded in IUESIPS history label 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 15:15 05 April 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 17:00 01 Feb. 1979 (VII,SPAi 

ESTII1ATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 75% 

ESTI~~TED NUMBER OF IMP.GES AFFECTED: 5000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 158 

DESCRIPTION: The values of the line and sample thermal 
reglstratlon shifts determined manually by operators were not 
recorded in the IUESIPS history label. For the same reasons 
cited in the discussion of the recording of automatically
determined shifts (see the 13 December 1978 change), such a 
situation was not advantageous. 

The implementation of the new program REGISTER (an exact manual
shift analogue of the automatic-shift program DSPCON) on the 
end date s shown made it possible to insert the actual manual
shift values into the IUESIPS history label. This change thus 
replaced the dununy YY.YYY and XX"XX shift values that had 
appeared in manually-shifted image labels since 13 December 
1978 at GSFC and 01 February 1979 at VILSPA; prior to those 
times, no value whatsoever appeared in image labels. 

~£ANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 No true shift values (i.e., either blank or dununy values) 
in IUESIPS label. 



NO. 39 


TITLE: 	 No output products generated for images designated 
"Do . Not Process" 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: All 

MEDIA: Tape 

DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 30 April 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 	 17 April 1978 END (VILSPA) 

ESTI V.tATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 2 % 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 120 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTNi'ION: GSFC SMR 77 

DESCRI PTION; Prior to the end date, all images designated 
by the orlginal Guest Observer as "Do Not Process" were 
e nti re l y disregarded. The disadvantage of this procedure 
i s that images regarded as useless by the original Guest 
Ob s erver may indee d have some value to other investigators 
an~ should at least be preserved in raw form for archival 
~urposes. On the end date, a new processing scheme was 
imp l emented to copy to tape the raw data for any images 
ma rke d "Do Not Process" (DNP) on the observing scripts, and 
at t he same time to enter a comment into the image label 
indicating i ts d i sposition as an unprocessed image. 

Pe troa c tively, and at a relatively low ~riority, a program was 
i nit i ated at GSFC to go back and recover from the operations 
r a w- image archive t:apes as many of the "DNP" images as possible, 
c o py ing them in raw form to GO and NSSDC archive tapes. As of 
Apr il 1 981, approximately 30 such DNP images remained to be 
r e c overed. 

<A simi la r program i s to be c~rried out at VILSPA.> 





NO. 40 

TITLE: 	 Improperly convert certain spectral files with negative 
fluxes to GO tape integer format. 

DATl\_ AF FE C'rED: 

C:vv1E RA : 	 All DISPERSION: Both ~ROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: 	 Tape 

(GSFC)DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 19: 00 07 June 1979 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 12 July 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTI~~TED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFEC7ED: <5% 

ESTI~lATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: < 300 

PERTI NENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 176; "Improper Scaling of 
Certain IUE Spectral Files," NASA IUE Newsletter No.7, Nov., 1979, 
p. 45 L C~C/TM-79/6301. 	 . 
uESCR1PT1UN: The p r ogram ITOE, Wh1Ch converts the IUE spectra 
extracted as float i ng-point FN values to scaled integers in 
preparation for wri t ing to tape, incorrectl¥ scaled spectra with 
negati ve extracted fluxes for which If. I > I f whe re f. is 

· .. fl 1 f m1n . max 
1 

b .m1nhtea1geb ra1C mln1mum ux va ue and '" 1S tne alge ralC 
maximum flux value (see NASA IUE News1~~fer No.7, p.45). Typically, 
such a condition is most likely to be encountered in the background 
spectra of images wi th a low level radiation or halation background 
superposed on an abnormally low null pedestal. Since it is the low 
null level which leads to negative IUE fluxes (because of the 
manner in which the i n t ensity transfer function is extrapolated 
at the low-intensity end), most images subject to the scaling 
problem were s hort exposures from the SVJP camera, in which 
significant dr i fts of the null level were observed during the 
period i n wh ich the ITOE problem existed. 

In cases where the extracted f:ux values are all negative, the 
incorrect scaling- a l gorithm retu r ned zero val lieS for all integer 
fluxes and the J and K scale factors (see CSC/TM-79/630l, p. 8-37). 
In cases where some extracted flux values are positive but 
i f . 1>lf I sti l l applies, those negative fluxes algebraically 
leW~nthanm~¥ were incorrectly converted to integers, whereas 
all other f l~~~s we r e correctly scaled. A modified version of 
1TOE was imp l e men t ed on the end dates shown to properly scale 
all spectra. 
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MEANS OF IDENTIFYING A}:-'FECTED DATA: 

• 	 J,K and scaled flux values all set to zero; or more generally, 

• 	 Background on tape, when smoothed twice by a IS-point running
average filter, does not equal the background calculated by 
subtracting the net spectrum from the gross spectrum. 



NO. 41 


TITLE: All high dispersion extractions done with HT=5. 

DATA AFFECTED: 


CAMERA: All DISPERSION: High, PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 
large aperture 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 15:10 15 June 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGI0J 17 April 1978 END 16:00 10 Jan. 1980 (VE,S?A) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGE3 AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NC~1BER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 700 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 82, CSC/TM-79/6301 

DESCRIPTION: Prior to the end dates shown, all high dispersion 
spectr..-::.l extrac~:Lons were performed using the fixed parameter 
HT=5 (see CSC/TM-79/6301). Extended sources (such as planets 
and comets) sometimes yield order widths which exceed this slit 
height of 5-pixels on a diagonal, and hence for such sources not 
all gross flux was being extracted. 

On the end dates shown, an "extended-source" option supporting a 
choice of HT=7 (whi~h yields a slit which closely approximates 
the extent of the large aperture perpendicular to the dispersion) 
was made available in high dispersion, (manual-shift only). Note 
that with this change, although most of the gross flux is 
included in the extraction slit, there is more of a contamination 
problem for short wavelengths where the orders are close together. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

e HT value in IUESIPS history label 



NO. 42 

'i' ITLE ~ 	 Write redundant raw-image t ape files for wavelength 
calibration images. 

DATA AFF~: C~E~) : 

CA.'1E~: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Raw image 

(Wavecal only) 
l'12r~ IA : Tape 

(GSFC)DAT2S: BEGIK 03 April 1978 END 19 June 1979 

BEGIN N/A END N/A 	 (VILSl-'A) 

ESTIMATED FRl,CTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

SSTIMATED NUl'$ER O'~ H'1Ji.GES AFFECTED: 150 

PERTINENT DGCU:v1ENTA'1'ION: GSFC SMR 81 

DESCRIPTION: Wavelength cal{bration images were previously 
processed using several independent processing schemes which 
both wrote the raw image fi l e to tape. On the end date, a set 
of streamlined calibration schemes was adopted which combined 
several steps into one and which further suppressed the writing 
of the raw file completely, since all wavelength calibration 
images were as of that date extracted as if they were normal 
spectral images. 

In particular, for a low dispersion wave l ength calibration image, 
the standard file sequence on tape changed from 1) raw image, 
2) found 	reseau positions, 3) raw image , and 4) geometrically
corrected image, to 1) found reseau posltions, 2) geometrically 
corrected image, followed by the standard set of normal-image 
tape files (RI, GPI, GPIS, ESSR, ESLO). For a high dispersion 
wavelength calibration image, the file sequence 1) raw image, 
and 2) geometrically-corrected image was changed to 1) geometrically 
corrected image followed by the normal-image tape files 
(RI, GPI, ESHI). 



0;0. 43 


TITLE: No short header file written at beginning of GO tape 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CM1ERA: All DlSPERSrOtJ: Both ?F\OCESSING: All 

1-1EDIA: Tape 

(GSFC)DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 02 July 1979 

('ilLS,.,;.)BEGIN N/A END N/A 

100%ESTIMATED FRACTI001 OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 

6000ESTIMATED NUMBER Of' IMAGES AFFECTED: 

PERTINENT DOCUME~TATION: CSC/TM-79/6301 

DE SCRI PTION: Prior to the end date above, no short header 
TI Te was written at the beginning of each GO tape. This means 

hat the first file on the tape is an actual data file, usually 
the raw image file for the first data set contained on the tape. 

As of the end date, at GSFC only, a l-record file of 360 bytes 
is written to each GO tape as it is mounted on the tape drive. 
This file precedes ~ll actual data files on the tape and is an 
identifier used in the automated IUE Observatory accounting 
system. The format of this tape header file is shown in 
CSC/TM-79/6301, p. 8-11. It contains one line of EBCDIC text 
identify i n g the tape as a GO tape and giving the 7-character 
GSFC inventory n~~ber for that tape. Most GO's find it convenient 
t o ~ imply skip over this file when reading their tapes. 

Note t hat as the tape header file is a GSFC IUE Observatory 

account~ng device , it appears only on GO tapes originating 

a t t he GSFC IUE Obs ervatory. In particular, tapes originating 

at VILSPA or produced from archives at the NSSDC would not 

con tain the tape header file. 


rv'1EANS OF IDENTIFYDIG AFFECTED DATA: 

Lack of tape header file at beginning of tape. 





NO. 44 


TITLE : Use o f SWP ITF with incorrect 20% exposure level 

DATA AFFECTED: . . 

CAMERA: SWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSI~G: 	 GPI, extracted 
spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowri t e 

DATES : BEGIN 20~ 3 0 22 May 19 78END 19 : 40 07 Jul 1979 (GSFC) 

BEG IN 14 Jun 1978END 07 Aug ;"S~/ 9 (VILSPA) 

r=ST l MATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED I!1AGES AFF2CTED: 100 % 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 2000 

PERT INENT DOCUMENTAT I ON: GSFC SMR 85; "An Alert to IUE Users 
Regardin g an Error i n the SWP Photometric Correction r " and 
"An Update o n the SWP ITF Problem", both in NASA IUE Newsletter 
No.7, November, 1979; CSC/'I'M-79/6301; "A Correction Algorithm 
for Low Di s pers ion SWP Spectra", "Correction of Data Affected 
by t he SWP ITF Err or", and "A Comparat i ve Study of Five SWP 
Low- Di s p e rsion Co rrec t ion Al gorithms", all in NASA IUE News
letter No. 8, February, 1980. (ESP. IUE Newsletters Nos. 4,5 
and SRC IUE Newsle t te r No.4). 

DESCRIPTION: Th e I I- l evel SWP In'censi t .y Transfer Function (ITF) 

installed at GSFC on 22 May 1978 contained a serious error in 

the 20% e xposure level. 1~his error was publicized in the 

"Alert to I UE Users Regarding an Error in the SWP Photometric 

Correct ion" mentioned above. It was caused when a blank image 

was accidental l y a veraged in with three valid 20% exposure 

images in c ons truct:ing a mean 2 0% level for t h e ITF . As a 

re s u l t o f t his, t he DN values a.ssigned to each pixe l in the 

20 % l e vel of the rTF are only 0.75 times the correct value, 

whi ch means that t h e FN value a ss i gned in t he photometric 

corre ction p rocess to image pixels fa lling between the 10 % 

and 40% e xpos ure l evels wi ll be too large. Since FN= 10 84 is 

assigned to p i xels at the 10% level and FN=4291 is assigned 

to p i xels at the 40% level, any intermediate FN wil l be 

syste matica lly too large, with the greatest error (6 3%) 

occurring at FN= 2 1410 The "Upd ate on the SWP rTF Problemll in 
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NASA IUE Newsletter No. 7 contained a tab le listing the percentage 
error in FN per pixel (defined as FN .1.d/FN -1)o r true as a function 

of FN per pixel. This table is repeated hE~re to serve as a guide 
to users in determining what data might be affected by this 
problem. 

FN/pixel % Er r or 

1080 4% 
1500 30% 
2141 63% 
2500 41% 
2750 31% 
3000 23% 
3500 1 1 % 
4290 1% 

Depending on whether the background or g r oss spectrum is within 
the susceptable range of FN per pixel, the net spectrum FN 
values may be too low or too high. The two references cited 
contain further details and discussion of the errors induced by 
the ITF problem. 

A new SWP ITF with a correctly-generated 20% level (and slightly 
more accurate assigned effective exposure times*) was installed 
to correct the problem on the end dates shown above. Because of 
the seriousness of the problem, a c ons i de rable effort went into 
defining an after-the-fact correcti on algor i thm that could be 
applied to rectify low dispersion SWP spectr a p r ocessed with the 
bad ITF (see the last three documents l ist e d a bove). Since a 
comparable correction algorithm could not be devi sed for high 
dispersion spectra, all high dispersion SWP spec tra processed 
with the bad ITF were reprocess~d at the o ri ginating ground 
station. 

* 	 As a result of the redefined exposure times, the maximum 
unsaturated flux number in SWP changed from 17740 to 17632. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 The tables of T values printed in the IUESIPS history labels 
of photometrically corrected in~ges (see CSC/TM-79/630l) 
represent the effective exposures, in units of 0.01 seconds, 
assigned to each level of the ITF. Since these values were 
refined at the same time the error in the 20% level was 
corrected, they may be used to d i scriminate which ITF version 
was used to process a given image. These values are: 
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Bad SWP ITF 

o 1753 3461 6936 9000 10575 

14299 17709 21546 25156 28674 

New SWP ITF 

o 1684 3374 6873 9091 10586 

14371 177 45 21524 25105 28500 



NO. 45 


TITLE: 	 Use of non-optimal pixe l offsets from small to larg e 
aperture 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CANERA : All DIS PERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 
(large aperture) 

MEDIA : TapE:, CalComp 

DA'I'ES : 	 BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 08 July 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 16:00 10 Mar 1981 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 4000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 84; "IUE Data Reduction V. 
Wavelength assignments for Large Aperture Spectra", NASA IUE 
Newsletter No.6, Sept. 1979. 

DESCRIPTION : On the basis of studies performed in 1979 it was 
determin e d that the 6 L and 6S pixel offsets used t o tie down 
the ze r o -points for l arge-aperture wavelength scales (see the 
I UE News letter report above) d i d not correspond precisely to 
the p o int s wi thin t h e large aperture of each camera at which 
te l esco p e operation s p r ocedures normally placed objects. 
Because of this fact, there is implicit in all large-aperture 
spectra proce s sed p r i or to 08 J uly 1979 at GS FC a small but 
sys t e matic wavele ngth error. Th e magni L~de and s i gn of this 
err o r depend o n the camer a and dispersion mode, as described 
in the above IUE News l et t er report. The table below lists the 
offset s in u se prior t o 08 July 1979 and compares them to the 
of fse ts to the actual object-placement points. 

SWP LWR 

6 L6 L I 	 6 S 6 S 1 RR! 
px.px. 	 px. px. px. px. 

- i 
I I 
I 

OLD OF FSETS * 

I
-20. 0 

I 
26.3 +19.5 \ 	 -17.5 I 26.2\ - 1 7.0 \ 

I 

i ' I 	 IOFFSETS TO 

OBJECT PLACEMENT \ 
 +20.4 \ 	 - 19.0 i 27.9 i-19.9 i	-17.1 \ 26.3
I POINT I ! 	 IL 	 1 

I I 

R = L( 6L) 2 + (6 S) 2 J ~ 
* 	 For LWR , t h e "ol d o f f s e 'c Va]. ues II WEre u sed De gi n n ing August 

30- 31 , 1 9 78 . See 'C!le change doc ument.ed as o f tha·t date 
f o r the e arlier val ues. 

http:document.ed
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Th~ difference between the two sets of offsets is converted below 
to induced wavelength errors (or for high dispersion, velocity
like errors) in the following sense: 

A = A + 6~old correct 

or velocity ld = velocity + 6v o correct 

SWP LWR I 

, 

Low Dispersion 6A +0.23 R -1. 76 ~ 

High dispersion 6v +0.13 km s -1 +11. 8 km s -1 
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TITLE: Use pixel offsets from small to large aperture which 
do not correspond to physical center of large aperture 

DATA AFFECTED: 


C~1ERA: All DISPERSI0l1: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 
(large aperture) 

!vlEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN{03 April 1978\ E:;D 06 Aagust 1979 \ (GSFC) 
20 Sept. 1979) { 29 October 1979) 

END (VILSPA)BEGIN 17 April 1978 16:00 10 Mar 1981 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED H1AGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF HlAGES AFFECTED: 4200 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTA'I'ION: GSFC SMR 86; "IUE Data Reduction V. 
wavelength Assl.gnmen"TSfor Large Aperture Spectra; NASA IUE 
Ne~sletter No.6, Sept. 1979; GSFC SMR 106. 

DESCRIPTION: As described i n the Newsletter documentation 
ab0ve, prior to 1 Aagust 1979 at GSFC , telescope operations 
procedures did not place poi nt sources at the physical center of 
the large aperture during t he acquisition process. When an 
operations change was made on that date to place objects at the 
physical cen t er , a corresponding change was made to the 6L and 
6S pixel offsets us~d by lUES IPS in e stab li shing l a r ge-aperture 
wavelength scales so t hat all spectra acq u i red as of 1 August 
1979 would be reduced us i ng the correct offsets ,. This change 
was implemented i n IUESIPS on 6 August 1979 at GSFC. The new 
offsets used are (in pixels ) : 

SWP LWR 

6L 6S R 6L 6S R 


-19.7 - 1.7.4 26.3 +19.4 -18.6 26.9 


R = [ (6L ) 2 + (6S)2J~ 
These values may be compared to previous offsets as documented 
in the changes of 08 July 1979. 

Due to a cler i cal e:cror, the old offse-ts we:::e inadvertantly 
reintroduced ( for LWR low dispersion only) during the short 
period 20 September - 29 October 1979. 
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TITLE; Write geometrica11y-corrected-image tape file for 
wavelength calibration images. 

DJ\TA Al'FECTED; 

CAHERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Geometrica11~ 
(Waveca1 only) corrected image 

MEDIA: Tape 

DATES: BEGI~ 03 April 1978 END 9 October 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 

100%ESTI~~TED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 

ESTIMATED Nm':BER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 175 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 93 

DESCRIPTION: Wavelength calibration i mages were previously 
processed so as to write the geometrically-corrected image 
file to tape. Since the geomet r i ca11y-and-photometrica11y
corrected image file (GPI) is also written to tape as part of 
the standard spectral-extraction processing now done on wave
length calibration images, the geometrica l ly-corrected file 
is largely redundant data. On the end date, the writing of 
the geometrically-corrected file was suppressed. 

With this change, for a low dispersion wavelength calibration 
image, the standard file sequence on tape goes from 1) found 
reseau positions, and 2} geometrically-corrected image, 
followed by the standard set of tape files (RI, GPI, GPIS, 
ESSR, ESLO), to 1) found reseau posi tior.s, followed by the 
standard set (RI, GPI, GPIS, ESSR, ESLO). For a high dispersion 
wavelength calibration image, the file sequence changes from 
1) geometrically-corrected image, followed by standard set 
(RI, GPI, ESHI), to just the standard set of files (RI, GPI, 
ESHI) • 
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TITLE: 	 Use biweekly dispersion-constant calibrations 
in low dispersion 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAl-!ERA : All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: 	 Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 23:00 29 October 1979 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A 	 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED HlAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 4000 

PERTINENT DOCUIvlENTATI ON: GSFC SOCAR 194, SMR 91, "IUE Data 
Reductlon Xl. Mean Dlspersion Relations for Low Dispersion 
Spectra," NASA IUE Newsletter No.7, Nov. 1979; "IUE Data 
Reduction XXi." 

DESCRIPTION: As described in the above Newsletter article, 
prIOr to the end date s hown the dispersion relations used to 
reduce IUE images were determined from new Pt-Ne lamp calibra
tion images obtalned approximat ely every two weeks. Although 
that procedure does' insure that any long-term changes in the 
true dispersion relations are monitored, short-term changes 
due to therma l effects (which have timescales on the order of 
hours} a re insufficiently sampl ed, and in particular one runs 
the risk of using a n atypical calibration to reduce several 
weeks worth of subsequent images if an extreme tbermal condition 
happened to exist at the time ~he calibration image was obtained. 
This is an important consideration since although long-term 
trends are no\v known to exist (see II I UE Data Reduction XXI"), 
short-term thermal E~ffects are of major significance to t.he 
observed variations in spectral format I having an amplitude of 
up to several pixels. In low d i spersion, thermal motions of 
the spectral forITat tend to be in the d irection perpendicular 
to the dispersion (see "IUE Data Reduction XXI") 1 so that 
while t he use of the biweekly calibrations may lead~ on the 
avera ge , to larger ~egistration shifts , little wavelength error 
is i n troduced because t he compo~lent of 'chermal motion along the 
low dispersion orders is sma l l. 
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On the end date, mean dispersi.on relatl.ons were adopted (for 
low dispersion only) in all standard production schemes for 
current processing and reprocessing. The calibrations averaged 
together to form the means spanned the time period from 
GMT day 221, 1978 to GMT day 274, 1979. The adopted values are 
given in the table below (small aperture values) , 

1
sWP 	 LWR

f 1 

Al r 98l.37 I 
I 

-298.22 

ii 	 i 

I - 0.46657 I 0.30242A2 
I h66.66- 263.68Bl 

I -
B2 1 0.37618 I 0.22577 

l 	 I 

where 	sample = Al + A2 A 

line = Bl + B2 A 

Note: 	 For use of mean calibr&tion file s in high dispersion, 
see change as of 18 July 1980. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING l>_FFECTED DATA: 


• Values for the A? and B2 dispersion-constant scale factors 

which 	are not eqoal to Ehe mea~ values a~opted on end date. 
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TITLE: 	 Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations 
from unrefined line libraries (version I libraries) 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: 	 SWP,LWR OIS PERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDI~: 	 Tape, Ca:Comp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 14 :00 23 Nov. 1979 (G3FC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 16: 00 10 Har.1981 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NU~illER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 4500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 92, "IUE Data Reduction XX: 
High Dispersion Librailes", NASA IUE Newsletter No. 13, January 1981 

DESCUPTION: The line libraries used to determine the high 
dispersion wavelength scales prior to the end date were unrefined 
compilations of Pt-Ne emission line lists (version I libraries). 
These libraries were examined in 1979 in order to understand why 
many of the lines were chronical l y rejected during the regression 
analysis used by t .he program WAVECAL2 to determine dispersion 
relations (see IUE Data Reduction XX, above). It was found that 
many of the lines were either incorrect or inappropriate (lines 
with incorrect wavelength assignments; lines which are too faint, 
too bright, or blended; lines which fall near reseau marks; lines 
with close companions, lines which fall too near the edge of the 
tube). Such lines were deleted from the line libraries in three 
phases, the first of which was implemented on the end date shown 
above. (Also, see t he changes as of 18 April 1980 and 29 August 
1980). 

The original SWP line library contained 243 lines; the original 
LWR library contained 219. The edited libraries i mp lemented on 
the end 	da t e (version II libraries) contained 179 l ines and 181 
lines for SWP and LWR, respectively. The benefits realized by 
the use 	of the new libraries relate to a higher internal accuracy 
and incorporation of a greater fraction of the avai lable lines 
into the final solutions (see IUE Data Reduction XX). The actual 
dispersion relations :resulting from the modi fied libraries are 
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such that the pixel locations corresponding to a given wavelength 
would be identical (i.e., to better than 0.1 pixels) to those 
obtained from dispersion relations resulting from the original 
libraries. That is, there is no practical difference in the 
wavelength assignment for extracted spectra. 
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TITLE: 	 Do not provide absolutely-calibrated net spectrum 
in low dispersion 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Merged spectra 

MEDIA: 	 Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 5:00 9 Jan. 1980 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 12 July 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 5500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 96; "IUE Data Reduction XII: 
Absolute Calibration or Low Dispersion Spectra,!! NASA IUE News
letter No.8, Feb. 1980; CSC/TM-79/6301; "Photometric Calibration 
of the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE): Low Dispersion," 
Astron. Astrophys. 85, 1980; Photometric Calibration of the IUE 
VII: Joint US/UK/ESA Revision to the IUE Absolute Calibration", 

NASA IUE Newsletter, No.8, Feb. 1980. {ESA Iti'E Newsletter, 

No. 6.) 


DESCRIPTION: Low dispersion spectra processed prior to the 
end dates shown did not include the absolutely-calibrated net 
signal: the "ABNET" portion of the merged spectral file 
(see CSC/TM-79/6301) was identical to the "NET" portion, being 
expressed as time-integrated, slit-integrated F~ values._10n 
the end 	dates above, the inverse sensitivity functions SA for 
each camera were applied before writing the ABNET data: 

ABNET =s~l x FN(NET) (erg cm-2 ~-l) 

Note that the exposure time is not divided out, so that ABNET 
data are still time integrated. 

Note also the following G§!C/V!LS~A differe~c~: On 12 J~ly 1979 
VILSPA began use of the SA functlons as orlglnally publlshed 
in Astron. As trophys. a§lreferenced above. On 9 January 1980 
GSFC Regan use ? f th~ S), functio~s mo~j~fied. at 1850 ~ and 
1900 X as descrlt~ed In UPhotometrlc Callbratlon of the IUE, VII," 
and interpolated as described in "IUE DATA Reduction, XII". 
(See also the change of 02 April 1980). 
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MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Magnitude of the uncalibrated ABNET data, when rescaled to 
fl~ating-point va~ues, will be large (i.e., typically 
10 -10 5 FN units), whereas the absolutely-calibrateOlABNET 
spectr~~ x~!ues will typieaily lie in the range 10-l - 10-8 

erg em A 
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TITLE ; Truncation of ITF at upper limit 

iJAT A AFFECTED: 

CJ..J..,E RA : All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSI NG: Photometrically 
corrected image, 

l;iJ:: DIA: Tape, CalComp, Phot owrite 
extracted spectra. 

DATES: BEGIN 3 April 1978 END 16:55 8 Jan. 1980 ( GSFC) 

BEG IN 17 April 19 78 END 16:00 1 Feb. 1980 (VI LSPA) 

ESTI MAT ED FRACTI ON OF PROCES SED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

11000E S T I ~~TED NUMBER OF I YillGES AFFECTED: 

PERT I NE NT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR's 98, 96 and SOCAR 201. 
"IUE Data Re duc t lon XIII: Modi f ication of Photometric Correction 
to Extrapolate the Intensity Transfer Function", NASA IUE Newsletter, 
No.8, Fe b. 1980. 

DESCRIPT ION: During this period FN values were determined by 
linear i nterpo l ation wi t hin the ITF table and l i near e xtra
polation at the l ower end of the table. In those cases where 
the obs er ved DN value was greater than the largest DN in the 
ITF t ab le t he FN value of the l argest DN in the table was 
ass igned. Af t er t he end date of this period a new program (FICOR6) 

as i mplement ed which differs from the old program in that it 
~er forms a linear extrapolation for DN's greater than the last 
un s a t u rated (saturation DN = 255) point in the ITF. The program 
us e s t he las t two unsaturated points in the ITF to determine the 
slo pe for the extrapolation. If the extrapolated FN exceeds 
32 767 it is se t equal to 32767~ therefore, an FN of 32767 can 
ind i c a t e ei t he r an input DN of 255 (saturation) or an extra
po lat ed FN limited by the 16 b i t (halfword) integer format. 
Al l FN values of 32767 are flagged the same way by the c field 
a n d a p pear on picts with a "+" symbol as either "saturated or 
limi ted extrapolation". 

MEANS OF I DENTI FYING AFFECTED DATA ~ Spectra processed during 
t hl S pe rlod we r e p rocessed by a version of FICOR other than 
F ICOR6. If FICOR6 is not listed in the history label some other 
vers i o n of p hotometric conversion was used. 
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TrTLE ; I ncorrect lmits for the DISTANCE parameter In 
E~LOO 

DATA AFF ECTED: 

CA-MERA: Al DI SPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Merged spectra 

rltE DI A: Tape, CalComp 

DA~ES: BEGIN 20:30 22 May 1978 END 21:49 1 March 1980 GSFC 

0l~GIN 14 June 1978 END 12:30 6 March 1980 VILSPA 

EST I MAT ED F F< ACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

EST IMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 7000 

PERT I NENT DOCUMENTAT ION: GSFC SMR 99 and SOCAR 204. "Low 
Dispersion Back grouna-Extraction Error", NASA IUE Newsletter No.9, 
April 19 80. 

DESCRI PTION: Dur ing t h is period the parameter, "DISTANCE " , 
inpu t t o t h e e x t r a ction program EXTLOW to specify the d i stance 
betwee n the dis persion l i ne (center of on-order extraction) and 
the c e nter o f the background extraction slit specified this 
dis t ance in PIXELS . Because of thi~ the background extraction 
slit wa s very c l ose to or in many cases overlapp ing the gross 
extrac tion slit and/or the large aperture. Af ter the end of 
this per iod the p r ogr a m EXTLOW was replaced by the program 
EXTLOW2 which takes the parameter "DISTANCE" in units of 
"diag ona l p ixels" wh ere one diagonal pixel is equal to (1 x J'2) 
pixels. Afte r t his change the values assigned to the parameters 
i nput to EXTLOW 2 remained the same as those previously used by 
EXTLOW. There f ore, the effect of the cha[lge was to move the 
backgroun d awa~ from the spectrum by a factor of the square 
root of two ( ~2 ). 

Thro ugh o u t t hi s period the smal l aperture gross extraction slit 
ove rlapped the b ackground by 1.3 ~2 pixels. After the e nd of 
t he per iod it was s eparated from the background by ~2 p i xe ls. 

For the l arg e apert ure ~oint source mode the e rror has varied 
with t i me at GSFC as fool. l ows : (l) between 22 May 1978 and 
a n d 25 Sept. 1 9 78 the background extended into t he gross 
extract icn s l i t by 1.3 12 pixe l s (almost 1/2 the area of ~he 
background) ( 2) Af t e!:" 25 Sept. 19 7 8 (See Configuration No. 25) 
t he re was a s ma ll gap of 0.78 12 pixels between t h e gross 
ext ract ion sl i t and the end of the background s lit , and the 
b ackground slit ext ended into the large aperture by about 
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0.2 I~ pixels, and (3) afte r 1 March 1980 t he gap between 
the large aperture and the b a ckground slit became 3/£ pixels 
and the gap between the backg ro un d a nd the gross 4 12 pixels. 

In the large aperture extende d s ource mode (this mode was not 
created unt.il 1 Aug. 1978) the over l ap t hro u g-hout the period 
at GSFC wa s 2.2 12 pixels betw~en t h e back ground slit and the 
gross extraction s l i t . and 0 . 212 pixe ls bet~leen the large 
aperture and the backg!ound . After the end of thi s period the 
ba£kground sl it was 3/ 2 pix'E~ ls from the large aperture and 
1/2 pixeis from the gross e xtraction s l it. 

< For VILSPA data, the relevant dates are as follows: 

(1) From 14 June 1978 to 31 Jan 1979 
(2) Af ter 01 Feb 1979 
(3) After 06 Mar 1980 

The extended source ext~action mode was affected from 

14 June 1978 until 06 Mar 1 980 at VI LSPA. > 


MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 After the end of this per iod the label for the extracted 
spectrum will contain t he p rogram name EXTLOW2. During 
the affected period the label wi ll ind i cate EXTLOW. 
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TITLE; Use original Astren. ~strophys. absolute calibration 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAl'1ERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Merged Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGI~ N/A END N/A (GSFC) 

BEGIN 12 July 1979 END 14:00 02 April 1980 (VILS PA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGE S AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTlI.TION: "Photometric Calibration of the 

International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE): Low Dispersion," 
Astron. Astrophys. 8 5, 1980; "IUE Data Reduction XII: 
Absolute Calibrationof Low Dispersion Spectra," NASA IUE 
Newsletter No.8, Feb. 1980.(ESA' TUE Newsletter #6). 

DESCRIPTION: During the affecied time period, at VILSPA only, 
the original low dispersion S- functions as described in 
"Photometric Calibration of die International VI traviolet 
Explorer (IUE) : Low Dispersion" were utilized to provide the 
absol utelY:ralibrat:ed spectrum. As of the end date , the 
modified S}, as described in "IUE Data Reduction XI I " was 
a9~pted. These modifications involve a 14% reauction in 
S~ at 1850):{ and x 6% reduction at 190Q,R, a smooth interpolation 
to poin~s on a 12~ grid in LWR and a sX grid in SWP, and,the 
truncatlon of S~ to zero at the e~iremes of wavelength In each 
camera. Wi th tnesE~ changes, the SI. used at both GSFC and 
VILSPA are the same. I 
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TITLE; Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations 
from partially refined line libraries (version 
II libraries). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: SWP,LWR DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 14:00 23 Nov. 1979 END 18 Apr. 1980 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 800 

PERT I NENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 100, "IUE Data Reduction XX: 
Hlgh Dlsperslon Llne Llbraries", NASA IUE Newsletter No. 13, 
January 1981. 

DESCRIPTION: The high dispersion line libraries used during 
the period shown above were partially-refined (version II) 
listings of Pt-Ne emission lines (see "IUE Data Reduction XX" 
and the changes of 23 November 19 79). A further refinement 
was made on the end date above which resulted in new libraries 
(version III) containing 172 lines for SWP and 164 lines for 
LI"lR. As noted in the changes of 23 Noveni.'Jer 1979, the effects 
of this change relate principally to the internal consistency 
of the dispersiqn-constant solutions--no practical changes to 
the assigned wavelength scales of extracted spectra are 
realized. 
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TITLE ; Use biweekly r eseau calibrations 

DATA AFFECTED: 


C~ME RA : LWR & DISPERS I ON: Both PROCESSI NG : All but raw image 
SWP 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Pho t owri te, 

DP,TES: BEG I N 03 Apj:~. 1978 END 10:00 18 Suly 1 980 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (V I LSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCE SSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100 % 

ESTIMATED NU MBER OF If.!u\ GES AFFECTED: 11000 

PERTINENT DOC UMENTAT ION : GSFC SMR 1 07 , 10 3, 1 0 4; "IUE Data 
Reduction XVII . , NASA IUE Newsle tter No. 11, Oct. 1980. 

DESCRI PTION: P r ior to the e nd d a te s hown the reseaux positions 
used to correct the geome t ry of the IUE images were determined 
f rom new WAVECAL + TFLOOD c alibration i mages tak e n approximately 
e very two weeks. Af ter the above end d a te a s e t of mean 
reseaux positions wer e implemented bas e d on 1 6 LWR 60% o r 77% 
UVITF images exposed between day 73 of 197 8 a nd day 204 of 1 979 
a nd 20 SWP 60% o r 77% UVITF images e xposed between day 85 of 
19 78 and day 33 4 of 1979. As noted in t h e above Newsletter 
article t he c hief a d v a ntage of mean fil es over the usua l 
biweekly c alibr at lons is that shor t term fluctuat ions are averaged 
out ., yield ing calibrat~ ions more a ppropriate to the "typical" IUE 
image. UVITF images were used i nstead of WAVECAL + TFLOOD images 
since the fo rme r p rovide a flatter and less cont a minated area 
f o r the FNDRES (reseaux fi nding) p rogram to search. 

Several improvements were made in the details of the FNDRES 
p rogram in order to ge t the h ighest possible a ccuracy. An 
improved templat e for the large reseau i n r ow 1 1 , c olumn 1 1 
was used and three more reseaux in SWP and t wo more in LWR near 
t h e tube e dges were added so as to r educe t h e a mo unt of extr a
polation needed t o a c hieve the full 13-by- 13 grid of reseaux 
used i n t he ge ometrlc cor r ection process (see SMR 10 3 & 104) . 
Furthermore, t he a v e rage positions fo und on the UVITF images 
with the improved FNDRES were calculated wit hout the row-and
column smooth ing procedure us ua lly applied to reseaux mea s u r ed 
on a sing le image . This s moothing was found t o introduce errors. 
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TITLE; 	 Use biweekly dispersion constant calibrations 
in high dispersion 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR & DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted 
SW spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 03 Apr. 1978 END 10:00 18 July 1980 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A 	 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATE D FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 5000 

PERT INE NT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 107, 103 and 104, "IUE 
Data Reduct i on XVII, NASA IUE Newsletter, No. 11, Oct. 1980, 
"IUE Data Reduction XI, NASA IUE Newsletter, No.7, Nov. 1979. 

DESCRIPTION: During this period the dispersion relations 
use d to reduce t h e I UE images were determined from new Pt-Ne 
lamp calibr ation i mages taken approximately every two weeks. 
As noted i n the above Newsle t ter articles (see the change for 
29 Oct. 19 79 as well }. the chief advantage of mean files over 
the usual b iweekly calibrati ons is that thermal fluc~uations 
are average d o u t y ielding calibrations more a.ppropriate to the 
"typical " IUE image. As of the end date above, a set of mean 
dispers i on consta n ts for high dispersion was implement&d. This 
set wa s based on 24 SWP and 24 LWR standard TFLOOD + WAVECAL 
high d i spersion images acquired between 1 June 1979 and 1 June 
1980. The di s persion re l ations determined from each of these 
images were averaged togethe r term by term to define the set 
of mean high resolution dispersion constants given below: 

(next page) 
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SWP LWR 

Al 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A6 

A7 

Bl 

B2 

B3 

B4 

B5 

B6 

B7 
I 

.787841752597664 

-.174827009628957 

.128250164013606 

~ 

-.464346927595875 

~ 

-.245917585466073 

-.624447811047980 

-.131942801615998 

.127355792121042 

f1 
.414873420270391 

.293871562110805 

-.286833642560946 

D+3 

D ~ 

D-5 

D f1 

0-7 

D+4 

D ~ 

0-5 

o Pf 

D-7 

0-6 

-.512112131218370 

.149474938164753 

-.557131203376991 

.128677678460013 

.279988588392915 

f1 
.964982411024015 

.151718662770336 

-.275447072458253 

.903443905778614 

.661594536973941 

.222497232868056 

.225207671516958 
~ 

.227041512913941 

D+4 

D ~ 

0-6 

0-2 

D ~ 

D-7 

D+5 

o ~ 
D-6 

0-1 

D ~ 

D-7 

0-7 

, 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED Dl.TA: 

• 	 Values of the dispersion constan t.s (given in image label) which 
differ from the above mean constants (aside from the Al and Bl terms). 
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~I TLE: 	 Use of prelimi nary mean dispersion cons t ants 
for low dispersion 

DA'... 'A AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR & DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted 
SWP spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEG IN 23:00 29 Oct. 1979 END 10:00 18 July 1980 GSFC 

BEGIN N/A END N/A 	 VILSPA 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED H1AGES AFFECTED : 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF' IMAGES AFFECTED: 2000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 10 7, 1ID , and 104, "IUE 
Data Reduction XVII., NASA IUE Newsletter No. 11, Oct. 1980. 

DESCRIPTI ON : During the period 29 Oct. 1979 to 18 July 1980 
a s et of preliminary mean dispers i on relations were used (see 
change for 29 Oct. 1979) which were based on data obtained 
dur ing the first year of IUE operation (GMT day 221 1 9 78 to 
GMT day 274 1979). As noted in t h e above Newsletter article, 
stud i es of temporal and thermal va ri ab ility of d i spersion 
relations have s hown t hat dis persion r elations ob tained 
dur ing the first year of IUE operation may not be a p propriate 
to us e for c urrent data. Therefore , at the e nd of t he period 
a new set of di spe r sion constants was implement ed , bas e d on 
24 SWP and 24 LWR standard TFLOOD + WAVECAL low d i spersion 
images take n b e twee n 1 June 197 9 and 1 ~une 1980. These new 
me a n constants di ffer from the means r e porte d i n the change 
for 29 Oct. c h iefly in the ze r o-poin t t erms where t he largest 
di f f e rence is +0.86 pixels . The l argest dif f e ren c e in the 
sca l e term is 0 .00 0 02 p ixels/X. 

The mean dispe rsion constants adopted for low d i spers ion on 
1 8 July 	1 9 80 a r e given b elow: 

I 
I IAper t ur e 

---, 
Came r a Al A2 8

1 B2 
I 

SWP Sma l l 98 2. 21 -.46657 -263. 44 .37 616 I 

LWR Sma l l 29 8.63 .302 4 4 -265.80 .2 25 79 
- 
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TI TLE: Inaccurate a~tomatic reg .~stration programs 

DA.TA AFFECT ED: 

CI'JviE RA : LWR & DI SPERSION: Bo~h PROCESSING: Extracted 
Sv.JP spectra 

i" j£D IA: . Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DAT ES: BEGIN 09 Sept. 1978 END 11:30 18 Aug . 1980 (GSFC) 

BEG I N 25 Jan. 1979 END 2 2 ~ 00 30 De c • 1980 (V I LS P A) 

ESTI MATED FRACTION OF P ROCES SED IMAGES AFFECTED: 50 % 
(Automatic only) 

EST IMATE D NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 7000 

?E RTIN ENT DOCUMEN TATI ON: GSFC SOCAR 211 

DESC RI PTION: During t h e period i ndi c a t ed two errors existed 
~n the a utomatic registrat i on pro g r ams DSPCON and DCSHIFT: 

1 ) the line and sample shi ft components calcul ated did no t 
represent a shift perpend icular 'co the spectrum (the e q uations 
used to calculate t he s h i ft were incorrect), and (2) when the 
required shift was lar ge (s hi f t g reater t han 3 . 0 p i xe l s 
perpendicular to the spectr um) t he program would sometimes give 
a shift that was a g r o ss underesti mate (as much as 1.0 p i xel 
too sma l l ) of the cor r ect s h ift . At t h e e nd of t h is per i od 
t h e se e r rors were c o rrect ed (not e t h at a n addit i o nal e r r o r 
was subseque n t l y fo und in the correct ed progr ams - see GSFC 
change for 19 Jan . 1 981 ). 

The errors caused by t .he first of these t wo prob lems vary in 
magni t ude as a functi on of camera and d ispers ion . The f o l lowing 
t a ble l ist s t h e er r o rs to be expected for the da ta reduced during 
this pe r i od (the val ues in t h e t abl e c an b e a dded to the erroneous 
shifts, Sand L , t o get the c orrect s h ifts) : 

o 0 

Samp le Li ne j 
L * (-0 . 26) -0 . 20 ,WR - HI GH S *(0 . 27) - .2 8 

8
0 *(0 . 03) - 0. 21LWR - LOW LO * .(0 . 02) -O.28J 

SO*( 0. 24 } SWP - HIGH -0.28 
 LO* (-0.22) + 0 0 2 .2. 
SO*(0 . 00 8 ) - 0.22 LO* (-0 . 004 ) - 0. 27 SWP - LOW o° 

http:LO*(-0.22
http:80*(0.03
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The magnitude of the error caused by the second problem 
above can be as large as ± 1.0 pixel in low dispersion and 
somewhat smaller in high dispersion. 

Neither of these errors affectec. spectra which were trailed; 
during the affected time period all trailed spectra were 
manually registered. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 If the line shift divided by tbe sampls shift is exactly 
equal to (+ or -) the arctangent of 51 , the data were 
processed during this period and need correction (note 
that for SWP-Low, data pro8essed after the end date will 
yield the arctangent of 51 .12). 
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TITLE; 	 Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations 
from further refinements to line libraries (version 
III libraries) 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: 	 SWP, LWR DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: 	 Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 18 April 1980 END 29 August 1980 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A 	 (VILSPA) 

ESTI MATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED H1AGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 600 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 112, "IUE Data Reduction XX: 
H~gh D~spers~on LIneLThraries". 

DESCRIPTION: The high dispersion line libraries used during 
the per~oa shown above were further-refined (version III) 
libraries (see "IUE Data Reduct ion XX", and the changes of 
23 November 1979 and 18 April 1980). A final refinement, 
inVOlving the deletion of marginally faint lines and lines 
with close companions, was made on the end date shown above, 
resulting in a final SWP librar y of 146 lines and a final 
LWR library of 145 lines (versi on IV libraries). As with the 
earlier changes, no practical effects on the assigned wave
length scales of extracted spectra are realized by this change. 
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TITLE~ 	 Incorrectly transmit 5-digit image sequence numbers 
to scale-factor record of extracted spectral files. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: SWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape 

(GSFC)
DATES: 	 BEGIN 03 Sept. 1980 END 18 Sept. 1980 

BEGIN 03 Sept. 1980 END 30 Sept. 1980 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100%. ' 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 200 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTNI' ION : GSFC SOCAR 215 

DESCRIPTION: . For the SWP camera , 5-digi t image sequence 

nUiribers were reached on 03 Septerrtber 1980. The version of 

the program ETOEM in use at both ground stations at that 

time accessed only the right-mos t 4 digits of the image 

sequence number, so that SWP 10001 was transmitted to ~he 


scale-factor record of extracted spectral files as SWP 0001, 

SWP 10002 as SWP 0002, etco The correct i ons to ETOEM allowing 

all 5 digits to be transmitted were made on the respective 

dates shown above. 


MEru~S OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 SWP image numbers in the range 0000 to ·'0250 written into 

the scale factor record of SWP imates acquired during 

September 1980. 
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'l'.r'I'LE~ 	 Processing of low disper sion spec tra uSi ng the 
programs GEOM, FICOR and EXTLOW. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

eM'iERA: LWR & DISPERSI ON: Low PROCESSI NG: All but 
SWP Raw image 

MEDIA: Tape, Ca l Comp, Photowrite, Prin t out 

DATES: BEGIN 20:30 22 May 1978 END 00:11 04 Nov. 1980 GSFC 

BEGIN 14 June 1978 END 16: 00 10 Mar. 1981 VILSPA 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IHAGES AFFEC'I'ED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 10000 

PERT INENT DOCUMENTATI ON: GSFC SMR 116 ; "Photometri c Calibration 
of t he l UE , VI II. Comp rehensive Revision to the IUE Absolute 
Calibr ation in Low Dispersion", NASA I D~ News lette r No. 10, 
June 19 80; "IUE DATA REDUCTION XVII I & XIX" NASA I UE Newsletter 
No. 12, Jan . 1981 ; " INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER IMAGE 
PROCESS ING I NFORMATION MANUAL, VERSION 1.0 11 

, CSC/TM-79/6301, 
1979. 

DESCRIPTION: A de tai led description of the processing pro
ce dures us e d dur i ng t he indicated period can be found i n 
Ve rsion 1 .0 o f the I n f o rmation Manual referred to above, and 
t he two Newsletter artic l es listed can be consulted for the 
processing details in effect as of the end date for this 
period. 

The output products produced during this period and those 
prod uced i~~ediately a f ter the end date differed in the 
manner shown by the fo l lowing table: 

During Period 	 Af t er E'nd Date 

Photometri.cal ly and Geometri  Photometrically corrected image 
cal l y corrected ~ge provided. provided (same geometry as 
The e nt ire image out to the raw image) . A band 160 pixels 
edge of t he roughly circular wide, centered between the large 
vidi con target is corrected. and small apertures, and parallel 

to t he dispers ion is the only 
part of the i mage corrected. 
Pixels outside this band are 
left as raw DN values. 
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During Period 

For the Photometri cally and 
Geometrically corrected image 
the halfword p i xe l val ues are 
coded in a simple manner such 
that the relati ve flux (FN) 
equals the scaled value given 
unless the scaled value is 
32767, in which case the pixel 
is saturated or ext rapolated 
to the halfword l imit (32767 
is the largest FN possible) . 

A 55-line Image Segment file 
was provided which consisted 
of the fluxes g ive~ in the 
line-by-line file. Each line 
was - 836 bytes long. 

The extracted spectrum files 
(line-by-line and merged 
spectra) have a data record 
length of 1204 bytes (up to 
602 points per order). The 
scale factor record (record 
zero) does not contain target 
or engineering data. 

Aft e r End Date 

The cod ing of the ha l fword 
p i xels o f the photometrically 
corre cted i ma ge i s designed to 
accommod a te a n extensive flag
gin g sys tem f or e xceptional 
p ixels. The f ol lowing condi
tions are flagged: 
(a) -3 2 76 7 $ Sca l e d value -;; -2049; 
Satur at i o n (DN== 2 55) or excessive 
extrapo l at i on o f ITF 
(b) - 2048 $ Sca l ed Value < 0; 
Ex-trapo l a t in of uppe r end of 
ITF up t o FN=655 36 
(c) 0 $ Scaled Va l ue -;; 25 5 ; 

(No 	 photometr i c c o r r ection 
r aw DN o utside o f b a nd) 

(d) 	 256 ~ Sca l e d Va lue < 32767; 

No rma l i nte r polat ion of 

ITF up t o FN=6 1534 or 

e xtr a po l ation to negative 

FN down to FN=-348 8 . 


For ca s e (d ) the relat ion 
between FN a n d the Scaled 
Value is FN=2 * (Sc a l e d Value 
200 0 ) . For c ase s (a)-(c), see 
IUE Data Reduct i on XVII~. 

The Image Segme n t is not 
provide d since t he same 
infor~a tion is i n the line-by
line f ile. 

Extracte d spec trum files have 
a data r e c o r d l ength of 2048 
bytes , a ccommodating a total 
of 10 22 po ints per order . The 
sca l e f a c t o r r e c ord contains 
such things as RA & DEC of 
-targe t I c amera t empera t .ures 
an d time of observat ion. 
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During Pe riod 

Me rged spectrum extracted 
from the photometrica l ly and 
geometrically corrected imaqe 
at an omega angle (s ee version 
1.0 of IUE Informat ion Manual 
for d8finition of omega angle) 
of 90 for all caIT~ras , both 
apertures and al l uIDdes (Point 
source, Extended source, 
Trailed) . 

The backgr ound spectrum is 
smoot hed t wice using a 15
point running average (this 
caused narrow defects such as 
resea ux , bright spots, and 
cosmic ray hits to be 
smootheq into the background). 

The data quality measure 
val ues (epsilons ) are cal
culated us ing a formula that 
includes a t erm proportional 
to t he distance o f a pixel 
from t he t ube center . For 
the net spe c t rum the e psilons 
incl ude a term f or background 
reseaux. 

The o rder of the f i les for a 
double aperture iIT~ge has the 
data f or small aperture first. 

The absolut e calibrat ion of 
January 19 80 is used (see GSFC 
change for 0 8 Jan. 1 980). 

Spect ral data is extracted at 
an interval of 1. 4 pixels 
from t he resampl ed (smoothed) 
photome trical ly and geometri
cal ly corre cted image . 

After End Date 

Merged spectrum derived 
directly from a summation 
at the correct omega angle 
of fluxes in the line-by
line spectrum. Different 
omega angles are used for 
each of the cameras, apertures 
and modes (a distinction is 

.made between extended source 
and trailed). 

The background is processed 
by a median filter (width 63 
pixels) before a double mean 
f ilter of width 31 is applied 
(t his rejects all narrow 
features including reseaux) • 

There are only six possible 
values of epsilon (data 
quality measure) which signal 
six conditions (if more than 
one of the condi tions occurs 
at t hat point the value for 
the worst cas e is given). 

The order of the files for a 
double aperture image has the 
data for small aperture last. 

The absolute c~iibration of 
May 1980 is used (see NASA lUE 
Newsletter No. 10). 

Spectral data is extracted at 
an interval o f 0.7 pixels from 
the raw image. The resulting 
spectr al res olut ion i s bet~er 
t han with t he o lder method. 
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During Period 	 Af t er End Date 

The header at the b e ginning The header a t the beginning 
of the data files g i ves the of t he dat a f iles gives the 
names of the reduction n ame s o f t h e n ew reduction 
programs in use (FlCOR, p r ograms (PHOTOM, SPECLO, 
GEOM, EXTLOW(2) ). POSTLO ) and i n addition gives 

the time of t h e midpoint of 
the obse r vat ion , the target 
coordina t es, a nd a statement 
noting that ei t h er an auto
mat ic or a Manual Shift was 
used. 

Data quality during this per i od was di ff e rent from that after 
the end date as follows: 

(1) 	 The spectral resolution was not as good . 

(2) 	 Because of the broader extractio n s l it used there 
was less noise in the spectra (the s ame noise 
figure can be obt ained fo r data e xtracted after 
the end date by binning the data ) . 

( 3) Reseaux and noise spik es a r e s moothed i n t o the 

background spectrum a nd whe n i t i s t he n sub

tracted from t h e gro s s to produce the net 

erroneous broad dips o r r i s es are p roduced. 


(4) 	 The well-corrected r egion o f the SWP n e t spectrum 
ended at 1955 ~ (after the e nd dat e i t was extended 
to 1990 R). 

(5) 	 The abso lute calibratio n is s l i ght.ly poo r e r (the 
' improved calibration i n s tal l e d a t the e n d date 
differed from the old calib rat ion by a s much as 
10% in SWP and 6.3% in LWR) . 

Aside from the change in the a~sol ute calibration, the changes 
made of the end of this period d i d no t apprec iab l y modify the 
photometric properties of the system (chan ges wer e less than 
2%) • 
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TITLE: Non-perpendioular manual shifts (REGISTER) 

DATA AFYEC'fED: 

CAMERA: . LWR & DISPERSiON: Both PROCESSING: Extracted 
SWP 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 20:30 22 May ~978 END 00:11 , 04 Nov. 1980 GSFC 

BEGIN 14 June 1978 END VILSPA 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED U1AGES AFFECTED: 50% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 9000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 116, SOCAR 216 

DESCRIPTION: During t h is period, whenever it was necessary 
to register an image ma nually, t he image processing specialist 
would display the image on the E:{periment Display System 
(EDS) and estimate t h e shift in t he sample direction and the 
line direction necessary to place the wavelength overlay 
(produced by the program OSCRIBE using the dispersion relation 
and displayed along with the image ) on top of the spectrum. 
Misregistration of the image ano. the overlay is caused by 
thermal motion of tne entire spectral format and will have 
components perpendicula~ to the di spersion direction and along 
the dispersion direction. ' Since the component along the dis
persion was unknown, moving a given wave l ength on the overlay 
along the dispersion is just as likely to increase the error 
as decrease it; therefore, every effort was made to estimate 
a shift that was perpendicular to the dispersion direction. 

The shifts estimate~ were only approximately perpendicular to 
the dispersion so they could introduce arbitrary displacements 
along the dispersion of up to 3 pixels . After the end date a 
new program REG was implemented to replace the pros·ram REGISTER. 
This new program uses t he line and sample shift s upplied by the 
image processing speciali3~ (this need not represent a shift 
perpendicular to t he dispersion) t o determine the correct 
components of an exactly perpen6icul ar shi ft. 
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MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Erroneous shifts were usually integer va lues (see label). 
After the end date a message was added to the label noting 
that either an automatic or manual shi ft was made. 

<At VILSPA an extra label message was added before the 

original REGISTER program was withdrawn. The date of 

processing should always be used to identify affected 

VILSPA data.> 
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TITLE : Label lacks scheme name and AUTO/MANUAL message 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

ME DIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 03 	Apr. 1978 END 00:11, 04 Nov. 1980 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 Apr. 1978 END 16:42 30 Jan. 1981 (VILSPA) 
16:00 	 10 Mar. 1981 

100%ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 

19000ESTIMATED NUMBER 	 OF IP~GES AFFECTED: 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTiWION: GSFC SMR 116, SOCAR's 216,223,224. 

DESC RIPTION: During t h is period the image labels did not 
conta~n the name of the process i n g procedure ("Scheme") used 
or a notation indicating the type of reg istration shift applied 
(manual, automatic , or none) . Th e regis t ration shift information 

was not contained i n the scal e f a ctor record ("record B") of the 
extracted files. Af ter the end c.ate the scheme name and shift 
information were a d ded to the l abel and a flag was placed in 
word 62 of record ~ to i ndi cate t he type of shift used 
(~=no shift, l=auto shift, 2=manual shift). 

At VILSPA, these changes were i mp lemented in two ph ases. On 
30 Jan. 1981 the AUrO/IV.tANUAL mes s age was added to high 
dispersion labels; on 10 March 1 9 81, the same was done for 
low dispersion and the scheme name was added for both 
dispersions. 
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T J '{'J ,I~ ; Incorrect manual shift for SWP images (REG) 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAl1ERA: SWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

Tape, Cal Comp, Photowri t e l1EDIA: 

DATES: BEGIN 00:11, 04 Nov. END 05: 00 26 Nov. 1980 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A 	 N/A (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF' PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 	 50% 

(manual only) 


ESTIY~TED NUMBER OF IF~GES AFFECTED: 200 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 228 

DESCRIPTION; During this period there was an error in the 
program REG such that it calculat.ed shifts which were not 
perpendicular to the dispersion d irection whenever it was 
used for an SWP image (LWR was done correctly). The error 
caused' was equivalent to using t h e old program REGISTER, i.e., 
arbitrary displacements of the overlay and the dispersion 
relation along the spectrum (up ~o 3 pixels in the worst 
cases) . 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED uATA: The label will note that 

a Manual shift was used and the e n tire shift will be in either 

the Sample direction or the Line direction. 


http:calculat.ed
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TITLE: VBBLK without label processing 

DATA AFFECTED: 


CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Raw image 
(NSSDC tapes only) 

MEDIA: Tape 

DATES: BEGIN 10 Dec. 1979 END 22 Dec. 1980 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 

ESTIYlATED FRAC'TION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 4500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: G5FC 5MR 94; 50CAR 205 

DESCRIPTION: This problem affected only those tapes sent 
to the Natlonal Space Science Data Center (N55DC). Regular 
Guest Observer tapes were not affected. 

During this period the lUE5IP5 program VBBLK created 
raw images with starting line (5L) and starting sample (55) 
fields in the first line of the header label reading "0895" 
and "0895" instead of "0001" and "0001". After the end date 
this problem was corrected. 
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TITLE: Incorrect entries in label by SPECLO (Declination 
and Zero Shift). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 00:11 04 Nov~ 1980 END 20:00 16 Jari. 1981 GSfC 

BEGIN END VILSPA 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 50% 

(only Negative DEC and 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 300 unshifted cases) 


PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCARs 231, 232; SMR 116 

DESCRIPTION: During this period the declination of an object 
listed in the processing label on the line start.ing "TARGET 
COORD.. (l9 50) :" had the correct magnitude but. the wrong sign 
for objects south of the Equator. In addition the line of 
the label giving the line and sam?le shift di.d not list the 
shifts as 0.0 when a shift was not used, but ins t ead looked 
like the following: "LINE SHIFT=YY.YYY SAMPLE SHIFT=>XX.XXX" 
After the end date these two errors were corrected. 
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TITLE ~ 	 Inaccurate automatic registration (LWR-LOW, 
SWP-HIGH and all Trailed) 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR & DISPERSION: Both PROCESS ING: Extracted 
SWP spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 11:30 18 Aug. 1980 END 14: 00 19 Jan. 1981 GSFC 

BEGIN 22:00 30 Dec. 1980 END 	 VILSP} 

ESTIMATED FRACTI ON OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 50 % 
(automatic only) 

ESTIMATED NUMBE R OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 500 

PE RTI NENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 233 

DESCRI PTI ON: During this period LWR-Low dispe r sion, SWP 
high dispersion and all trailed images were mis-registered 
by about 0.4 pixels. Since t h is is less than 10 percent of 
the length of the shortest slit used the photometric error 
caused should be veDJ small (in most cases the entire spectrum 
was still in the slit). The error in the dispersion direction 
would, in general, be less than this total error. 

~ 
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TITLE: 	 Calibration Files without t e mperatur'e 
correction s (low dispersion ) 

DAT/\ l-\F },'ECTED: 

CAt'1E RA: LWR & DI~ P E BSION: Low P EOCESSI ~G: All But Raw Image 
Sw"'P 

ME DIA: Tape, CalCornp , Photowrite 

DATES: BEGI~ 03 Ap r. 19 78 END 05 :00 3 Mar. 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 Apr. 1978 END 	 (VILSt=A ) 

ESc:' Ii':l\TE D FRACTI C\ OF PRJCESSED HIAGES AfFECTED: 100% 

EST I MATED ::\ lI~\1B ER OF r:~:"GE S AFF ECTED: 12000 

PERTINENT DOCUME ~~T _r.:::, IO~ : GSFC SMR 118, and SOCAR' s 238, 
241, 240, 2 4 2 ; " IUE Dat a Reduction XXI, NASA I UE Newsletter No.lS. 

DESCRI PTIO~ : The Iu~SIPS p rocessing software us es a set of 
displacemen ts (determined from t h e res e aux on t he tube faceplate) 
for each c a mera t o correct e ach data i mage f or geome t r i c dis
tortion , a nd a s et of disper sion cons t ants f o r e ach camera and 
dispers i o n mode (high, low) t o determi ne the l o c a tion of the 
spectrw~ for extrac tion a nd wa ve l ength assig~~ent. Pri marily 
because of varia t ion s in spa cec r a f t t e mperature at the time of 
observat ion the geometry of t he i mage and the l o c a tion of the 
spectral forma t on the camera faceplate c h ange f r om i mage to 
image. Before the end date, no e xp l i cit thermal correction was 
appl i ed to the cal i b r ation fi les. 

During this period several change s we r e made to the proc
essin g softwa re in a n ef f o r t t o use the best set of reseaux 
and d i sper s ion constants f or e a c h image (see GSFC change s for: 
22 Ma y ' 7 8, 09 Ju.'1. '7 8 , 0 1 J u l . '7 8 , 11 Aug. '78 , 10 Sept . '78, 
23 No v . '79 , 18 .Apr. ' 8 0 , 2 2 Ap r. ' 80, 31 Ma y aso , 18 Jul. '80, 
18 Aug . '80, 29 Aug. '80 , 04 Nov. 180 -- underlined dates are 
the most signifi c ant) . 

As of the end date f o r this c h a nge t h e displ a cement set used 
and t h e dispers i o n constants used we~ce a functio!1. of the 
tempe r a t ure- at the time of the obse r vation a n d -the time of 
observation (the temperat ure used is re f e rred-to as the -:'HDA 
and is usually availab l e in t he binary part of the image 
header). Before t hi s change i f an i tT:age \.va s t a ken a t a 
temperature which di f f ered s ign i ficanx:.ly from t he t emperature 
of the calibration f iles used, the wave l ength assign e d to a 
point on the spectrmn would be incorre ct. As a n example , i f 
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the t empera t u5'e o f t he imag e a nd the calibrat i o n f ile 
differed by 9 C for an SvlP lotV' d ispersion image a wavelength 
error o f ove r 2 R would result. 

Those images processed du r ing ~he pe riod wh e n bi - week ly ca l ibra
tions we re use d a r e l ike l y to s how l arger errors t han i mages 
processed a f ter t he me a n c alibration s wer e imple mented (t he 
effective temoeratures f o r t he mean calibrat i o ns were approxi

80mately C f~r SWP a nd :3° C f o r LWR) . The a v e r age (one 
standar d deviat i on ) wavelength e rro r c a used by using the mean 
cal i bra t ion s (s pec ifically t he mean di spersion c onstants 
implemented on the end da t e o f t hi s c h ange) i n s t e ad of the 
te~peAature cor: ected ~a librations i s 0 .1 6 ~ f~r ~WR~Lo~ and 
0.30 X for SWP- LOW ( t h l S c o rrespond s t o 0 .06 pl xels 1n LWR 
and 0. 18 p i x e ls 1n SWP a l ong t he s pect rum ). 

Some of the Di --weekly calibra~.: ions were -t aken at temperatures 
very diffe r e nt fro m both t he mean ·temf'era t ures and the 
temperatures of t.:.he i ma ges proc e ssed us ing t hem; t herefore, 
it wo uld be pos sible to gre atly improve the a c c u racy of ~he 
wavelengt hs o f i ma g e s taken dur i n g t he bi- weekly calibrat i on 
era. 

The photome t ric q uali t y of data p rocessed before a nd after the 
end d a t e di ffe re d ve ry l i t t l e. The d a t a after t he end da~e 
lT1aY be margina l ly l e ss noisy (~5%), Gue t o t.he us e of t he 
temperatur e correc t ed reseaux ~o r the SWP Cillaera . The reseaux 
motion is greatest for the s~;rp c a me r a ( i t is at most - 0.9 pixels 
froEl t h e mean). For L\\fR t h e motio n is s o sma l l (about 0.2 
pixe l s f r om the mean) that the mea n va l ue s were s t ill used after 
the e n d d a t e . 

In those cases where t h e date o f obse r v a t i on or the tempera-ture 
cannot b e obtained f r om t he l abel (al l i mages p rior to March 
197 9 lack the t empe r a t ure and -::he d a t e of obs e rvation) they 
wi l l be e n te r ed ma nua lly (a comme n t in the proc e ssin g l abel 
wi l l s ay nMANU~.L OVERI DE") or ::lean c alibr a ·tio n s wi l l be used 
(a message i n the label will nO 'ce this). Th e mea n d i s p e r sion 
cons t ants to be used i n such cases were i~plemented on the end 
date of t h is cha n ge. These n e\O/' dispersio n constan t s are 
sl ightly be t ter t h a n t he J uly, 1980 set . The proces5 ~ng l abel 
for a ll image s taken afte r t he end date wi l l con t a i n t h e lines: 

HDA FOR RESEAU 
THD~. FOR SPECTRU
THERMAL SHI FTS: 

MOTION = 
M BOT I O 

LI NE = SAMPLE -

Any further shi f t i ng nec essa ry t o r e giste r t h e i mage I 2 i ·t ner 
manua l or a ut omatic , i s recorded in ~he l abe l under the ~ame 
REGISTRATION SHI FTS: LI NE = SAMPLE = 

~£ANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA : 

o 	 The messages t v specify t h e temperature s used will not appear 
i n t he l a bel . 
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TITLE ~ 	 Use of preliminary parameters to specify the 
region to be processed by the program PHOTOM 

DA'fA AFFECTED: 

CAJviE:RA: LWR & DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: All but raw image 
SWP 

MEDIA~ Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 00:11 4 Nov. 1980 END 05:00 03 Mar. 1981 GSFC 

BEGIN 16:00 10 Mar. 1981 END 	 VILSPA 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED H1AGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF I MAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PE RTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 247 

DESC RIPTI ON: During this period the 160-pixel-wide band of 
the raw lmage which was photometrically corrected was slightly 
larger (roughly 2 pixels and 15 pixels longer in the direction 
of dispersion for SWP and LWR respectively) than it was after 
the end date and displaced as a whole by several pixels (29 
pixels for SWP and 10 for LWR). The affect of this on the 
extracted data is to change slightly the end points (smallest 
wavelength, largest wavelength) of the spectrum. Immediately 
after the end date (3 Mar. to 5 Mar.) the new smaller corrected 
area caused an error which is described in the GSFC change for 
5 Mar. 1981. 
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TITLE~ Use posi t i onal i n f o rmat ion to de t ermine t he 
bo unds o f the area to b e extracted (SPECLO) 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA : LWR & DISPERSI ON: Low PROCESS I NG: 	 Extracted 
s p e c t raSWP 


MEDI A: Tape, Ca lComp 

'-

DATES~ BEGIN 00:1 1 04 Nov. 1980 END 05:00 5 Mar. 1981 GSFC 

BEGIN 16: 00 1 0 Mar. 1981 END 	 VILSPA 

ESTIMATED FAA,CTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFEC'I'ED: 100 % 

EST IMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTAT I ON : GSFC SOCAR 245 

DESCRIPTION: During t h i s period the program SPECLO extr acted 
that part of the spectrum lying between two nomin a l (coded 
into the program) end po i nt wavelengths as long as the cent,er 
of the extracticn s lit s for t hes e wavelengths fel l within a 
designated area of t h e image. If the samp le a nd l ine pos i tion 
of the e ndpo int wavelengths sli t center f ell outs i de thes e 
bounds SPECLO s ubst i t uted for t hat endpoint a new wavelength 
ha v i n g a slit c enter just i n side the area. Bet\·;een 05:00 GMT , 
3 Mar. 1 98 1 an d 05: 00 GMT , 5 Ma r. 1 981 the area of the i mage 
which wa s photomet r i cally c o rrect.e d did not coincide with the 
area de sign a t e d by SPECLO for extraction. Therefore , d uring 
t h i s t wo day period p ixel s o ut s ide the pho tometri c a lly corrected 
a r ea could b e inc luded in the gross flux extracted . 

Af ter t h e end date for t hi s cha nge SPECLO was modif i e d so that 
it no long e r used posit i onal i nformation to dete r mine the s t a rt 
ing and endi ng wave lengths of t h e spec trum to be extracted . 
Starting at o n e of t wo nominal e ndpoin t s supp l i ed i n the 
program a nd contin uing to the o ther , the n ew vers i on of SPECLO 
extracts the fl ux in sl i ts s paced a l o ng t he spectrum a t an 
interval o f 0 . 707 p ixel s . I f a ny o f t he p ixels i n a n e xtraction 
slit a r e f lagged as r aw d a t a p i xe ls (the a r ea o f r aw d a ta out
s ide the photometr i cally corre cted area is coded by t h e pro gram 
PHOTOM to f l a g i t as raw data - see GSFC c hange s fo r 4 Nov. 1980) 
the f lux from t hat s l i t and its correspondin g wavelength a re 
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excluded from the extracted spectrum. The result of this is 
that SPECLO extracts all the data lying between the two 
nominal wavelenths and completely (in the: sense that every 
pixel is checked) inside of the photometrically corrected area. 
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TITLE: Unused lines of header label not blank-filled by 
POSTLO 

DATA AFFECTED: 

Cl-\. MERA: All DI SPERSION: Low PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Printout 

OAT ES: 	 BEGIN 00:11 04 Nov. 1980 END 14:30 6 Mar. 1981 GSFC 

BEGIN 16:00 10 Mar. 1981 END VILSPA 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESS ED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PERTINENT DOCUME NTATI ON: GSFC SOCAR 246 

DESC RIP TI ON: During this period the program POSTLO did not 
tl11 unused lines of the header label or unused portions of 
lines with blanks (these parts of the label contained core
garbage). Therefore, if the label is printed as an EBCDIC 
string some lines wi.ll contain arbitary characters. After the 
end date these lines were blank filled (i.e., the EBCDIC 
character, blank, was placed in each byte). 
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TI TLE: Dispersion constant and reseau calibrations used 
. for VILSPA r eductions (4) 

DATA AFFECTED:- . . 

PROCESSING:CAMERA: All DISPERSION : Both All E:x:cept RaW' 

MEDIA: Tape, Cal comp, Photowrite 

iGSFC)DATES: BEGIN N/A END N/A 

(VILSPl'.)BEGIN 17~OO 01 Feb 1979 END 16:00 10 Mar 1981 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: -100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 2500 

PERTINEN'r DOCUMENTATION: 

VilSPA 'IN/2005 - OO/JB/790125 Release 12 file 
'IN/2006 - 00/JB/790605 Release 12B file 
TN/2007 - 00/KN/800201 Release 12C file 
TN/2008 - OO/KN/801230 Release 12D file 

nero: 

IESCRIPl'IOO: <During this period almost all, if not all, data 
acquired at VILSPA was reduced using dispersion constant and 
reseau position calibrations dated 13 Nov. 1978 by GSFC. Data 
not reduce d with these calibrations (if any) will have been 
reduced using a second "special" calibration optionally available 
to Guest Observers. 

After 10 March 1981, the mean dispersion constants and reseau 
calibration described under configurations 55, 56, and 57 was 
installed for produc t ion use at VILSPA. (Since 30 Sept. 1980 
they had been available as !pecial calibrations) . 

The "special" calibra tion changed several times during this 
period. Relevant dat es and cross references for the 
calibrations made ava i lable as "special" calibrations are: 

i) Reseau files and high dispersion constants. 

BEGIN 17:00 01 Feb. 1979 END 14:00 30 Sep. 1980 

~~~ 
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LWR - The 18 March 1978 calibration (refer to configuration (14.1) ) 

SWP - The 23 May 1978 calibration (re f e r to con figuration (34.1) ) 

BEGIN 14:00 30 Sept. 1980 END 16:00 1 0 March 1981 

The mean calibrations were available. (refer to configurations 55, 56) 


ii) Low dispersion 


BEGIN 17:00 01 Feb. 1979 END 18 Dec. 1979 

LWR - The 18 March 1978 calibration (refe~ configuration (14.1) 

SWP - The 23 May 1978 calibration (refe r configuration (34.1) 

BEGIN 18 Dec 1979 END 14:00 30 Sept. 1980 

The preliminary mean low dispersion constants were available 

(configuration 57) 

BEGIN 14:00 30 Sept. 1980 END 1 6 : 00 1 0 March 1981 

The mean dispersion constants were available (refer to config

uration No. 57) 


iii) After 16:00 10 March 1981 the 13 Nov. 1978 calibration 

was installed as the "special" calibration > . 


MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 


Comparison of dispersion constants in label wi th the mean 

calibration values given in configuration descriptions 

56, 57. 
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SECTION 3 - LIMITATIONS M~D WARNINGS 

Every attempt has been made to provide correct and complete 

information in -this document. The degree to which such 

efforts have suc ceeded is noL uniform, depending on a number 

of circumstances, most of which relate to the state of the 

available records used as sources. The limitations imposed 

by such shortcomings are discussed below. 

3.1 UNAVAILABLE DATA 

A certain fraction of the relevant data for this documentation 

effort is not presently available. Most often, such data 

pertain to the con fi guration start and end dates. In some 

cases, the exact: hour of implementation was not recorded and 

so only the GMT date is provided. In oth~r cases, even the 

day of implementation is not presently known. In such instances, 

the date fields are left blank. 

3.2 UNCERTAIN DATA 

Some of the data required for the complete description of each 

configuration are uncertain. Such situations can arise when 

the available documentation sources are sketchy or imprecise; 

such situations can also arise when the configuration is by 

nature too complicated for simple exposition in the format 

adopted here (an example would be the complete description of 

" special calibrations"--reseau-position and/or wavelength 

calibrations taken by the original Guest Observer for applica

tion to his own data). 

In cases where dates are uncertain, exclamation marks are used 

to set them off. In cases where other specific information is 

uncertain, a "TBD" ("To Be Determined") entry is made. Some 

such entries might be resolved by further research with 

considerable additional effort: others may not be resolved at 

all. In general, the unresolved issues le ft because of con

f:icting or unclear data are of minor significance. 
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Those areas in which the r e is known part icu l ar uncertainty 

include: 

1) Backg r ound- smoothing pr ogram SMOOTH dur ing 

the f irst two months o f operat ion. The re is 

ambiguity as to wh i ch program versions incor

porating which changes we re used in production 

during this time period . (S ee Configur ation 
number 1) . 

2) Special c alibr a tions (part i c ul arly p r ior to 

March 1981 ) . The detai ls of what e f fect 

spec i al c a lib r ations have on data are dif 

ficult t o q uantify be cause of the varying 

purposes fo r which the cal ibrations were 

obta ined and t he varying circumstances 

under which they were appl i ed" For e xample, 

some hi gh dispers i on special calibrations 

were executed us i ng reseaux f ound on high 

dispe rsion Pt-Ne i mages , e ven after J uly 

19 78 (see Configur at.i on numbe r 15) in order 

to s atis fy the needs o f the particular 

Gues t Observer. It is also di ff i cul t to 

tell which i mages were reduce d unde r special 

calibrations wi t hout an image-by-image 

check of proce s s i ng logs, since prior to 

March 1981 no i nformat i on identi fyin g the 

calib rat i on f iles used was put i nto t h e 

labels o f i mages. 

3) LWR rippl e correction parame t ers in us e at 

VILSPA prior to 14 J une 1978 . The r e is 

ambiguity as to the values of t he K and 1. 

parameters used in product ion from 1 7 April 

1978 t o 14 June 19 78. (See Configuration 

number 17) . 
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PART 2 - METHODS FOR IMPROVING PREVIOUS IUESIPS PRODUCTS, 


B.E. Turnrose, C.A. Harvel, A.D. Mallama 

ABSTRACT 

This document presents a compilation of methods of 
correcting for the inhomogeneity of International Ultraviolet 
Explorer (IUE) reduced data products on tape. It is a 
companion volume to CSC/TM-B1/6117, Techniques of Reduction 
of IUE Data: Time History of lUES IPS Configurations, which 
contains a detailed description of the evolution of the IUE 
Spectral Image Processing System (IUESIPS). The present 
document describes, wherever it is feasible to do so, the 
algorithms which may' be applied to IUE data reduced under 
the various configurations catalogues in CSC/TM-B1/6117 
in order to bring older data up to current IUESIPS standards. 
It is expected that this information will be of particular 
utility to the designers and users of the IUE Regional Data 
Analysis Facilities. 

This document :is a reprint of CSC/TM-81/6136, issued in 
October 19B1 under the same title. 



SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1 . 1 BACKGROUND 

The 'International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite has 

been in operation as a Guest Observer facility since April 

3, 1978. The software system used by the IUE Observatory 

ground stations at GSFC and Villafranca del Castillo, Spain 

(VILSPA) to perform the standard IUE data reduction operations 

and generate the st:andard output products, the IUE Spectral 

Image Processing System {IUESIPS}, has undergone a continual 

evolution since April 1978 in order to enhance the quality of 

the data processing and remove various software deficiencies 

and errors as they were discovered. As a result of the various 

changes made to IUE:SIPS, there is necessarily an inhomogeneity 

between data as it would be processed currently and the same 

data as it might have been processed at prior times. The 

document CSC/TM-8l/6ll7, Techniques of Reduction of IUE Data: 

Time History of IUESIPS Configurations, describes in considerable 

detail this evolution of IUESIPS and its ramifications. 

Emphasis in that document is placed on allowing the Guest 

Observer or archive user to assess the inhomogeneity of IUE 

data r e duced at diverse times at either ground station (GSFC 

or VILSPA) between April 3, 1978 and March 31, 1981; this 

is achieved by presenting detailed descriptions of the IUESIPS 

configurations in place at both ground stations during this 

period. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this document is to complement CSC/TM-8l/6ll7 

by providing instructions, in the form of explicit algorithms 

wherever possible, for correcting or enhancing previously

processed IUE data in order to bring those data up to the 

s tandards currently (April 1981) achieved by IUESIPS. The time history 

o f I UES IPS configurations presented in CSC/TM-81/6l17 provides 
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t he f r a mework for the correction methodologies contained 

herein. The primary goal is to provide sufficient information 

to allow a programmer to implement corrective software which can 

be a pp lied t o reduced data products generated under each con

fi g ura t ion d i scussed in CSC/TH-8l/6ll 7 . A secondary but nearly 

as import a nt goal is to identify those past configurations 

for which algorithmic corrections are either inappropriate 

or infeasible. 

1. 3 SCOPE 

This document addresses each IUESIPS production configuration 


cataloge d in CSC/TH-8l/6ll7. As such, it relates to IUE 


da t a on magnetic tape processed between April 3, 1978 and 


Ha rch 31, 1981 at either ground station and obtained from 


either ground station as original Guest Observer data or from 


one of the various international data centers as archive data. 


Be caus e the primary goal of this document is t~o provide 


inst r uct ions to progranuners for coding correction algorithms, 


as much explicitly detailed information as was deemed useful 


has been included in the discussion of the methods of up


grading data processed under each configura t i o n. Such informa


tion takes the form of equations, detailed exp l anations, and 


cross re f erences to easily available exist i ng pertinent 


doc ument ation wherever possible. 


Those configurations for which it is not possible or advisable 

to define ex E?st facto corrections for extracted spectral data 

are so identified. In some instances, re-extract i on of spectral 

dat a from the existing photometrically corrected image is the 

on l y sui t ab le means of upgrading the data; in other instances, 

complete reprocessing from the raw-image stage is the only 

suitab l e means of correction. In such cases, our discussion 

is limited to a presentation of pertinent considerations and 

caution s ( fo r example, array sizes, special requirements and the 

l ike) which would apply to any attempt to code and implement 

software to perform these large calculations. 
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Since such large-scale computational tasks are beyond the 

planned scope of the IUE Regional Data Analysis Facilities 

and most individua! users' institutional facilities, this 

limitation is appropriate. Finally, certain instances in 

which corrections are not applicable are so identified. 
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SECTION 2 - CORRECTION HETHODOLOGY 

2.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND OVERVIEW 

The approach taken in this document is to simplify the user's 

task of applying corrective algorithms to previously reduced 

data by modularizing the presentation of those algorithms. 

In so doing we have isolated particular procedures or methods 

of general applicability and presented them once in Appendix A. 

Thereafter, in discussing specialized procedures unique to 

given IUESIPS configurations, the general-purpose methods are 

invoked, as needed, by reference to the Appendix. Such an 

approach eliminates much unnecessary repetition and stream

lines the presentation. 

Furthermore, ernphasis is placed on algorithms by which 

extracted spec1:ra may be made compatible with current data, 

since such algorithms are generally within the reach of modest 

computational facilities. Instances where the entire two

dimensional image data arrays (either raw or photometrically 

corrected) mus1: be manipulated to correct a problem (as in 

complete reprocessing or spectral re-extraction), are, as 

mentioned in sE~ction 1.3, treated only in general terms. In 

section 2.2 an index is provided in tabular form to allow 

quick review of the recommended correction methods for each 

of the IUESIPS configurations addressed in CSC/TM-8l/6ll7. 

Only those configurations identified in section 2.2 as having 

relevant algorithmic corrections or otherwise requiring 

special instructions are discussed in section 2.3. 

Several general remarks are in order about assumptions that 

have been made regarding the use of the correction procedures 

presented in this document. It is first of all assumed that 

the user has familiarized himself with existing documentation 

on IUE data and data reduction techniques and has a reasonable 

knowledge of the major steps in the reduction of IUE data 

and their logical connection. Useful references in this 
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r egard are Pe r ry and Turnros e (1977), Kling lesmi t h , Perry, 

and Turnrose (19 79 ) , Li ndler (1979a , b) , Turnrose a nd Harvel 

(198 0) , t h e series of articles on IUE Data Reduct ion in the 

NASA I~~ News l e tter (see Appe ndix B) , and of course the 

compan i on document to this volume, CSC/TM-B l/6l17. 

In the actual correction procedures themselve s, it is assumed 

that data read in from tape a re a l ready converted to real

number format and that conver sion back t o the s c a l e d- integer 

tape f ormat will be done when the data manipul a tions are 

completed; algorithL 12 of Appendix A a ddres ses this format 

convers ~on but is not expl icit ly invoked i n e ach c or r ection 

procedure. 

It i s also to be understood t hat the user must de c ide which 

aspects of the general-purpo s e methods present ed in Appendix A 

are per tinent to the applicat ion a t hand . Fo r e xamp le, if the 

smoot hing algorithm (algorithm 7) is invoked , t he user must 

determine whether to use a doub l e r unning average f i l ter or a 

medi an-plus - double-running-average f ilter, dependi ng on the 

part i cular si t uation (namely the date of o rig i na l processing 

and the user's wishes). In the same way , it shoul d be under

stood t hat the corrections bul l e t ed out i n e ach configuration

unique procedure in section 2.3, by na ture, do not necessarily 

lead to an output product equivale nt t o tha t produced by the 

current IUESIPS software, since the correct i on addresses a 

pa rticular conf i guration only, and several f urther stages of 

correct ion may be neces s a ry to reach c urrent standards. That 

is, the configurations are in a s ense c umulative and the 

correc t ions should be considered s e quentially t o arrive at 

curre n t s t andards. 

2.2 INDEX TO CONF'IGURATION CORRECTIONS 

Each of the IUESIPS conf igur ations cata loged in CSC/ TH-Bl/61l7 

is liste d by number and tit l e i n Table 2-1 , where the var i ous 
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Table :2-1. I:lDEX T) CO:;FIGIJRATW~ CORFJ;::TIONS.- . 

r~umbor 	 Tit.i.~ 

1. 	 corrupted data dt the ends of smoothed background 

spectra (and hence n~t spectra) . 


2. 	 Restricted low dispersion S~'iP y,;avelength coverage 

(:\ lOOO-1900~) • 


3. 	 E~roneous negative fluxes in extracted spectra due 

to incorrec.:t int8ger scaling of Frnax. 


4. 	 110: -opti:nal center and radius values for circle 

in ~\'hicll seometric correction is performed. 


5. 	 Suppression of redundant wavelengths in high 

dispersion processing. 


6. 	 unrestricted ~IPPLE correction at ends of orders 

in high dispersion. 


7. 	 Reversed naIl'ir.g convention for dispersion constants 

as written in Iu~SIPS history label. 


8. 	 No processing dates written in IUESIPS history labels. 

9. 	 One-pixel error in OSCRIBE (dispersion-constant over

lay progrum) . 


10. 	 Nea~est-neighbor line-finding algorithm in WAVECAL. 

11. 	 Use of ITF's composed of single exposures. 

12. 	 rlccomplish registration of spectral orders with dis
persion-constant overlays by shifting the images 
(rather than the dispersion constants). 

13. 	 Extraction of 10'.4 dispersi.on spectra using the proqralftS 
SPI~, ROTATEH, and CO~PARE. 

14. 	 Epsilon-field values in smoothed backgrounds shifted 
to incorrect wavelengths. 

14.1 	 Dispersion constant and reseau calibrations used for 
VILSPA reductions (1). 

14.2 	 Error in long wavelength high dispersion wavelengths. 

15. 	 Reseau flagging in low dispersion merged spectra does 
not distinguish between reseau mark in gross spectrum 
and reseau mark in background spectrum. 

16. 	 Geometric correction of high dispersion images 
accomplished using reseaux measured on high 
dispersion WAVECAL images. 
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TilLle 2-1 cant i lluc'd 

Number 	 Title 

17. 	 Use of non-optimal RIPPLE parameters for um. 

18. 	 Extract 10l~ dispersion spe ctra (EXTLOW) with 
IlT=9 and DISTANCE=8.0 (Will not prope:-ly extract 
spectra of aperture- filling obj ects) . 

19. 	 lma:lc sequence number sOI:1e t imes zeroed out in scale 
factor record of merged spectral file. 

20. 	 Determine LWR low dispersion wavelength calibrations 
from p re liminary version of line library. 

21. 	 Use of incorrect offsets from small to large 
aperture in U·lR. 

21.1 	 Error in SWP low dispersion wavelength scale. 

22. 	 Perform all registrations of spectral orders with 
dispersion-constant overlays manually. 

23. 	 Camera number transmitted as true number 
plus 10 or 20 in scale factor record of merged 
spectral file. 

24. 	 Determine SWP low dispersion wavelength calibrations 
from preliminary version of line library. 

25. 	 Extract low dispersion large-aperture point-source 
spectra with DISTANCE=8.0. 

26. 	 Impr'oper truncation of area of image photometrically 
corrected. 

27. 	 Automatic registration of spectral orders done using 
only 6 sampling 'areas in DSPCON. 

28. 	 Omit vacuum-to-air correction for LWR low-dispersion 
single-aperture reduction. 

29. 	 Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 
(SWP high dispersion). 

30. 	 Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 

(low dispersion) . 


31. 	 No information on values of OMEGA, HBACK, or DISTANCE 
in IUESIPS history labels. 

32. 	 No information on values of automatic registration 

shifts recorded in IUESIPS history labels. 


Alg. 

X 

x 

Re-ext.1 Repro.1 

x 

N/A 

x 

x 

X 

x 

x 

x 

X 

x x 

x 

x 

X 

x 

x 

x 

x 
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Table 2- 1 continue d 

Number Title 

33. 

34 . 

34.1 

34.2 

35. 

36. 

37 . 

38 . 

39. 

40 . 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48 . 

49. 

50. 

51. 

Process order 65 in SWP high dispersion. 

Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 
(LWR high dispersion). 

Dispersion constant and reseau c~librations used for 
VILSPA reductions (2). 

Dispersion constant and reseau calibrati on used for 

VILSPA reductions (3). 


Use incorrect version of .ETOEM. 


High dispersion partial processing on 5/ 360 (VICAR). 


Use original lUESIPS File Management Syst~~•... _ 

. . -' .-.-_.... .. ... 

No informatio~ on values of manual r egistrat ion 
shifts recorded in lUESIP5 history l abeL 

No output products generated for images designated 
"Do Not Process". 

Improperl y convert certain spectral f iles with 

negative f l uxes to GO-tape integer f o rmat. 


All high dispersion extractions done wi th HT=S. 


Write redundant raw-image tape files for wave

length calibration images. 


No short header file written at beginni ng of GO 
 tape. 

Use of SWP ITF with incorrect 20\ exposure leve l. 

Use of non-optimal pixel offsets from smal l to 
large aperture. 

Use of pixe l offsets from small to large aper ture 
which do not correspond to physical ce nter of 
large aperture. 


Write geometrically-correct-image tape fi l e for 

wavelength calibration images. 


Use biweek ly dispersion-cons tant calibrations in 

low dispersion. 


Determine high dispersion wa ve length calibrat ions 

from unre f i ned line libraries (version I Libraries). 


Do not provide absolut e ly calibrated net spectrum 
in l ow dispers ion. 

Truncation of ITF at upper l i mit . 
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~ I Re-ext. I Repro. N/A 
X 

X 

x x x 

x X 

x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x x 

x 

X 

x 

x 

X 

x 

X 

X 

x 

x 

x 

X 



59.1 

'j'.lb le 

Number 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

L-) con tinued 

'riUe 

I ncorre ct uni ts for DISTANCE IJarameter in EXTLOH. 

Use original As t ron. AstroFhys. absolute calibration. 

Determine h i gh d i spersion ~avelength calibrations from 
partial l y r e fined line libraries (version II libraries). 


Use biweek ly reseau calibrations. 


Use biweekly dispersion constant calibrations in 

high dispersion. 


Use preliminary mean dispersion constants for lew 

dispersion . 


Inaccurate automatic registration programs. 


Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations 

from further refinements to line libraries (version 

III librari es ). 


Incorrectly transmit 5-digit image sequence numbers to 

s cal e-fact or record of extracted spectral files. 


Precessing of low dispersion spectra using the 

progra.ms GEOf.1 r FICOR, and EXTLOW. 


Non-perpendicular manual shifts (REGISTER). 


Label lacks scheme name and auto/manual message. 


Incorre c t manual shift for S\~ images (REG). 


VBBl.K without label processing. 


Incor rect entries in label by SPECLO (negative 

declinat ion and zero shift) • 


Inaccurate aut omatic registration (LWR-LOW, 

SWP- HI GH a nd a ll Trailed) 


Calibration files without temperature corrections 

(low dispers ion ) . 


Use of pre l iminary parameters to specify the 

region to be proce s sed by the program PHOTOM. 


Use positio na l i nformation to determine the 

bo unds o f the area to be extracted (SPECLO). 


Unused lines of header label not blank-filled by 

POSTLO. 


Di spersion cons t ant and reseau calibrations used for 

VILSPA reduct ions (4). 
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Alg. I He-ext:.·1 ~~'pro·1 N/A 
xx 

x 

x 

x 

x 


x 


x 
 x 

x 

x 

x x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x x x 

x 

x 

x 

x x x 
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applicable approaches to correcting each configuration 

are indicated by an "X" in one or more of the a ppro p riate 

col umns headed "Alg.", "Re- ext. \I, "Repro.", and "N/ A". A 

mark in the "Alg." column indicates that an a lgori thm has 

been def ined to correct the ext r acted spectral d a t a and is 

included in secti.on 2.3. A mark in the "Re-ext." column 

indicates that re-extraction of spectral data from the 

photometrically corrected image is required and that the user 

is referred to algorithm 2 of Appendix A for further infor

mation . A mark in the "Repro." column indicates that complete 

reprocessing of the i mage from i ts raw form is req uired and 

that the user is referr ed to algorithm 1 of Appendix A. A 

mark in the "N/A" column indicat es that a correct ion procedure 

is not appl i cable for the particular configurat ion so marked. 

Note that it is possible for a configuration to carry a mark 

in more than one column of Table 2-1, which means either that 

two alternative approaches to the.correction have b een identified 

or that certain aspects of the data can be corrected in one 

manner while other aspects require a different method. In 

such instances, further explanation is p r ovided i n Section 2.3. Note 

again that only those confi9uration s marked in the "Alg." 

column of Table 2-1, or those for which special instructions 

for re-extraction/reprocessing are required, are addressed 

in section 2.3. 

2. 3 CORRECTION PROCEDURES 

2.3.1 General-Purpose Procedures 

A t otal of 14 general-purpose data manipulation /correction 

methods have been defined. These methods are outlined by 

number and title i n Table 2--2 and represent procedures which 

must be invoked by many of the individual configuration-unique 

correcti o n procedures to be presented in s ect ion 2. 3. 2. 

Because of their general and repeated usage, these procedures 

are p res ented separately in Appendix A and simply cross

refere n c ed e l s ewhere in the document by number as necessary. 
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Table 2-2 General-purpose Cor re c t ion Procedures 

Algori thm Number I Tit Ie 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Complete reproce s sing 

Spectral extraction from photometrically 
corrected image 

Pseudo-slit ext r actions from line-by-line 
spectra 

Wavelength assignments via dispersion 
constants 

Low-dispersion wavelength corrections 

Wavelength corrections for zero-point 
shifts 

Background smoot h ing 

Ripple correction 

Vacuurn- t o -air wavelength correction 

Absolute calibration 

Scaling fluxes a nd wavelengths from 
inte ger to r eal format and vice versa 

Updating scale-factor record of 
extracted spectra 

Updating I UES I PS history labels 

Reading THDA values from IUESIPS label 
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2.3.2 Configurat. ion - lbique Procedures 

In this Eecti on the c o r rection procedure s for e ach of the 

configurations marked i n the "Alg . " colunm of Tab l e 2-1 are 

presented. Addi t .Jonally, in t hi s sect i on are inc l uded 

entries for configurations whose correct ion procedures 

require special instructions or inf o rmation prior to re

extraction or reprocessing, eve~ though a true algorithmic 

correction method has not been identif ied in Table 2-1. 

Attempts have been made to keep the description of these 

procedures as concise as possible, and so cer t ain "understood" 

procedures such as integer-to-real-number and real-number

to-integer conversion are not invoked explicit ly (see section 

2.1). References to any of the general-purpose algo r ithms 

mentioned in section 2.3.1 and detailed in Appendix A are made 

by algorithm number. 

The user is reminded that the a pplicati on o f the s t eps 

comprising anyone of t hese pro c edures may not by themselves 

yield outputs equivalent to tho s e pro duced by the current 

IUESIPS. Instead, the resulting data may represent an 

intermediate stage, inasmuch as the corrections effected 

refer to a particula r system configuration. Several successive 

corrections may be required, dependi ng on the circumstances, 

to reach currE:nt output standards. We have attempted to 

provide the user with the necessary tools and information to 

perform each correction and have left it up t o each user to 

decide when corrections should be combined, concatenated 

serially, or just considerSd individ ua lly, according to that 

user's own needs. 

As an aid to the user, the configurations l i sted in Table 2-1 

have been catego r ized by generic tape i n Tab le 2-3. With this 

cross reference, the user may more eas i ly decide which 

configurations (and hence correct ions) co nce rn va rious major 
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aspects of the data. In certain cases, configurations are 

listed under more than one topic when it was felt important 

to highlight more than a single aspect. Table 2-3 should 

also assist users in identifying the cumulative or serial 

nature of the configurations. 
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Table 2-3 Cross-Reference of Configurations by Major Topic 

Topic 

1. 	 Absolute calibration 

2. 	 Dispersion constants/reseaux 
(i.e., wavelengths and 
geometric correction) 

3. Extraction slit geometry 

4. 	 Integer flux scaling on tape 

5. 	 Intensity Transfer Functions 
(ITF) 

6. 	 Label/scale record 

7. 	 Registration of spectral orders 

8. 	 Ripple correction 

9. Other 

Configuration Numbers 

50,53 

10,14.1,14.2,16,20,21,21.1,24,34.1, 
34.2,45,46,48,49,54,55,56,57, 

59,67,71 


13,18,25,52,60 (low dispersion) 

41 (high dispersion) 


3,35,40 

11,44,51 

7,8,19,23,31,32,36,38,59.1,62, 
64,65,70 

9,12,22,27,32,38,58,61,63,66 

6,17 

1,2,4,5,14,15,26,28,29,30,33,34, 
36,37,39,42,43,47,68,69 
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No. 1 

TITLE: 	 Corrupted data of the ends of smoothed background 

spectra (and hence net spectra). 

Since the unsmoothed background and the gross spectra are 

available in the merged file of the GO tape, net spectra 

produced during this period can be replaced by the correct 

net spectra using the following procedure: 

• 	 Apply the smoothing algorithm (No.7) to the unsmoothed 

background (double-pass mean filter). 

• 	 Subtract the smoothed background from the gross to 

produce the net. 

• 	 Note that for high dispersion data a correction must 

be made for the echelle blaze (see algorithm 8). 

The earliest version of: this ripple correction was 

used during this period (see conf i g uration number 6 

in CSC/TM-81/6117) . 

• 	 Update the scale factor record (see algorithm 12). 
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No. 3 

TITLE: 	 Erroneous negative fluxes in extracted spectra 

due to incorrect integer scaling of Fmax 

In general, only a small number of points in any spectrum 

should be affected by this er.ror. The affected points can 

be easily identified since they will appear as large negative 

values in a part of the spectrum where most of the fluxes are 

large positive values. The alternative courses of action 

possible are: 

A. 	 • Display t h e extracted files and check for 

large negative values as described above 

(an automatic program could be used to make 

this check ). If erroneous large negative 

fluxes are found they should be corrected by 

adding 65535 (=2 16 _1). If the user is limited 

to l6-bit signed integers, such corrected 

fluxes could be linlited to +32767 with little 

error. 

B. 	 • Using the procedure above it is possible that 

a correct flux that was large and negative 

might be i nterpreted incorrectly. To avoid 

this very unlikely situation re-extract the 

spectrum from the photometrically corrected 

image (s ee algorithm 2) . 
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No. 6 

TITLE: 	 Unrestricted RIPPLE correction at ends of 

orders in high dispersion. 

The ripple-corrected net spectra produced during this 

period had a very large correction factor applied to the 

end of the order (a region with little or no data) result 

ing in the amplification of noise (when plotted, the spectra 

look very messy) . 

• 	 To correct this use restricted ripple correction 


algorithm 8. 
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No. 9 

TITLE: One-pixel erro r in a SCRI BE (dispersion- constant 

ove r -lay pro gram) . 

The effects on assigned wave l ength caused by this error are 

small « 0.7 pixe l along dispersion) but variable i n detail, 

depending on the direction in which the registration shift 

was applied by the processing operator. The flux error 

caused will be grea tes t for high dispersion at shorter wave

lengths where the orders are close together. 

• 	 In order to corr ect the flux er I:'or induced by this 

configuration, in gene r al the spectrum must be 

re-extracted from the geometrically and photometrically 

corrected image (see algorithm 2). 

• 	 The best approach would be for the user to start from 

the mean d ispers i o n constants (see CSC/TM-81/6117, 

conf i gurati o n numbers 56 and 57), determine any 

necessary r e g ist r a t i on shi f t s , and then use the 

shifted dispersion cons t ants f o r the re-extract i on. 

This method will a l so correct a ny wavelen gth errors. 

• 	 If the user doe s n o t ha ve a method of de termining the 

nece s sary regi s trat ion shifts requi red by the a pproach 

given above ,the spect rum can be re- e xtra cted using a 

modified ve r s i on o f the dispers i o n re l a t ions used for 

the origin al e xtraction . The orig ina l ext r a ction was 

made with a set of dispersion constants defining a 

line paral l e l to the spectral o rde r but displaced from 

it by one pixel in t he sample d i rection. The change 

needed i n t he dispersion r e lation to make it properly 

overlay the s pect r um cou l d be made by incrementing 

the sample-direct i on zero-point t erm in t he dispersion 

relatio n by +1.0 (this will move the d ispers ion line 

toward the r i g h t o n a pho t owrite ) i howeve r , since the 

registr a t ion shift app lied by the process ing o pe rator 
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page 2 - continued No. 9 

is unknown (e.g.: it is also possible to register the 

spectrum and dispersion relation by changing the line

direction zero-point term) the wavelengths derived will 

still be in error. 

A somewhat better approach would be to modify both the line 

and sample zero point terms such that the required registra

tion shift is in a direction perpendicular to the spectrum 

(see algorithm 6 for the information needed to do this). The 

wavelengths obtained in this case will probably still be 

incorrect but on the average the error will be less than for 

a sample-direction-only correction. 
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No. 12 

TITLE: 	 Accomplish registration of spectral orders with 

dispersion-constant overlays by shifting the 

images (rather than the dispersion constants). 

The geometrically and photometrically corrected image (GPI) 

given on the GO tape has been shifted for extraction 

registration (this caused errors in reseaux flagging and 

allowed only integer pixel shifts). In order to correct 

these problems the following procedure should be followed: 

• 	 Shift the GPI back to its nominal position (the 

amount to shift it can be determined by noting 

the number of rows and columns of zeroes at the 

image margin) . 

• 	 Re-extract the data from the GPI file using 

suitable dispersion constants (see algorithm 2) . 
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No. 14 

Tr'rLE: 	 Epsilon-field values in smoothed background shifted 

to incorrect wavelengths. 

It is possible to correct for this error in both high and 

low dispersion by using the procedures given below. 

• High dispersion. (1) Using the dispersion relations 

given in algorithm 4 determine the position (sample 

and line} of each of the reseaux flagged wavelengths 

in 	the merged file (given the wavelength assigned to 

a pixel, 	the dispersion relations will provide the 

sample and line position of that pixel); (2) compare 

the position found with all the possible positions of 

reseaux~ (3) if there is not a reseau within seven 

pixels of the position found in (1) above, the wavelength was 

flagged 	erroneously and the flagging should be removed. Any 

flagged 	wavelength that does lie within seven pixels 

of 	a reseau was correctly flagged. For information on 

the positions of the reseaux for the SWP and LWR camera 

see algorithm 2. 

• 	 For low dispersion re-extract the data from the line


by-line file as per algorithm 3. 
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No. 14.1 

TITLE: 	 Dispersion constant and reseau calibrations used 
for VILSPA reductions (1) 

The effects of using the reseau-displacement file adopted 

by VILSPA during this period depend on the details of the 

particular calibration image used to generate those dis

placements. Although it is likely that all ill effects 

resulting from the displacements are small, some problems of 

the sort described in Configuration number 16 of CSC/TM-81/6117 

may be encountered, in which case the safest and most complete 

procedure would be to reprocess the images in question. using 

the mean reseau positions, for example (Configuration number 55), 

to define the geometric correction step. 

For high dispersion images, the effects of using a given set of 

dispersion constants may be removed by re-extracting the 

spectrum from the geometrically and photometrically corrected 

image, using the mean dispersion relations (see Configuration 

number 56 of CSC/TM-81/6117). 

For low 	dispersion images, the only significant effect of using 

the old dispersion constants is a possible wavelength error. 

The assigned wavelengths in the merged file of the GO tape can 

be corrected by applying the generalized correction algorithm 

(Algorithm 5). In this case, the primed (original) dispersion 

constants are those found in the processing label, and the 

desired 	(new) dispersion constants may be logically taken to 

be the mean relations described in Configuration number 57 of 

CSC/TM-81/6117) . 
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No. 14.2 

TITLE: Error in long wavelength high dispersion wavelengths 

Since the error is that the vacuum-to-air correction was 

applied twice, a single air-to-vacuurn correction should be 

applied by restating the equations provided in algorithm 9. 

By rewriting equation (A-15), 

;A. =;A.. *f{A )
vac al.r vac 

where the function f(;A.) is defined by equation (A-16) in 

algorithm 9. It is sufficiently accurate here (to within 

-0.0001 ~ in final answer) to evaluate the function f(Avac) 

as f(A . ), so that
al.r 

Acorrected (~) = Atape (~) * f(A tape )· 
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No. 15 

TITLE: 	 Reseau flagging in low dispersion merged spectra 

does not distinguish between reseau mark in gross 

spectrum and reseau mark in background spectrum. 

The line-by-line(spatially resolved) file contains the 

information needed to distinguish between the two types 

of reseau. 

• 	 Re-extract the spectrum from the line-by-line file 


as per algorithm 3. 
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No. 17 

TITLE: Use of non-optimal RIPPLE para.meters for LWR 

Since the net spectrum before ripple correction is available 

in the merged file of the Guest Observer tape it is possible 

to completely correct for this error. 

• 	 Apply the technique of algorithm 8 to the Net 


spectrum of the GO tape merged file using the 


following ripple parameters: K = 231,150 


and A = 0.09. 
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No. 18 

TITLE: 	 Extract low dispersion spectra (EXTLOW) with 

HT=9 and DISTANCE=8.0 (will not properly extract 

spectra of aperture-filling objects) 

Depending on the accuracy desired the user has two options 

for the correction of data extracted during this period: 

• 	 Complete correction. Re-extract the data as per 

algorithm 2. For the extraction use the best 

available dispersion constants (generally the mean 

values - see configurations No. 56 and 57), and set 

HT = 15 and DISTANCE = 11.0 (see configuration No. 52 

for units of DISTANCE parameter). 

• 	 Very accurate approximate solution. Extract data 

from the line-by-line (spatially resolved) file as 

per algorithm 3. Note that algorithm 3 also corrects 

for the error described in configuration No. 52. 
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No. 19 

TITLE: 	 Image sequence number sometimes zeroed out in 

scale factor record of merged spectral file 

• 	 If the image number in bytes 13 and 14 of the scale 

factor record (the first record of the merged file) 

is zero read the correct number from bytes 53-56 of 

the first line of the raw image file (see 

Turnrose, B.E., and Harvel, C.A., 1980 for information 

on formats for image labels and the scale factor record). 
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No. 21 

TITLE: 	 Use of incorrect offsets from small to large 

aperture in LWR . 

Since the vector betwee n the incorrect and the correct 

offset positions lies chiefly along the high d ispersion 

orders (it is there fore almost perpendicular to the low 

dispersion order) t his is p r i mari ly a high dispersion 

problem. The only errors are wa velength errors. 

• 	 High dispersion. Red s h ift all high dispersion 


wavelengths by 48. 6 km/sec; that is, 


A = (1 .0 00 162 ) A.correct 	 ~ncorrect 

• 	 Low dispersio n . The err ors involved are not 


significant (- 1 R) . 


• 	 Alterna t ively, the formalism of algorithm 6 may be 

used to derive the precise parallel and perpendicular 

components of t he di fference between the correct and 

the incorrect small-to-large aperture offsets in 

either dispersion mode. From CSC/TM-8l/6ll7 

(configura t ion 21) it is seen that the line and sample 

components of t he d i fference between the offsets to be 

entered i n algori t hm 6 are: 

~L = 19.5 - 25 .1 = -5.6 


~S = - 17 .5 + 21.1 = 3 .6 


The parallel compo nent ~II f rom algorithm 6 is then 

relat ed directly to the wavelength or velocity error 

incurred. 
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No. 21.1 

TITLE: Error in SWP low dispersion wavelength scale 

The wavelength in the merged file of the GO tape can be corrected 

by one of the two alternative methods below. The first is a 

general method (see also configuration No. 24) and the second 

has been empirically derived by VILSPA specifically for this 

error. 

A. 	 • Obtain the incorrect dispersion constants used for 

the extraction from the processing label and use 

these and a set of good dispersion constants (the 

means would be the best--see configuration number 57) 

as input to the low dispersion waveleng·th correction 

algorithm (algorithm 5). 

B. • 	 Correct the wavelengths At obtained from the GO ape 

tape by the VILSPA formul a: 


A 	 ( 0corrected A) = (1.0158±0.0002)*A (R)-20 00tape . 

Note that the correction formula published in ESA Ir~ Newsletter 

No .3, p. 6, has an incorrect sign for the -20.00 term. 
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No. 23 

TITLE: 	 Camera number transmitted as true number plus 10 
or 20 in scale i actor record of merged spectral file. 

For images extracted during this period use the following 

procedure. 

• 	 Read camera nmJber from scale factor record (see 

Turnrose, B.E., and Harvel, C.A., 1 98 0 for 

information on image :aoels and scale factor record) 

and set it equal t .o CAM. Then use this FORTRAN 

procedure: 

99 	 IF (CAM.LE.4) GO TO 100 

CAlVi :: CAM -10 

GO TO 99 

100 CONTINUE 

~~en this section of code i s completed the value of 

CAM will be the correct camera number. 
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No. 24 

TITLE: 	 Determine SWP low dispersion wavelength calibrations 

from preliminary version of line library. 

The wavelengths in the merged file of the GO tape can be 

corrected by the following procedure: 

• 	 Obtain the incorrect dispersion constants used for 

the extraction from the processing label and use 

these and a set of good dispersio n constants (the 

means would be the best - see configurations No. 56 

and 57) as input to the low disp e r s ion wavelength 

correction algorithm (algorithm 5) • 
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No. 25 

TITLE: 	 Extract low d ispersion l arge-aperture point-source 

spect,ra with DISTANCE = 8~O 

Depending on the accuracy desired the user has two option~ 

for correction of dcrta extracted during this period: 

• 	 Complete correction. Re-extract the data as per 

algorit~~ 2. For t h e extraction use the best 

available dispersion constants (generally the 

means--see confiqurations No. 56 and 57) and 

set DISTANCE =: 11.0 (see configuration No. 52 

for units of DISTANCE parameter). 

Very accurate approximate solution. Extract• 
data from the line-by-line (spatially resolved) 

file as per algorithm 3. Note that algorithm 3 

also corrects for the error described in 

configurat i o n No. 52. 
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No. 28 

TITLE: 	 Omit vacuum-to-air correction for LWR low-dispersion 

single-aperture reduction. 

To 	correct data reduced during this period proceed as follows: 

• 	 Check the wavelengths in the extracted 


spectrum for a 0.65 ~ discontinuity at 


2000 R; if such a discontinuity is found 


the data do not need to be corrected. 


• 	 If the discontinuity is not there correct 


the data as per algorithm 9. 
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No. 34.1 

TITLE: Dispersi.on constant and reseau calibrations used 

for VILSPA reductions (2). 

Same as configuration No. 14.1. 
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No. 34.2 

TITLE: 	 Dispersion constant and reseau calibrations used 

for VILSPA reduction5 (3). 

Same as configuration No. 14.1, with the exception of the 

discussion of high dispersion re-extraction, which is not 

relevant to low dispersion. 
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No. 40 

TITLE: 	 Improperly convert certain spectral files with 

negative fluxes to GO-tape integer format 

This problem principally affects background spectra extracted 

from images with low null levels (see CSC/T!1-8l/6ll7). In such 

cases, · as long as the gross and net spectra are not also 

affected, a new smoothed background can be obtained by sub

tracting the net spectrum from the gross spectrum. If the 

gross and/or net spectra are also affected, or if the unsmoothed 

background is required, then re-extraction from the photo

metricaliy ·corrected image is necessary. The alternative courses 

of action are thus: 

A. 	 • Display gros s; and net spectra from merged 


file and verify that fluxes behave as 


expected--i. e., that these spectra are not 


affecte d by this problem. 


• 	 Subtrac-t net spectrum from the gross spectrum, 

point-by-point, to obtain the smoothed back

ground spectrum. 

B. 	 • Re-extract spectra from the photometrically 


corrected image (see algorithm 2). 
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No. 44 

TITLE: Use of SWP ITF with incorrect 20% exposure level 

The problem is addressed in two ways, depending on the dis

persion mode of the images affected. Whereas for low disper

sion, suitable correction techniques have been published and 

used successfully, for high dispersion a complete reprocessing 

is required. 

A. Low Dispersion 

• Apply the correction algorithm SWPFIX (Cassatella 

et al, 1980) or an alternative (Holm and Schiffer, 

1980). These methods work on the extracted spectra 

(line-by-line or merged) • 

B. High Dispersion 

• 	 Reprocess the image from its raw form (see 

algori thm 1) 
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No. 45 

TITLE: 	 Use of non-opt imal pixel offsets from small to 

large aperture 

The most important effect of using pixel offsets to the large 

aperture which do not correspond exactly to the point at 

which objects were normally placed in t h e aperture is that 

the assigned wavelengths will be slightly in error, as 

described in CSC/TI1-8 l / 61 17. Any component of misplacement 

perpendicular to the dispersion direction would have already 

been compensated in the reg i s tration procedure done prior to 

the spectral extraction. The steps to be taken to correct 

the error are as follows: 

A. 

• In low dispcrs~on, 

= ,\ ol d + 6'\'\correct 

where 6'\ = {-O.23R in S~.qp 

+1.76~ in LWR 

• In high dispersion, 

velocity t = velocity Id + 6vcorrec 	 0 

-1where 6v .- - 0. 13 km s in SWP 
-1 

- 11. 8 km s in LWR 

Here,velocity i s the radial velocity assigned to a 

spectra l feature based on a comparison of its 

observed wavelength to its rest waveleng~h, in 
-1km s The use of velocity, rather than wavelength, 

is convenient in high dispersion where a constant

pixel o f fset corresponds to a constant-velocity 

offset (rather than a constant-wavelength offset 

as in low dispersion) . 
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page 2 - continued No. 45 

Wavelength offsets are related to velocity offsets by 

D.'A = 'A /:'V 

C 


5 -1where C = speed of light = 3 x 10 km s The offset 

values presented here are taken from "IUE Data Reduction V." 

B. 

• 	 Alternatively, the formalism of algorithm 6 may be 

used to derive from scratch the parallel and 

perpendicular components of the difference between 

the correct and the incorrect small-to-large aperture 

offsets. The parallel component is then converted to 

wavelengths or velocities as further described in 

algorithm 6, yielding the same offset values as 

were presented in method A above. 
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No. 48 

TITLE: 	 Use biweekly dispersion-constant calibrations 

in low dispers i on 

As 	 is the case f o r con f i guration nurr~er 45, the most 

important effects in this situation are those relating to 

the assignment of wave lengths , since the effects of differing 

dispersion relat ions are already removed by the spectral 

registration step in t h e direction perpendicular to the 

dispersion. To change the low d ispersion wavelengths to 

those corresponding to the mean dispersion relations, proceed 

in 	the following way: 

• 	 Apply the wave l e ngth correction as described in 

algorithm 5, where the original dispersion relations 

are those used to do the spectral extraction and 

written in the l UESIPS image label (with registration 

shifts include d), a n d the new di spersion relations are 

the mean values liste d in CSC/T~1-8l/6ll7 under this 

configurati o n number. Note that for large-aperture 

data, the app r opriate zero-point offsets to the large 

aperture (see CSC/Trl-8l/61l7 configurations number 

45 and 46) should be added to the mean values. 
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No. 50 

TITLE: 	 Do not provide absolutely calibrated net spectrum 

in low dispersion 

• 	 Use algorithm 10 to apply absolute calibration to net 

spectrum. Note that on IUE output tapes, all extracted 

spectra are in time-integrated form, including the 

ABNET spectra provided after ,IUESIPS configuration 

number 50. 
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No. 52 

TITLE: Incorrect units for DISTANCE parameter in EXTLOW 

Inasmuch as the line-by-line spectra produced by EXTLOW were 

unaffected by this probl.em (which pertained to the merged 

file of slit-integrated spectra), an adequate correction may 

be obtained by utilizing the line-by-line data. Thus two 

alternative methods of correction may be used: 

A. 
• 	 Use line-by-line file ESSR (see Turnrose and 

Harvel, 1980) to emulate merged spectral data 

with background sampled at proper distance 

from dispersion line (see algorithm 3). 

B. 	 • Re-extract background spectrum from photometrically 

corrected image at proper distance from order to 

redefine a corrected merged spectral file (see 

algorithm 2). 
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No. 53 

TITLE: Use original Astron. Astrophysics absolute calibration 

• 	 Use algorithm 10 to apply improved absolute calibration 

to net spectxum. Note that on IUE output tapes, all 

extracted sPectra are in time-integrated form, including 

the ABNET spectra provided by IUESIPS. 
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No. 57 

TITLE: Use preliminary mean dispersion constants for 

low dispersion 

since the refined mean dispersion constants differed from 

the preliminary constants chiefly in the zero-point term, 

a reasonable correction to the extracted wavelengths may be 

obtained by considering the parallel component of the zero

point shift above. Alternatively, the small variation in 

stale may be considered explicitly. Note that in either case, 

only the effects of the changed dispersion relations on 

wavelength are relevant, since effects in the direction 

perpendicular to the dispersion would have already been 

removed by the spectral registration procedure. 

A •• Ignoring thE~ small difference in scale terms 


(A and B ) between the preliminary and refined
2 2
dispersion constants, define 6L and 6S offsets as 

6L = Bi - BI 

6S = Ai - Al 

where the primed quantities are the new zero-point 

terms (see CSC/TM-81/6117), and the unprimed quantities 

are the zero-point terms actually used in the extraction 

process {obtained from IUESIPS label). Use algorithm 

6 to calculate the corresponding 61 I and wavelength 

correction. Note that for large-aperture data, the 

appropriate small-to-Iarge aperture offsets must be 

added to the. new means used. 

B•• Apply the full wavelength correction procedure in 

.algorithm 5. Here, the new dispersion constants are 

the new mean. values (with offset to large aperture 

added, if applicable) and the old dispersion constants 

are the actual values taken from the lUESIPS label, 

including r.egistration shifts. 
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No. 58 

TITLE: Inaccurate automatic reg i st r ation p rog r ams 

Two types of correction may be made for this problem, 

corresponding <:0 the two types o f e rror i n t roduced. A wave

length error caused by the slight non-perpendicularity of the 

applied registration shifts is correctable by an algorithm, 

whereas a flux error caused by the overall shift-magnitude 

error requires re-extraction. 

A. 	 • If the registration shift va lues a r e available 

from the IUESIPS label, cor rec t the a pp lied 

shifts by the amounts and in t h e sense shown in 

the discussion of configurat ion 58 in CSC/TM-Bl/6ll7. 

• 	 Then d e fine 6L and 6S a s t he d i fferences between the 

correc~ed and uncorr e c t ed l i n e a n d sample shifts, 

respectively, and use algorithm 6 to calculate the 

corresponding 61! a nd wave length or velocity 

correction. This method prov i de s no flux corrections. 

B. 	 • If t.he registration shift s a re not wr i tten in the 

IUESIPS label, in low dispersion a rea s o nable 

alternative is to correct the ass igned wa velengths 

with a l gorithm 5, using the me an d i s persion constants 

as the "new" constants a nd the actua l d ispersion 

constants in the lab e l (whi ch inc lude t he unknown 

shifts) as the "origina l" cons tants . In h igh 

dispersion such an alternative is not defined. 

C. 	 • Provided that corrected d ispe rsion relations are 

available (see A above), re-extrac t t h e spectrum 

from the photometrically correc ted image (see 

algorithm 2). This method corrects both the wave

lengths and the extracted fluxes . 
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No . 59.1 

TITLE: 	 Incorrectly transmit 5-digit image sequence nuwbers 

to scale-factor record of extracted spectral files. 

Inasmuch as the problem for the affected SWP images is simply 

that the image number in binary integer format in bytes 13-14 

of the scale-factor record (first record after IUESIPS label) 

is too small by 10,000, complete correction may be obtained 

by decoding the ha1fword integer, adding 10,000, and recoding 

the result to binary ha1fword integer form and storing in the 

scale-factor record. 
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No. 60 

TITLE: 	 Processing of low dispersion spectra using the 

programs GEOH, FleOR, and EXTLmv 

In general, the benefits and file formats of the new low 

dispersion data processing software which replaced the 

programs named above are attainable e ither exclusively or 

most conveniently by complete reproces sing (algorithm 1) . 

One aspect of the new software, however, the increased 

sampling frequency and number of extracted points per order, 

may be emulated algorithmically as follows, although this 

technique has not a ctually been t ried on IUE d a t a. 

• 	 Interpolate the existing spectra l s amples with 


a suitable interpolation f unction such as the 


sinc function described by Lorre (1978). Applying 


Lorre's metho d to the one-d imensional case at hand, 


obtain 


I 	(X) = X+~ I(i) s in (X-i) 1TL (x-i) 1T - 
i=X-~ 

where I(X) is the interpolated intens ~ty at: intermediate wave

length location X, I(i) is the sampled i ntensity at the ith 

wavelength, and ~ is the half-width of the interpolation filter. 

Note that the valuesof i at the summation limits are rounded to 

integer values. The sampling freque ncy of the new software may 

be emulated by choosing an X midway between every i (that is, 

nominal sampling interval J2/2 pixels instead of Ji). Note that 

this is only an approximate procedure because the original 

sampling interval is not uniform. The user i s r eferred to 

Pratt (1978) f o r further det a i ls and consideratio ns relating 

to this and other possible interpolation techniques , including 

the choice of ~. 
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No. 61 

TITLE: Non-perpendicular manual shifts (REGISTER) 

The correction for non-perpendicularity of shifts here 

cannot be treated a s exactly as in - configuration number 58 

since the applied shifts are manually determined and ' hence 

not exactly reproducible. However, straightforward pro

cedures may be defined to correct wavelengths for the error 

which might have been i n troduced in the shifting process. 

A. 
• 	 If the registration shifts 6L and 6S are available from 

the IUESIPS label, use algorithm 6 to calculate the 

corresponding parallel and perpendicular shifts, 

611 and 61 . If 61 I is non-zero, use it to compute 

the correspo ndin g wavelength or velocity correction 

as in algorithm 6. All 611 is zero, no correction 

is necessary. 

B. 

• 	 If the registrat ion shifts are not written in the 

IUESIPS label , just as in configuration number 58 

a reasonable alternative in low dispersion is to 

correct the a s s igned wavelengths with algorithm 5 

using the mean and the original dispersion constants. 

In high dispersion a similar alternative is not defined. 
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No. 63 

TITLE: Incorrect manual shift for SWP images (REG). 

The correction for non-perpendicularity of shifts is the 

same as that discussed for configuration number 61. 
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No. 64 

TITLE: VBBLK without label processing 

• 	 Change the starting line (5L) and starting sample (55) 

values in first record of lUE5IP5 image label from 0895 
to 0001. See Turnrose and Harvel (1980-) for label 
format details. 
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No. 65 

TITLE: Incorrect entries in label by SPECLO (negative 

declination and zero shift) 

• For objects with negative declination, change sign of 

declination in the line of lUES IPS image label which 

reads "TARGET COORD. (1950):" . Declination should 

be correct already in line 37 of label (see Turnrose 

and Harvel, 1980, p. 8-15). 

• For images in which 

SHIFT=YY . YYY SA!1PLE 

and XX. xxx to 0.0 

the lUES IPS label reads "LINE 

SHIFT=XX. XXX", change YY. YYY 
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No. 67 

TITLE: Calibration files without temperature 

corrections (low dispersion) 

In order to correct for t he thermal motion of reseau marks, 

it is necessary to reprocess the image from its raw form 

(see algorithm 1). The correction of wavelengths for thermal 

and temporal spectral format motion, however, may be 

accomplished algorithmically or by re-extraction (algorithm 2). 

The algorithmic correction procedure is described below. 

• 	 Read the day and year (IDAY and IYR) of approximate 


image READ from the 
\
image label as discussed in 


algorithm 14, and calculate the elapsed GMT day 


number since 31 December 1977 (ignoring leap years) 


as 


LGHT := IDAY + (IYR... 78) * 365. 

An alternative approach is to calculate this day 

number from data on the handwritten observing script. 

• 	 Read the camera head amplifier temperature (THDA) 

at the end of the exposure from the image label using 

algorithm l4 p if the image was acquired after March 

1979. An alternative source of the THDA is the hand

written observing script. 

• 	 Use the dispersion constants given in the IUESIPS 
image label t:o calculate the line and sample positions 

(L,S) corresponding to the arbitrary fiducial wave

length 1500 }{ in SWP or 2600 i in LWR. (see algori.thm 4) • 

• 	 Refer to Figure 2-1 for SWP and Figure 2-2 for LWR. 

These figures show the loci of pi xel addresses, in the 

line and sample number plane, of the fiducial wave

lengths 1500 i (SWP) and 2600 R (LWR) , in the small 
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page 2 - continued No. 67 

aperture, a s f unctions of both time and THDA. The tra

jectories f o r constant time and constant temperature were 

constructed on the basis o f the time and .temperature cor

relation studies usecl to ,:-o r r ect for spectral format motion 

in current product i .on proc~ss ing (see "IUE Data Reducticin 

XXI"). By interpo l a t ing b e tween t he two types of loci drawn 

in the figures, t h e l.: s er may deb~ rmine t he predicted small

aperture line and samp le co ordina t e s (L ,S) of the 
o 0 

fiducial wavelengths a t a ny rele vant given time and temperature. 

Whereas these c oordL:ates represent the best-guess temperature/ 

time corrected posit i ons, t he coordinates (L,S) calculated 

above from the dispersion :elations in the ima <. 2 label 

represent the lmcorre~ted Jositions used in th ~ wavelength 

assignment process during t he spectral extrac t i on. The 

difference between these ~ , sitions can thus _ 8 used as shown 

below to infer and correct possible wavele n1th errors in 

the extracted spectrum. 

• If spectra in question are in the ldrge aperture , 

add 	the apprppriate line and samp: _.~· o f f s ets to the 

(Lo , S0 ) values interoolated from ! i n ure 2-1 or 2-2 
A 	 ':) 

(see CSC/TH-81/6117, configurat __un s number 45 and 46) 

to obta~n (Lc, Sc). 

Define bL = L -L• 	 c 
68 = 8 -8 c 

Use algorithm 6 to calcu l ate tne parallel shift 611• 
and the resulting wave l e n g t h correction corresponding 

to 6L and 65. This effect i vely reduces the wavelength 

scale to the temperature /t i me corrected system. 
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No. 71 

TITLE: 	 Dispersion constant and reseau calibrations 

used for VILSPA reductions (4). 

Same as 	configuration No. 14.1. 

~ 
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Figure 2-1 Loci of predicted trajectories of A • 1500 ~ point. small 

aperture, for various times (month and year marked) and 
THDA (deg'rees Celsius marked) in SWP low dispersion. Shown 
as a n+ n is the position corresponding to the current mean 
dispersion relations; the direction of dispersion is also 
plotted a s a. vector passing through the mean point. 

prepared by R.W. Thompson. 
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Figure 2-2 	 Loci of predicted trajectories of A = 2600 ~ point, 
small aperture, for various times (month and year 
marked) and THDA (degrees Celsius marked) in LWR low 
dispersion. Shown as a "+" is the position corres
ponding to the current mean dispersion relations; the 
direction of dispersion is also plotted as a vector 
passing through the mean point. Prepared by 
R.W. Thompson. 
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APPENDIX A 


GENERAL - PURPOSE ~iliTHODS 

Algorithm 1 . - Complete reprocessin~: 

The requirements associated with the complete reprocessing of 

an IUE image are e xtensive. In this context, the reprocessing 

of an imaqe is defined to be the sum of all calculational steps 

necessary to produc e an extracted spectrum, starting from the 

raw 768 x 768 image. The many separate steps which constitute 

the processing , from dealing with the geometric distortion, 

correcting fOl" the camera non-linearlties and non-uniformities 

(photometric correction), applying dispersion relations, 

extractinq spectral data, and finally, manipulating the 

extracted spectra.l data, have been described in several refer

ences (Perry and Turnrose, 1977; Klinglesmith, Perry, and 

Turnrose, 1979; Lind ler, 1979 a , b; Turnrose and Harvel, 1980). 

In addition, refinements and modi fi cations to the processing 

procedures are addressed in many articles of the series IUE 

Data Reduction I-XX published in the NASA IUE Newsletter, 

Nos. 2-13 (see Appe n dix B). 

From a computation a l standpoint, the steps placing the greatest 

demand on the proces sing system are those which handle the 

geometric distortion (either explicitly or implicitly; see 

IUE Data Reduction VI and XVIII), the photometric correction 

using the Intens i t y Transfer Function (ITF) , and the actual 

spectral extraction f r orE the photometrically-corrected image. 

These steps all involve the use of large, two-dimensional 

arrays (the image a nd ITF data) and in practice are designed 

so as to wo r k wi th o n ly several lines of an image at a time 

(Perry and Turnrose, 1977; Lindler, 1979a,b.). This is neces

sary since ravl image s contain 589,824 bytes, the rTF files 

contain 6,488,064 bytes (SWP) or 7,077,888 bytes (LWR), and 

photome t rically corrected images contain 1,179,648 bytes. 
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The format and the use of these files are discussed in Perry 

and Turnrose (1977) f and Turnrose and Harvel (1980). These 

references also contain explicit equations describing the 

geometric and photometric correction algorithms always used 

for high dispersion (see also IUEData Reduction XIII for the 

ITF extrapolation techniques now incorporated) f and Lindler 

(197 9a,b) and IUE Data Reduction A~III provide specific 

algorithms and discussion pertaining to the new implicit

geometric-correction software used for low dispersion since 

3 November 1980 at GSFC and since 10 March 1981 at VILSPA. 

Specific considerations relating to the extraction of spectral 

data from the photometrically corrected images and the sub

sequent manipulation of the extracted spectra are addressed in 

other general purpose algorithms in this Appendix. 
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Algorithm 2 - Spectral extrc,ction from photometrically 

corrected imaae:------------------ ----------~%------------------------------

The ability to extract spectral data from a photometrically 

corrected image, while less of a computational burden than 

full reprocessing, places considerable dereand3 on proce$sing 

systems. The need to handl e large amounts of data (1,179,648 

bytes per photometrically corrected image), the need to 

extract data from orders positione d neither ;lorizontally, 

vertically, nor along the diagon~l, and the need to flag 

exceptional pixel s (reseau-contaminated pixels, saturated 

pixels, extrapolated pixel s ) are s ignificant factors. Many 

aspects of the extraction problem are addressed in detail in 

Turnrose and Harvel (1980) for the "old ll software which · 

extract:s spectral data froI'1 photometrically a nd geometrically 

corrected images and in Lindler (1979a,b) for the ilnewll 

software which extracts spectrai data from photometrically 

corrected images with raw geometry. 

The use of analytic disper3 i on rel ations to 
{ 

define the locus 

of points in the image representing the nominal position of 

the spectral orders is discussed in Turnrose and Harvel (1980) 

· and under a separate algorithm i n t hi s Appendix. The pro

cedures for regis tering t he nominal dispersion relations with 

the actual spect ral orders are also discus sed in Turnrose and 

Harvel (1980 ) . The samplin g algor i thms for actually extracting 

spectral flux val.ues are discussed in the above reference 

and in Li ndle r (19 79a,b). The f l agging mechani sm by whi ch 

extracted flux po i nts affected by e xceptional pixels are 

identified is discussed part i al l y in several references and 

elaborated upon below. 

Re sea u f lagg ing . As described i n I UE Data Reduc tion XVII, 

the geometri cally c o rrect r eseau g r i d (i. e. i ·the reseau 

locations ·co which the geometric correction s tep -- e i ther 
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explicit or implicit maps the fo und reseau positions) for 

each camera consists of a 13 x 13 array of reseau marks laid 

out in a square pattern extending across and beyond the tube 

face. In every case, the "centrall! r e seau ma rk - that lying 

in row 7, column 7 of the grid -- is po~:;i tioned at line 

n1,J.IUber 390, sample number 41G in t he geometrically corrected 

frame of reference. In the LWP and LWR cameras, the spacing 

between adjacent reseau marks is 55 pixels in both the line 

and sample directions, implying that the reseau mark in 

row 1, column 1 of the qrid is situated at line number 60, 

sample number 80. In the S\-lP camera ~ the spacing between 

adjacent rese au marks is 56 pixels !n both the line and sample 

directions, implying that the reseau mark in rmv 1, column 1 

of the grid is situated at line number 54, sample number 74. 

For the SWR Cru~era, not used for Guest Observer science data, 

a suitable reseau grid has not been de f i ned. 

As flux values are sampled in the extraction process, (under 

either the "old" or the "new" software ) i reseau marks which 

are calculated to lie within 2 pixel s o f any pixel contrib uting 

to the measured flux are flagged by negative values of the 

quality-measure E. (See the discuss i on of configuration number 

15 in CSCjTM-8lj6117). Note that the descript ion on p. 6-9 of 

Turnrose and Harvel (1980) is incorrect in stating that only 

reseau within 2 pixels of the center of an extraction slit 

are flagged. 

Exceptional-flux-condition flagging. In the " old" (explicit 

geometric correction) software, only saturated pixels (DN = 255) 

are flagged in extracted spect ra (see Turnrose and Harvel, 

1980). In ':;he "new" (implicit geometric cor rection) software 

a considerably more extensive flagging system for exceptional 

fl ux conditions is built inJc'o the coding of pixel values in 

the photometrically corrected image itself (see IUE Data 

Reduction XVIII and CSCjTM-8lj6117, configuration number 60). 
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This more extensive system allows for the flagging of saturated 

pixels and pixels whose fluxes are based on ITF extrapolations 

and in the future will also flag pixels affected by bright 

spots (radiation artifacts) and camera microphonic noise 

patterns. 

Following the actual extraction of spectral data, including 

the conditional flagging discussed above, the gross and 

background fluxes are further manipulated (Turnrose and 

Harvel, 1980; IUE Data Reduction tVIII) to define net spectra 

which in low dispersion are also absolutely calibrated. The 

important aspects of the various manipulations done to the 

extracted spectra are individually discussed in the other 

general-purpose algorithms in this Appendix, as they have 

considerable application to many of the specific correction 

procedures addressed in the main text of this document. 
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"Algorithm 3 - Psuedo-slit ex"tractions from linc -:-by-line spectr~" 

In low dispersion, a line-by-line or spatial ly resolved spectrum 

is provided from which pseudo-sl i t extractions can be made on 

even small. computers to correct, improve upon, or otherwise 

customize the equivalent of the IUE merged-spectral file. This 

is particularly convenient since the data are presented in rela

tively small arrays and since waveleng t hs and quality flags 

(s) are already assigned to each fl ux point. wi th t h e "old" 

low dispersion software, the line-by-line spectra consist of 

55 gross pseudo-orders extracted pa r a llel to the direction of 

the dispersion with a square sa~pl ing area ~2 pixels by ~2 

pixels oriented at an angle of 45 degrees to the line and 

sample directions. As Cassatella ~t ~l (1980) point out, 

each such line-by-line flux sample includes portions of between 

4 and 7 pixels of the geometrically and photometrically corrected 

image. The line-by-line spectra are arranged as 55 pseudoorders 

which collectively extend completely across and between both 

spectrograph apertures and where t he 28 th l ine is nominally 

centered on the dispersion line and a ss igned an "order" 

number of 100. In all, "order" number s 73 to 127 are assigned 

to the line-by-line extractions, wi t h the order nurr~ers increas

ing as one progresses from the large aperture towards the 

small aperture in each camera. The det a iled format of the 

data on tape is discussed in Turnrose a n d Harvel (1980). 

With the "new" low dispersion software, (IUE Data Reduction 

XVIII and XIX) the line-by-line spect r a are extracted by a 

different technique but provide simi larly--orga nized data, 

with a greater number of sampled flux points per order. 

As indicated in Cassatella et al. (19 80), the gross and 


background extractions performed by I UESIPS in calculating the 


standard merged spectral files may be (~mulated by surnrning flux 


points at constant wavelength from the appropriate correspond


ing lines of the line-by-line file. ~able A-I 
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________ 

summarizes the range of lines to be summed for each of the 

several aperture/ source-characteristic options in use 

currently. The Guest Observer or archive user may also wish 

Tabl~ A-I. Range of line numbers to be summed 

in spatially-·resolved file to emulate merged spectra. 

Small Aper ture Large Aperture 

I 

Point Source Extended/Trailed sourceJ 

38 

24 - 32 21 - 35 

15-19 plus 37-41 15-19 plus 37-41 

- - - - _ ____~_____ ~__L... 

, 

Gross 24 - 32 

Background 18-22 plus 34

L. ..!.____~__ 

to define different "swaths" through the line~by-line array 

to optimize the flux measurements for a particular application: 

very faint point sources, for example, could be more profitably 

sampled with a shorter gross "slit" (Le., fewer lines added 

together) to reduce the effects of extraneous noise from the 

underlying background. 

Note that in all cases of pseudo-slit extraction, the effective 

pixel areas of the background and gross "slits" must be 

normalized before a net signal can be defined. 
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Algorithm 4 - Waveleng t h assignments via dispersion constants: 

The relation between wavelength and nominal pixel location 

in rUE images is determined by analytical dispersion relations, 

as described in Turnrose and Harvel (1 980). The analytical 

dispersion relations utilize a set of dispersion constants 

A. and B. which 	are deterrninec1 by a multivariate regression
l l 

analysis. The relations, which separately determine the line 

and sample numbers correspondi.ng to a 9iven ,,,,avelength 

:\ (in~) and echelle order number m, are the following: 

sample number = 	AIZ I + A2 Z2 + A3 Z3 + ...... + A7Z7 (A-I) 

line number = 	BIZ I + B222 + B3 Z3 + •...•. + B7Z7 
(A-2) 

where 	 Zl = 1 

Z2 = m:\ 

z = (mA)2
3 


Z - m
4 

(A-3)
Z~ = :\ 

J 

2
Z = m :\6 


Z 7 = m), 2 


In the case of low dispersion, only the first two terms in 

equations (A-I) and (A-2) are used, andm ~ 1. 

A method of inverting dispersion relations of the form of 

equations (A-I) through (A-3) so as to, for example, solve 

for the sample and wavelength values at which a given order 

m crosses a particular line in the image is described on 

pages 4-31 and 4-32 of Perry and Turnrose (1977). 
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The values of the A. a nd the B. used to extract the spectral 
~ ~ 

data of an IUE image are recorded in the rUEsrps history 

portion of the label (see Turnrose and Harvel, 1980, pages 

8-19, 8-20) and for the "new" low dispersion software, also in 

the scale-factor record of the extracted data (rUE Data 

Reduction XVIII). Consequently, the Guest Observer or archive 

user wishing to use the standard dispersion formulae to assign 

wavelength values to image pixels (in the geometrically correct 

frame of reference) may utilize the A. and B. values and the--------------------- ~ ~ 
methods described herein. Users are cautioned that in the 

case of images reduced under the "new" implicit-geometric

correction software, the pixel locations associated with the 

dispersion formulae must be referred back to the raw-image 

geometry according to the algorithm presented on p. 22 of 

Lindler (1979b). Mean values for the displacement data sets 

needed for Lindler's algorithm can be obtained from IUE Data 

Reduction XVII; the variation of instanteous displacements 

from these means due to thermal effects will in general be 

small (rUE Data Reduction XXI). 
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Algorith~ 5 - Low dispersion wavelengt~ corrections: 

In "IUE Data Reduction III" in NASJ'.. IUE Newsletter, No.5, 

a correction algorithrr for low dispersion wavelengths is 

derived. This algorithm, while derived fo]: the purpose of 

correcting SWP low dispersion wavelen0ths for the effects 

of the preli~inary SWP low dispersion l i ne library (see 

CSCj?H-81j6117, configuration nUJ11ber 24), is generally 

applicable to any low dispersion situat i on in which wave

lengths generated from a given set of dispersion constants 

rieed to be transformed to the torresponding wavelength~ 

that would be generated from a second set of dispersion 

constants. This algorith~ would, therefore, be useful to 

users who wish, for example, to convert wavelengths 

assigned with biweekly dispersion constants to wavelengths 

assigned with mean dispersion constants. 

Given that the original dispersion relations are 

sample nwr.ber = a 1 + a 2 ).. 
0 

(A 4) 

line nur,iller = b .. 
1 

+ b .. 
2 

).. 
0 

(A - 5) 

and the desired (new) dispersion relations are 

sa~ple number = a
1 

-+ a 2 ).. (A - 6) 

line n~ber = b l + b 2 ).. (A - 7) 

then the relation between the original ,.;ravelength 

).. o and the converted wavelenath 
J 

).. is 

).. = d + 11\ ).. 
o 

(A - 8) 

where 
..

b (b - b
l

, + a (a - a 1 )2 l 2 1
d = (A - 9) 

2 2b + a2 2 

b b ' + a 2a2 2 2 
IT, = (A - 10) 

b 2 + a 2
2 2 
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~rith~~ave1·en:lth corrections for zero-point shifts: 

For many applications it is useful to have a method by which 

assigned wavelengths can be transformed approximately, given 

a simple zero-poin~ shift in the dispersion relations. Such a 

situation corresponds to deriving the effect of changing the 

Al and Bl terms in equation (A-I) and (A-2) discussed in 

,algorithm 4. The uses of such a method include estimating 

the effects of thermal shifts and non-perpendicular registration 

shifts, for example. The method sho\,m below \.,as developed by 

R. W. Thompson as part of the analysis of thermal shifts in 


IUE images in the SWP and LWR cameras and consists of decom


posing line and sample direction shifts, 6L and 6S, into 


equivalent components parallel and perpendicular to the dis


persion direction, 6 II and 61. In this formulation, 6 I I and 


61 are defined in a right-handed coordinate system such that 


positive 611 (the" -}- X axis") is in t.he direction of 


increasing wavelength. 


First, we note that lt is possible to define with little 


uncertainty an angle ~ which is the angle of the dispersion 


direction with respect to the direction of positive line 


nUITber, thus: 


~} ) S 

L 

In low dispersion, ¢ is unique for each camera; in high 

dispersion, ¢ varies slightly with order number (total 

variation - O?7 between orders 125 and 75). The whole

number values of ¢ adopted here in Table A-2 are thus correct 

for all orders to within - O~5. 

rA 
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Table A-2 Dispersion-line angles (rounded to nearest degree) 

Camera Dispersion <ll (in radians) 

Lov.T 
309 x 21T 

S~iP 
360 

High 38 x 21T 

360 , 

-

Low 53 X 21T 

LHR 360 

High 324 x 21T 

360 

1 

I 
I 

For a given line shift 6L and sample shift 68, define 

R = (6L 2 + 682 )1/2 (A - 11) 

If 6L > 0.0 and 68 ~ 0.0, 8 = arctan(~~) 

If 6L ~ 0.0 and 68 > 0.0, 8 = arctan(~~)1 + 1T/2 

If ~L < 0.0 and 68 ~ 0.0, e = arctan(~~) + 1T 

If . ~L ~ 0.0 and 68 < 0.0, e = (6L)1 + 31Tarctan 68 ~ 

Then 

611 = R cos (6 - ~) (A - 12) 

~l = R sin (8 - ¢) (A - 13) 

If ~L = a = ~8t ~ll=O = ~l. 
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The interpretation of All, which is the only component of 

the shift pertinent to the wavelength scale, depends on 

U1e dispersion mode. In low dispersion, a motion of one 

pixel along the dispersion direction corresponds to a shift 
o 

of 1.67 A in SWP and 2.65 R in LWR (see "IUE Data Reduction V"). 

In high dispersion, a motion of one pixel along the dis

persion direction corresponds closely to a constant velocity 

(~ot wavelength) shift of 7.64 km s-l in SWP and 7.32 km s-l 

in LWR (see "IUE Data Reduction XXI ") . ~ 

Note that in relating a calculated 611 to a wavelength or a 

velocity shift, it is important to keep in mind whether motion 

of the object spectrum or of the dispersion relations is being 

addressed. A change in the Al and BI values in equations 

(A-I) and (A-2), for example, so as to move the dispersion 

relation zero-point in the positive wavelength (velocity) 

direction will result in assigned spectral wavelengths 

(velocities) VThich are smaller by the amount of the shift. 
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Algorithm 7 - Background smoothing: 

IUE low dispersion background spectral fluxes are currently 

smoothed with a median filter, followed by a double-pass 

mean filter. A median filter replaQes the central point 

within the filter "window" (the set of neighboring points 

falling within the filter width) by the median of the samples 

wi thin the window; a mean f i1ter repLaces the cen-tral point 

of the window by the mean of the points within the window. 

(See "IUE Data Reduction X"). Under the former low dispersion 

software (pre-November 3, 1980 at GSFC and pre-!:arch 10, 1981 

at VILSPA), only the double-pass mean f i lter was used. 

Although the current (old) high dispers i on software at GSFC 

uses the old-style double mean-only fil te ring, the median-plus

double-mean filter is used at VILSPA and \"ill be part of the 

new high dispersion reduction system; it is therefore the 

recommended method. 

A suitable median-filter algorithm is presented in Schiffer 

and Holm (1980). With the "new" extraction software with 

02 spacing between adjacent spectral samples~ a median filter 

2width W d' of 63 points should be used: the mean filter me lan 
width W is 31 points. With the "old" extraction software 

mean 
wi th .[2 spacing between adjacent spectral samples, W d' = 31 . me lan 
and W = 15 should be used. As noted in Cassatella et al. 

mean 
(1980), filtering algorithms are preferred in which the 

effective filter window collapses in wid~h once the filter is 

within W/2 points of the end of the data string. By keeping 

only valid data points within the filter windows, unwanted 

artifacts in the smoothed data are avoided. 
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Algorithm 8 - Ripple correction: 

In high dispersion, the net spectrum is corrected for the 

echelle grating blaze function (the "ripple") with a simpli

fied, semi-empirical formula. Hore suitable formulae may 

exist; recent studies suggest that the effective grating 

constants K (see below) may vary with order number (Ake, 1981; 

Benvenuti, 1981). This effective variability of K may 

in fact be due to other causes as yet not fully understood. 

The extracted net spectrum F(A) is obtained from the fifth 

record of each 6-record data group for each order (Turnrose 

and Harvel, 1980, p. 8-41) and rescaled to floating point 

format (see algorithm number 10). The ripple-corrected 

net spectrum F (A) is obtained as follows: corr 

F 0) = F 0<) (A - 14)corr R P) 

2where R (A) = sin X (l + ax2)
2 

x 

and x = min 7T m 
2 

1 A  A I c 

K 

2.61 
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m = echelle order number 

). = K/m = central wavelength for order m c 


a = adjustable parameter 


K = eche11e grating constant 

Current values for K and a are given in Table A-3. 


Historical variations in these values are found in CSC/TN-81/6l17. 


Table A-3. Ripple-correction parameters. 

Camera K a 

S\vP 137725 0.10 

LWR 231150 0.09 
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Algorit~~~ Va~ ullin-~~-a~~ wavelength correction: 

Since it is custo mary to catalog wave l engths as measured 

in air (A . ) in the spectral region longward of 2000~,alr 
IUESIPS makes a vacuum-to-air correction for the appropriate 

wavelengths measured in the LW spectrograph. These corrections 

are as follows (see Turnrose and Harvel, 1980). 

1. 	 All extracted wavelengths from the SW 

spe ctrograph are left uncorrected (vacuum 

wavelengths A ,even for A > 2000 i) . vac 	 vac 

2. 	 All extracted wavelengths from the LW spectro

graph are corrected to air values if equal to 

or greater than 2000 ii extracted wavelengths 

shorter t:han 2000 ~ are left uncorrected 

(vacuum wavelengths). When the correction is 

applied, it is defined by 

A. = Aalr vac 	 (A - 15) 

f( Avac) 

-4
where f( A) = 1.0 + 2.735182 x 10 + 

(A - 16) 

8131.4182 + 2.76249 x 10. 
A 2 A 4 

Note that in higt-. dispersion, the vacuum-to-air correction 

described by equations (A-15) and (A-16) is applied after 

the 	echelle blaze ("ripple") correction is made. Con

versely, when LW spectra are read from tape and ripple

correction processing is to be made, all wavelengths must 

be transformed back to vacuum values first. 
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Algorithm 10 - Absolute calibration: 

In low dispersion, an absol ute calibration of t.he extracted 

time-integrated f:ux (FN) net spectra is obtained by applying 

the i nverse sensitivity function SA -1 and dividing by the 

,exposure time in seconds. Ii l UE Data Reduction XII" presents 

a detailed l isting of the SA-I f unct ion used at GSFC from 

9 January 1980 until 3 Nove~ber 19 80; the report by Bohlin 

and Holm (1980) presents the revised a bso lute calibration 

now adopted at both GSFC and VIL SPA. The interpolation 

technique described in "IUE Data Reduct ion XII" s hould be 

used to derive 3\-1 values at lntermed i ate wave lengths. The 

net flux F(\) is obtained from record 6 of the 7-record merged 

extracted spectra (Turnrose and Harvel, 1980) and rescaled to 

floating point format (see algori thm number 10). Alternatively, 

a new ne-t spectrum could be obtained from a pseudo-slit extraction 

from the line-by-line spectra (see algorithm number 3). The 

absolutely-calibrated spectrum F b (A) is calculated as 
a s 

-2 -1 0-1 
F abs (A. ) = F(\) S 

A 
-1 erg eEl s A (A-17) 

t sec 

-1. th . t f , -2wh ?re S \ lS e . senSl 1" vlty Unet10n " 1n erglnverse em 

R-~ FN-l for the appropriate camera, and t is the exposure
* .time in seconds. The valu e of t may be ob-ca.ined from logical 

record 2 of the IUESIPS label (see p. 8-15 of Turnrose and 

Harvel, 1980), although the value stored there is the sum of 

the commanded exposure times, and in the case of multiple 

exposures or multiple-aperture exposures, the appropriate 

decomposition of that value must be dete rmined from other 

means. It is recommended that whenever possib l e, alternative 

records on the exposure times be consul ted to verify or correct 

exposure times read from the image l abe l s . 
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page 2 - continued Algorithm No. 10 

In high dispersion, an official absolute calibration is not 

in use. Recent work in this area is discussed in Cassatella, 

Ponz, and Selvelli (1981). 

* Note: IUESIPS processing does not divide out by the 

exposure time. See "IUE Data Reduction XII". 
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Algorithm 11 - Scaling fluxe s a nd wavele ngths from intege~ 

to real format and vice versa: 

Fluxes and wavelengths for IUE spectra are written to the 

standard Guest Observer (and archive) tape in a scaled integer 

form. Originally calculated internally as floating-point 

nwnbers,these quantities are written on tape as 16-bit integers 

(range: ± . 32767) to facilitate decoding on different computers. 

The 

are 

the 

operations required to decode the integer values 

given here first. The reverse operations of con

real valu~s to the integer format are also given. 

on tape 

verting 

A. Int.eger·-to-real number conversion 

Let I. be an integer flux value at pOlnt i read from tape.
1 

Then the corresponding real flux value F . is obtained from 
1 

-K 
F. = 1. * J * 2 (A - 18)

1 1 

where the J and K scaling constants are read from the scale

factor record of the extracted spectrum being analyzed (see 

Turnrose and Harvel, 1980, pp. 8-37 ff). Note that each 

component (gross, background, net, etc.) of a merged spectral 

file has its own J and K values, pertaining to a l l orders of 

that component. 

Let L. (m) be the integer wavelength value at po int i in order 
1 

m read from tape. Then the corrresponding real wavelength 

value A in angstroms is obtained from 

A .(m) = A (m) + UNIT * L.(m) (A - 19)
101 

where the value of UNIT is O.2~ in low dispersion and 0.002 ~ 
in high dispersion, and where A (m) = 0 for low dispersion and 

o 
is equal to the largest integer less than or equal to the first 

wavelength in each order; A (m) is thus different for each 
o 
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order in high dispersion and is given in the scale-factor 

record (see Turnrose ~nd H~rvel, 1980, pp. 8-37 ff) 

B. Real-number-to-integer conversion 

With same notation as above, 

Ii = [Fi/R + O.SJ (A - 20) 

where R = J * 2 
-K

,and the bracket notation means the 

largest integer less than or equal to the value contained 

within the brackets. J and K may be determined as they are 

in IUESIPS, as shown below: 

Let F be the maximum real flux in the spectrum involved. max 

Then ~ +" 

G = log max } /10910 2 


10 - 
32760 


L = [G + 0.5] 

D = G - L 

K = 15 - L 


D 15

J = [2 + + 0.5J 

Finally, for wavelengths A. (m) in angstroms, in low 
l 

dispersion A (m) = 0 and o 

L.(m) =[ A.em) * 5 + 0.5J eA - 21)
l l 
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Algori thm 12 - Updating scale-fact.or record of extracted spectra: 

The first tape record after the lUES IPS label i.n all extracted

spectrum f i les is t:he so-called scale-factor record (or "record 

zero"). This record contains a variety of entries relating 

to the contents of the data records which follow it, including 

the various important scaling cons t an t s such as J,K, and A 
o 

(see algorithm 11) used to convert integer data on the tape to 

real nu.wers i see I'. 8-38 of 7.urnrose and Harvel (1980). In 

addition, the contents of this record have recently been 

great l y expanded under the "new" low dispersion software 

(see "IUE Data Reduction XVIII"). 

Since this record has been established to hold data in a 

16-bit integer format convenient for computer decoding, 

-there are reasons for which the most important entrie~ in 

the scale-factor record should be updated if the corresponding 

spectral data a r e changed as a result of operations the user 

may perform. These entries would i nclude A. and A valuesmln max 

(the nearest-integer minimum and roaximtun wavelengths of the 


whole spectrum), the sets of I . , I J, and K values forroln max, 
each extracted spectrum where I . and I are the minimummln max 
and maximum scal ed·-integer flux values 1 and J and K are the 

flux scaling constants (see algorithm 11 ), the A wavelengtho 
offsets for each extracted order {again see algorithm 11) , 

and the number of extracted poi nts in each order. All such 

entries might logically be altered implicitly as a result of 

spectral manipulations performed by the user, who is, there

fore, reminded that these constants should be explicitly 

updated in the scale-factor record if the user wishes to store 

the modified spectral data in the standard format for future 

use or manipulat ion. Table 8-6 of Turnrose and Harvel (1980) 

i l lustrates in explicit fashion the location of all data in 

the "old" format of the scale-factor record: "I lJE Data 

Reduction XVIII" contains similarly exp l icit information 
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on the "new" format scale-factor record. Users are directed 

to these sources to ascertain where the updated entries are 

to be made. 
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Algorithm 13 - Updating lUESIPS history label~: 

The format of the IUESIPS labels is described in section 

8 of Turnrose and Harvel (1980); Figure 8 - 14 of that 

reference is reproduced here as Figure A-I. Normal 

IUESIPS file labels consist of between 20 and 30 physical 

tape records. Each physical record is 360 bytes in length 

(one byte = 8 binary bits), being a concatenation of 5 

logical records each 72 bytes long. That is, lines in the 

image label are blocked 5 at a time to form 360-byte 

physical records (blocks) on tape. 

Raw image labels start out 20 physical records (blocks) long. 

As the image proceeds through the processing system, additional 

label information i.s appended, one block at a time • . Since the 

information added at any given step mayor may not fill one 

or more entire block{s), a continuation character at the end 

of each logical record is used to flag the end of the label 

as follows. If any logical record is followed by at least 

one other, the EBCDIC character "C" is placed in byte no. 72 

of that logical record to signify a continuation. The last 

logical record of the whole label contains the EBCDIC 

charac"ter "L" in byte no. 72. Note that the end-of~label 

flag need not occur on a block boundary; any logical records 

which appear after the "L" in the last block are undefined 

(they generally contain core garbage). This overall label

record structure is shown in Figure A-I. 

The label records are in a mixture of EBCDIC and binary


integer formats (see Turnrose and Harvel, 1980). Observers 


using computers with non-EBCDIC printers (e.g., ASCII) are 


reminded that an input character format conversion will be 


required to display the EBCDIC portions correctly. 


Two special types of files have nonstandard labels: (I) The 


Tape Header file which begins each GO tape has only 1 block, 
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of which on I the first logical record is fil led. All 

information is in EBCDIC fo rmat . Note that the Tape Header 

File label has no "size parame te r s" field (see Turnrose, 

Harvel, 1980) as all other label s do. (Note f urther that 

the Tape Header File has no data records.) (2) Reseau

position files generated from calibration images have only 

1 block in their labels. Unlik e t he Tape Hea der file 

la.bels, however, reseau-position labels do have the s t andard 

size parameters in the first logical record, and generally 

one or more other logical records are present containing 

f ree-form identification informat i on for the source of the 

r eseau data. 

If a user wishes to update informa ·tion withi n an existing 

l a bel, he has merely to determine the physical record and 

byte(s) involved. Figures 8-3 t h rough 8-11 of Turnrose and 

Harvel (1980) provide detailed f ormat and contents information 

for normal IUESIPS .labels. If a user wishes to add additional 

r e cords to an existing IUESIPS label, he must f irst find the 

last logical record by searchi n g for the EBCDIC "L" in byte 

72 (Figure A-I), change the " L" to a "C", and then add 

addit~onal logical records as necessary, with eit her continu

ation ("C") or last ("L") codes in byte 72 of each as 

app ropriate. 
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- --- -

I 

~-----. 3GO BYTES -·-- --~l ' 
I 

LOG I( AL Rf(oKD 1 LOC·fCAL I~ECON.D l LCfIUtl.. r:fCORD 3 Lc6-/.01L Rf((1~'P 't L()~lCIlL RECO~D 5: 

I . I 

BLOC'; i [ ~ I c 1___ Ie! Ic[ ~I 

BLOCK 2.. ~[----._.._EL=._I.i. FC Ie]
- . . -------

~ 

N 
I •I 

....:J BYTE 72 

C ONTIf\)VI'l TlON CODE 
.. 
& 

• 
VNDfFIAJfD 

• I,-- - - - -} 

BLoL K N c, -- -- -- .- !~[ - IL , . 11 JJ 
t 

END- OF-LABEL CODE
2.0 ~ N ~ 30 

( NlA'I ocr uP- IN ANY LOGICAL- RrCoP.D ) 

Figure A-I. Standard IUESIPS Label Record Structure 



Algorithm 14 - Reading THDA values from IU~SIPS label: 

Data for the camera head amplifier temperature (THDA) are contained 

in the so-called "camera snapshot" portion of the IUE lmage 

label in binary form. Although prior to March 19 79 at GSFC 

(and a somewhat later time at VILSPA) all of t h e data 

necessary to extract THDA useful ly were not written in the 

labe l, images acquired since that time do contain reliable 

label entries and THDA is now routinely extracted from the 

image labels during p roduction IUESIPS processing . In order to 

ut ilize the THDA i n formation, one must determi n e whic h of a 

number of time-tagged camera snapshot ent r ies contains the 

relevant data and then convert the r aw t e l emetry to physical 

units. Procedures to perform t h e necessary data retrieval, 

corr elation, and conversion operations have been developed by 

R.W. Th ompson, who has k indly provided the following 

description of them. 

The various data which are read from the lUE image label to 

determine THDA are i i sted in Table A-4. The data from logical 

records 1 and 10 of the label (s ee algor~thm 13) determine the 

camera, image number, and approximate read time which are in 

turn used to find the correct entries from among the 15 

possible camera snapshot e ntries in logical records 86-100. 

To :'~ ind THDA at t ime of READ: Search the camera snap


shot entries in records 86-100 to f ind the entry for which 


the following three criteria are met: 


1) ICAH = TBNO 


2) PROC = 7 


3) ITREAD - TCSR I ~ 0.2 hours, where 


TREAD = 1H + (IM/6G.0) + (1S/ 36 00 .0) hours 

TCSR = HR + (M1N/60.0 hours 
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page 2 - continued Algorithm 14 

Then extract the raw THDA telemetry value TLM from byte 41 

of that entry, and convert to physical units as described 

below. 

To find THDA at end of exposure: Search backwards through 

the entries (Le., backwards in time) from the entry identified 

above as that pertaining to image READ, until the first entry 

is found in which: 

1) lCAH = TBNO 

and 2) PROC = 6 

Then extract the raw THDA telemetry value TLM from byte 41 of 

that entry and convert to physical units as described below. 

If no such entry is found, then the THDA at end of exposure 

cannot be extracted from the label; in such cases, the THDA 

at ime of READ is generally used. 

To convert raw THpA telemetry values (TLM) to physical units: 

First convert TLM to actual thermistor voltage TV by the 

relation 

TV = TLM * 0.0200 (A - 24) 

Then convert TV to THDA in °c using the following polynominal 

function: 

THDA = 0.10913 003 -(0.13191 003) (TV) + (0.84903 D02(TV)2 

- (0. 30540 002) (TV) 3 + (0.53477 001) (TV) 4 
5-(0.36411 000) (TV) (A - 25) 
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Table A-4 Data read from IUE image label to deterI:1ine THDA 
-;., 

Range of IParameter Parameter Location Format Proper IDescription Name ~ogica~ Record Byte No. 
o. Values 

1Camera number TBNO 1 50 EBCDIC 1-4 
1 character 

Image sequence number ISN 1 52-56 EBCDIC 1000-99999 
5 characters 

! 
I 
, 

Approximate time of image 
READ: 

Year-1900 IYR 10 1-2 78-99EBCDIC I 

2 characters 
Day (GMT) I DAY 10 3--5 EBCDIC 0-364 I 

I3 characters i 

Hour (GMT) IH 10 6--7 0-23 
2 characters 

EBCDIC 

Minute (GMr) 1M 10 8-9 0-59 
2 characters 

EBCDIC 

Second (GMT) IS 0-59 
2 characters 

EBCDIC10 10-11 

Camera snapshot entries, 
arr anged in 15 logical 
recor ds (86-100) of 72 bytes 
e a ch, s tored chronologically 

(wi th wraparo und after 

15th entry): 

Time of entry: 

Hour (GMT) HR 86-100 1 0-23 

Minute (GMr) 

1*4 

MIN 0-5986-100 2 1*4
I Raw THDA telemetry TLM 0-255 

Camera number 

86-100 41 1*4 

I CAM 86-100 56 . 1-4 

Procedure number 

1*4 

PROC 86-100 57 1-71*4 
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ApPENDIX B 

":rUE DATA REDUCTION" ARTICLES l 

NASA lUE NEWSLETTER 
NUMBER TITLE ESA Number DATE 

I. High Dispersion Data Extraction 

II. Radial Velocities in High Dispersion 
Using the Small Aperture 

III. Accuracy of Low Dispersion Wavelengths 

IV. CalComp Plots of High Dispersion Net 
Ripple-Corrected Fluxes 

V. Wavelength Assignments 
Spectra 

for Large Aperture 

VI. An Outline for Basic Studies of lUE Data 
and Planned Improvements to the Processed 
Results 

VII. Intrinsic Resolution and Planned Changes 
to the Extraction Slit 

VIII. Planned Changes to High Dispersion 
Extraction Slit Height 

IX. Planned Changes to the Order-Locating 
Software: DCSHIFT 

X. Planned Changes to the Background 
Smoothing Algorithm 

XI. Mean Dispersion Relations for Low 
Dispersion Spectra 

XII. Absolute Calibration of Low 
Dispersion Spectra 

XIII. Modification of Photometric Correction 
to Extrapolate the Intensity Transfer 
Function 

XIV. Properties of the Upper Levels of the 
Intensity Transfer Functions: Extracted 
DN ValUes Relevant to Low Dispersion Spectra 

2 

2 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 

8 
6 

11 

8 

9 
7 

November 1978 

November 1978 

July. 1979 

July 1979 

September 1979 

September 1979 

September 1979 

September 1979 

November 1979 

November 1979 

November 1979 

February 1980 
ApY'it 1980 
August 1981 

February 1980 

April 1980 
July 1980 



NUMBER 

XI! • 

XVI. 

XVII. 

XVIII • 

XIX. 

XX. 

XXI. 

XXII. 

XXIII . 

XXIV. 

XXV. 

XXVI. 

1) 

2) 

APPENDIX B (Cont.) 

NASA 
TITLE ESA 

Systematic Errors in the SWP Wavelength 
Scale 

Orbital Velocity Corrections 

Mean Reseaux and Dispersion Constants 

Implementation of New Low Dispersion 
Software: Summary of Output Format Changes 

Results of Basic Improvements to the 
Extraction of Spectra from IUE Low Dispersion 
Images 

High Dispersion Line Libraries 

The Parameterization of the Motion of the 
IUE Reseau Grids and Spectral Formats as a 
Function of Time and Temperature 

Washburn Extraction Routine and the Width of 
the Point Spread Function in Low Dispersion 
non-GEOM IUE Images 

Further Modifications to the Extrapolation 
of the Intensity Transfer Function 

Implementation of new High Resolution 
Software: Summary of output products 

Implementation of basis improvements to 
extraction of High Dispersion spectra 

Automatic registration of the extraction 
Slit with the Spectral format 

IUE NEWSLETTER 
Number DATE 

10 June 1980 

10 June 1980 

11 October 1980 

12 January 1981 
10 May 1981 

12 January 1981 
10 May 1981 

13 January 1981 

15 2 September 1981 

15 September 1981 
11 August 1981 

15 September 198 "1 

13 Jun!2 1982 

13 June 1982 

13 June 1982 

Whenever applicable the corresponding ESA-IUE Newsletter publication 
is given in italics. For additional references we recommend to 
consult: IUE+VILSPA User's Guide vol III, Image processing, eds. 
L. Bianchi, K. Morthover, J. Clavel. 

Astron. Astrophys. 107, 11, 1982 
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